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Oliver

Ditson

Co.

Publications

FOR FOUR VIOLINS
With Piano Accompaniment
(Viola available in place of Violin IV, Cello
ad lib.)

Compiled and Arr. by KARL RISSLAND

for

MUSIC
with

BOOK

EDUCATION
PROJECTS
STRING INSTRUMENTS
THE CLASS METHOD
FOR THE VIOLIN

By Lawrence Sardoni

By Albert G. Mitchell

For beginners of no previous training or experience, this
method with its Teacher's Manual enables the instructor
to adapt to his own classroom or private teaching the
plan of class instruction, class position drills, bow drills,
etc., used by the author in his long experience in class
training. The Manual includes the piano accompaniments,

That the violin may be successfully taught to classes of
beginners in schools has been abundantly proved these
many years and yet this pioneer book continues to be one
of the most popular in the field. By the aid of pictures, diagrams, text and easily memorized exercises, the subject is
presented with great clarity, ina most stimulating manner.

Manual,

75c

Student's Book, 50c

Book

One—$1.00

Book

Teacher's Manual and
Piano Acc., $1.50

FIRST LESSONS
ON THE VIOLONCELLO

THE DITSON JUNIOR
STRING QUARTET ALBUM
Compiled and Arr. by RALPH G.
WINSLOW

There are nine numbers in this compi
lation including The
Silver Swan (Gibbons), Aria, from
Suite in D. (Scarlatti)
and

Two—$1.00

Madrigal,

SUPPLEMENT to BOOK ONE—Contains complete exercises
in text—Price,

pupil, for class instruction or asa

85c

[ea

advantageous third position fingering is suppl
use when desired. Violoncello parts are largel ied for
y in open
string positions,
String Parts, Complete,

The studies in this comprehensive and musicianly work are arranged in an easy and progressive manner, and the book includes the
ideas of some of the best composers for the
instrument.

Price, $1.60

For the Combined

Class Teaching

VIOLIN, VIOLA; CELLO and BASS
By DON MORRISON

String Ensembles

MORRISON

ORCHESTRAL

d on Canadian Folk-Tunes
By Wyatt Pargeter
Score & Parts, $3 String Parts, 40c Each

SERENADE—For String Quartet
By Sergi Rachmaninoff
Transcribed by Arthur Hartmann

Score & Parts, $1

UNISONS

This method follows closely the lines of Dr.
Mitchell's previous works for individual and class
instruction. The viola is especially well adapted to
be taught successfully by this compact, ingenious
and labor-saving treatment of the subject.

Price, $1.50

IN!

UMENTATION:

(Melody)

Saxophone,

in F,

9. E-flat

By J. M, Flockton

Alto

Saxophone,

12. E-flat and BB-flat Tuba,

Instrument Parts, 15c Each

Piano Acc., 60c

RUMPTY

DUDGETT

For Violin, Viola, Cello and Bass
with Piano Accompaniment
ing
string
groups in Unison
ead Sctaves this number employs une
iS
method
visual-analysis
new
teaching form, and uses success! ‘3

Revised and Enlarged by H. F. Clarke
A carefully graded course that gives concise in-

Strings & Piano Acc. Complete, 40c
String Parts Complete, l5c

bow, followed by exercises. Gradually leads to all
positions and advanced studies.

Piano Acc., 25¢; Violin—Viola, 10¢
Gello—String Bass, 10c

13. Percus-

Full Score, $1.00

for String Orchestra

THE DRUM

@

By Don Morrison

Morrison

No.

Schubert,

the

spiccato

or

bounding

Parts, 75c

By James M. Fulton and T. H. Rollinson
cises and Many easy recreative pieces and is also playable by two or three violins and
piano. Instrumentation is for full orchestra and ad libitum parts for obbligato second
violin, third violin and saxophones. Clarinet parts are all for By instruments. 28 num-

Grade II

Parts, 75c

“relay solo.”

- 50 Four Movements

Parts, $1.50

bers, including marches, dances, patriotic music, folksongs and classics.
Parts, 50c

Piano-Cond.,

75c

ill, Op.

UT

from String Quartets

(Haydn)

No, 43:9

(Mozart)

Full Score, $1.25

Grade

Strings & Piano Acc. Complete, 40¢
String Parts Complete, 15c
Piano Acc., 25¢; Violin—Viola, 10¢
Cello—String Bass, 10c

Full Score, $1.50
No.

192,

iy

é Music of the Spheres, Op. 17, No. 2
(Rubinstein)

Parts, 75c

OLIVER
Theodore

Beethoven,

and Ries)

Full Score, $1.25

- 33 Pour Pieces for String Orchestra

entation. Unison, Octaves
and optional two part harmony. Fine as a

FAIRY TRUMPETS (Violin Solo) By Don Morrison
Violin and Piano, 40c
Violin Alone, 20c

This folio is useful for class instruction in the public schools. It has elementary exer-

Mendelssohn

bow-

stroke and the visual-analysis pres.

Price, $2.00

DITSON’S ORCHESTRA
FOLIO FOR BEGINNERS

Grade I
10 Five Later Classics (Dussek,

For Violin, Viola, Cello and Bass
with Piano Accompaniment
Uses

la forét

IV. Epilogue
$3.00

THE PHILHARMONIC
ORCHESTRA SERIES

or Mellophone,

11, Trombone—Bassoon—Baritone,
sion, 14, Piano Accompaniment.

and the Bo0
bow-strokes
down
stroke, Treble and bass clefs only.

formation on holding the instrument and using the

(Treble Clef), 8. French
Horn

16

Selections from

7. Trumpet—Clarinet—Sop.

10. E-flat Alto

III. Dans

Complete,

1. Violin, 2. Viola, 3. Cello, 4. String Bass, 5. Flute—

Horn

By Don

PRACTICAL METHOD
FOR DOUBLE BASS

I. Prologue

II. Capriccio

players a realiza-

tion of the variety of expression possible in a musical composit
ion
and to give confidence in playing solo sections when called upon
to do so.
or Ten. Saxophones in B-flat—Trombone or Baritone

in F Minor

For Strings and Piano
By Samuel Gardner, Op.

By DON MORRISON

Plozolo 6. Oboe—C-Tenor

String Parts, 30c Each

QUINTET,

A System of Relay Solos for Training Young Orchestras

in young

. . .

STRING QUARTET, in G Major
Founde

The idea of these relay solos originated from the “relay
race” of the

By Albert G. Mitchell

Score, 75c

For Pro ficient

of

This system can be used with the four string instruments combined
,
with any two or three of them simultaneously, or by any instrumen
t
alone in a separate class. Through a Progressive blending of melodies and technical studies the individual is given fundamental training on his instrument, then the co-ordination of the group,
or the four
instruments, is achieved. A simple piano accompaniment
is provided
in each book.
Vol. I—Violin and Viola, 75¢
Vol. II—Cello and Bass, 75c

track meet. They are intended to awaken

FIRST LESSONS ON THE VIOLA

$1.50

THE MORRISON STRING CLASS SYSTEM

Price, $1.25

By Wolf Fries and August Suck

(Sullivan). Violin

Score and Parts, $2.00

self-instructor.

PRACTICAL VIOLONCELLO
INSTRUCTION BOOK

from The Mikado

and
Viola parts may be played entire
ly in the first Position
but

By Franz C. Bornschein
Each exercise centers round a technical point
which is supplemented by melodic material.
This book can be used with the individual

Familiar Melodies

Six String Parts and Piano-Score, $1.50
Each Book
Separate String Parts, 20c Each Book;
Piano, 50c

Teacher's Manual and
Piano Acc., $1.75

with rhythmic formulas as indicated

11I—Ten

BOOK 1V—Ten Miniature Classics

This string ensemble collection designed to
overcome the
defects of earlier collections of ensemble music
permits
beginning students to play with advanced students
since
the parts for the instruments (Violins I, II,
III, IV) are
graded in difficulty as are the numbers themselves
from
one volume to another (Books I, II, III, IV). Grade
One,
First Position, is used throughout, however
. The music
can be played with any combination of string
instruments
and with any number as long as a balance
is maintained
between the parts: one, two, three, or
four violins with
Piano; three violins, viola (available in
Place of Violin
IV) and piano; four violins and cello
(available ad lib.
part), etc.

STEPPING STONES TO
VIOLIN PLAYING.

Teacher's

I—Ten Simple Pieces BOOK

BOOK II—Ten Folk Melodies

Full Score, $1.25

DITSON

CO.

Presser Co., Distributors

1712 Chestnut

Street, Philadelphia,

Pa.
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RUTH

SLENCZYNSKI

(slén-chén’ské),

now

THERE
AND
EVERYWHERE
THE
MUSICAL
WORLD

HERE,

a

full-fledged young artist
of sixteen, returned to

the New York concert
stage December 7th, at
Town
Hall, after five
year’s retirement. Music
lovers will long rememRuTH
ber Ruth’s sensational
SLENCZYNSKI
New York début in the
same Town Hall at the age of nine, when
critics hailed her as a pianistic genius.
WINTER
OF
FESTIVAL
BACH
THE
PARK, Florida, under the direction of
Christopher O. Honaas, will be given in
the Knowles Memorial Chapel of Rollins
College

cn February

Rollins

Chapel

Choristers

from

27th

and

The

28th.

supplemented

Choir,

neighboring

cities,

by
as-

sisted by faculty members of the Rollins
Conservatory and instrumentalists from
the Curtis Institute of Music will take
Rose
are:
part. The soloists engaged
Dirman, soprano; Lydia Summers, contralto; Harold Haugh, tenor; David Blair

McClosky,

baritone;

Herman

THE LEAGUE OF COMPOSERS gave its
opening concert and reception in honor
of Darius Milhaud, December 27th, at
the Museum of Modern Art, New York
City. Mr. Milhaud appeared as conductor and pianist and was assisted by his
wife, Madeleine
Milhaud,
diseuse, and
other
artists.
On
January
12th,
the
league presents an interesting program

of “music-with-films.”
RENE POLLAIN, former conductor of
the New Jersey Symphony
Orchestra
and former first viola player of the
New York Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra, died in France, early in November, at the age of fifty-eight. Mr. Pollain

first came to the United States in 1918
and became assistant conductor for Walter

Damrosch,

New

York

then

Symphony

conductor

F. Siewert.

pean

conditions.

LEON BARZIN, director of the National Or-

chestral
New

Association

York

City,

in
an-

A PRIZE
OF
ONE
THOUSAND
DOLLARS
AND
APPEARANCES
WITH THE Philadelphia Orchestra and
the New. York Philharmonic-Symphony
Orchestra are offered finalists in the
Young Artist Contest sponsored by the
National Federation of Music Clubs. The
closing date is February 20th, 1941. For
information, write: Phyllis Lations Han-

National

son,

Chairman,

nounces the formation of
an experimental school
of opera, with a perma-

Worcester,

nent
group
to “feed”
the opera companies of
America, just as the NaLron
tional Orchestral AssoBARzIN
ciation trains young ortheir places
to take
players
chestral
organizations
in the large symphonic
Eighty-five
country.
the
throughout
young singers have already been assembled for four one-act productions to be
given in Carnegie Hall after the inter-

mission of four of the organization’s
the staff
scheduled concerts. Members of

the

Studio

Festival

Competitive
337,

Day

Building,

Massachusetts.

PRIZES OF $250 AND $150 are offered by the Sigma Alpha Iota sorority
for a work for string orchestra and one
for violin, viola or violoncello solo with
piano accompaniment by American-born
women composers. Entrances close February 1, 1941, and further information
from Mrs. Merle E. Finch, 3806 North
Kostner Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

PADEREWSKI’S

November

eightieth

birthday

was commemorated

light-

designer;

B-minor”

ing.

Wallace

FREDERICK DELIUS’ (da’-Ié-00s) mem~in
ory is to be honored by music lovers
Florida, who are now restoring the small
cottage at Solano Grove on St. John’s

Maria

tive
River, where Delius spent his forma
comthe
to
ining
perta
data
years. All
being colposer’s years in America is
Florida
the
in
d
place
be
will
jected and
State Library.

JANUARY,
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(cias-4-dés-iis’)
time his “Five
New York reDecember 10th.

A

PRIZE

OF

ONE

HUNDRED

DOLLARS
is offered in the LaForgeBerumen Piano Solo Competition Contest announced by the Composers and
Authors
Association
of America.
The
competition is open to all native and
naturalized citizens of the United States
who have never had a manuscript accepted by a recognized publishing house.
The contest closes March Ist, 1941. Details
from Myrtle Artman Montrief, Contest

Chairman, 215
Worth, Texas.

Ellison

Building,

Fort

SEVENTY-FIVE
DOLLARS and an
appearance with the Illinois Symphony
Orchestra will be given the winning violinist in a contest sponsored by the Rho
Chapter of Phi Mu Alpha. March
Ist
is the closing date. For details, write:
Leo Heim, 500 Kimball Building, Chicago, Illinois.

his

Goodrich’s
Sanroma

GEORGE

opera,

and

was

“Piano

Concerto

in

concert
stage
as
he
would in a small, highly

Jestis

direction.

Against

new

one-act

Heaven”,

will

have its premiere at the Avery Memorial
Museum in Hartford, Connecticut, Janu-

ary 17th. Mr. Kleinsinger is the composer of the cantata, “I Hear America
Singing.”

is said

to have discovered the
new “acoustic envelope” which,
through
sound control, permits a
singer or instrumentalist
to hear himself on the

the assisting artist.

KLEINSINGER’S

“Victory

PAUL ROBESON

in

A-minor” by the orchestra of the New
England Conservatory of Music under

scenic

ROBERT
CASADESUS
presented for the first
Etudes for Piano” at his
cital in Carnegie Hall on

in Jordan

Hall, Boston, with performances of the
of his “Symphony in
first movement

Clark Robinson,

THOMAS WILFRED gave a series of
clavilux (color organ) recitals at the Art
Institute of Light in Grand
Central
Palace, New York City, during November and December. New “stops”, added
through Mr. Wilfred’s
tireless experimentation, enable him to achieve a greater variety of color blendings and rhythms.

ae
Se

stage
include: Josef Turnau from Vienna,

director; Karl Kritz of the Cincinnati
Howard Bay,
Opera, ensemble coach;

GUY AND LOIS MAIER, duo-pianists,
featured Lee Pattison’s fantasy, Heroical
Fountains at their Town Hall concert
in New York City, December 14th. Among
other truly musical interpretations were
two Bach arrangements by Mr. Maier.
The recital was a brilliant success.

Competi lions

organist.

GEORGES ENESCO, Rumanian conductor and composer, is unable to fulfill concert engagements in this country, having
been detained abroad because of Euro-

of

Orchestra.

IN

PauL
ROBESON

reverberant room. Development of the device

came about through experiments by Dr.
Burris-Meyer,
Mr.
Robeson
and
the
Stevens Institute sound research project,
first in a Maplewood, New Jersey, theater and later in the Metropolitan Opera
House,

JAMES
HOTCHKISS
ROGERS, world famous
organist, composer and
music critic, passed away
November 28th, 1940, at

his home in Pasadena,
California, at the age of
eighty-three.

For

fifty

years, Mr. Rogers served

JAMES

HOTCHKISS
as organist and director
Rocers
at The Euclid Avenue
Temple in Cleveland, Ohio, where, at a
testimonial dinner given at his retire-

ment, Rabbi Barnett R. Brickner referred to him as a “truly spiritual leader in the life of the city.” Mr. Rogers
also served as organist at the Second
Baptist Church and the First Unitarian
Church, both of Cleveland; and for many

years was music critic for The Cleveland
Plain Dealer. Among his many compositions are cantatas, sacred and secular
songs, and many works for the piano and
organ. Mr. Rogers came from fine old
Puritan American stock and his lofty
achievements have made him one of the
most distinguished of our native composers. His lovable character endeared
him to many of the world’s foremost
musicians.
IRVING
BERLIN,
returned
recently
from a West Indies cruise, told New
York reporters that his song God Bless
America had earned more than seventy
thousand
dollars. The
entire proceeds
go to the Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts

of America.
‘THE

‘

MUSIC

SOCIATION

NATIONAL

TEACHERS’

held its sixty-fourth

As-

annual

meeting in Cleveland, Ohio, December
28th to 31st. Carleton Sprague Smith,
President of the American Musicological
Society and Warren D. Allen, President
of MTNA were among the speakers at
the opening session; and such prominent
educators and musicians as David Mattern, Rudolph Ganz, Randall Thompson,
Johann Grolle and Elizabeth Ayers Kidd
forums
covering all aspects
conducted
of musical activity. Edwin Hughes led
the piano forum, with Jan Chiapusso and
Emile
as
speakers.
Baume
principal
Harold Gleason and Raymond Kendall

took part in the program
featuring
Visual Aids; and other highlights were
discussions by Sir Ernest MacMillan, Paul

Hindemith and Ernst Krenek, and a twopiano program by Arthur
Beryl Rubinstein.

Loesser

and

THE
AMERICAN
SOCIETY
OF
THE
ANCIENT INSTRUMENTS, under the direction of Ben Stad, held its thirteenth
annual festival, December 4th and 5th,

at

the

Ritz-Carlton

in

Philadelphia.

Three programs featured music of the
sixteenth,
seventeenth
and
eighteenth

centuries,
(Continued

on Page

64)

NN

Cantanie

or January,
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What Is the Musical Need of Youth MDO=
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Films
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a Radio
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Lending

to Organ

And it’s so Easy to play . .. even for children! You simply play it as a
part of your piano—your left hand in its usual position . . . your right
hand on the compact Soloyox keyboard.
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The

William
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Guy
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contrast
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on the Solovox,

Western Avenue, Chicago.

Hammond

12
13

rge C, Krick

the piano’s normal use or tone.
Here is the perfect “companion piece” for your piano. . . easy to play
- + lovely to hear . . . amazing in its
musical resources. Ask your piano
Write for interesting,
dealer for a demonstration... ropay!
informative, FREE literature

of the famous

-Peter Hugh Reed
-Donald Martin

Guy

The Solovox can be attached to your piano easily . .. does not affect

By the makers
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The music you love will
have more appeal than ever before...new fullness
:- new beauty...whe

The Solovox produces sustained, singing tones in delightful
to the percussion tones of your piano accompaniment. Just the
your fingertip on the “tone controls” places at your command
of a thrilling array of enchanting musical
i effects—like
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HE ETUDE

Editorial

BE essings

in

aeje eyrain oe
cians throughout the world. The Etude is especially appreci-

GLIB AND FANCIFUL Latin poet Ovid once
Ts
wrote, “Nothing is swifter than the years.” This pat
phrase came to us when we realized that twelve presthe new
tissimo months have rushed by, since we launched
actualis
Etude Music Magazine in January 1940. The Etude
canone
ly fifty-seven years old, but the new Etude has only

ative of the fact that the great libraries of the United
States, Latin America, Europe, Australasia, Africa, and
the Orient have made earnest efforts to keep complete files
of The Etude Music Magazine as permanent records of

American musical educational advancement during the past
half century.

dle on its birthday cake.
The past year has been one of intense activity in music.
n
In the professional and in the industrial field the positio
You who
of music is much stronger than it was a year ago.

are music workers deserve to be congratulated for the fine
accomplishments of the past
months. There has been a grati-

We count many things among the blessings which 1940
has brought us. They remind us of the line from Horace:
“Years, as they come, bring blessings in their train.” While
the past year has in many parts of the world brought deepest misery instead of happiness, we may all rejoice that
we are permitted to serve in an

fying increase in the numbers

art that even in the belligerent
countries is recognized as such
a vital human necessity that

of those studying music and a
fine expansion in the industry
of manufacturing musical instruments. The intensification
of our national activity has already made itself felt in music.

these

Teachers who for years have
been complaining of a lack of
find themselves
pupils now
.
classes
fine
with
a great debt
owes
e
Etud
The

nations

have

been

stronger in their realization of
the need for music than ever
before. Does this not show a
fundamental inclination in man
to lean upon what is fine and

| lf I dil I

beautiful even when civilization in some spots seems to be
in extremis.
to its loyal friends who took it
In many of the European
upon themselves to go far out
centers,
symphonic
concerts
of their way to give us their
and opera have been given rert and the
codperative suppodita
THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
peatedly during the past year.
“
5
here and abroad, complete files of THE ETUDE
libraries
great
the
In many of
word
The great music schools of
finest of all advertising,
for over half a century are carefully preserved.
of mouth”, in helping us exEngland have been regularly
pand the sphere of The Etude.
attended by vast numbers of pupils. Two new High Schools
We are also especially appreciative of the exceptional
d staff of
of music have been opened in Frankfort-am-Main and one
spirit of enthusiasm with which our distinguishe
artists,
is to be projected for Leipzig. English artists cancelled
outstanding musical editors, experts, composers,
H

7

done everything
writers and printers have so splendidly
helpful and rich
fresh,
possible to make the new Etude vital,
broad musical
in practical up-to-date information and
human

attractiveness.

petter

illustrations,

year ago
We still need your interest and codperation. One
cal size,
we promised our readers an Etude of a more practi
engaging articles,
whiter paper, clearer print, finer and more
increasingly

interesting

music

and

a

any change in The
general all around up-to-dateness without

l policy, which
Etude’s historic, educational and inspirationa
art as well as
the
of
t
gonis
prota
has enabled it to act as a

lovers, students and
that of the personal interests of music
us more than
professiona | musicians. Nothing would please

for 1940 and tell us whereto have you look over your issues
come
feel that we may not have
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all engagements in the United States in order to serve the

musicians of England when war broke out. The well known
pianist, Myra Hess, for instance, organized trios, quartets
and choruses throughout the country. Her own noon-day
concerts at the National Gallery in London helped many
of her countrymen to “carry on.”
We have a very strong feeling that, horrible as is the
reign of death that has been pouring down over Europe,
civilization is frantically striving to re-assert itself and
that we are reaching toward an era of construction rather
than destruction. There is always a tomorrow. When peace
comes in our tomorrow, as come it must, the world will see
in the train of its blessings the greatest spiritual and moral
revival known to man. Pray that this be among the bless-

ings that will come to the world in 1941.
Americans all, proud of our glorious country and glad
to defend it
be the great
building not
so tragically

against aggression, we point out that ours will
responsibility and privilege to promote the remerely of the material things which have been
destroyed, but also to help in the regeneration

Editorial
of the souls of man, to engineer the new world order, leading to finer spiritual concepts, more joy and less misery for

at thirty-five million dollars, will be sold. The Victor
Record Society, founded by Thomas F. Joyce, has had
a

all peoples.

Music will have a magnificent part in this twentieth century renaissance. In sending our hearty New Year greet-

ings to Etude readers everywhere, we congratulate them
and urge them to prepare for the precious opportunities
which are before us.

HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL
Hitting the Target
E HAVE just been looking over a book about the
dance. It has given us the impression that the author
has skillfully danced all around his subject but has not
actually done very much more than touch it here and
there. Many writers and many teachers seem to have a

hesitation about aiming directly at the target and hitting
it squarely. Verbiage and pedagogy do not mix. The best
teachers we have ever known have used the fewest words.
We have seen teachers sit back in their chairs and regale
themselves with lengthy disquisitions upon history, philosophy, ethics, esthetics, anything, Good Lord, but the
lesson at hand. We once heard a teacher spend almost
thirty minutes talking to an open-eyed youth of thirteen,
upon the philosophy of Bergson as compared with that of
Kant, and in the end the boy knew as much of the subject
as if he had been listening to a street merchant in Nanking.
What the pupil wants, and wants most, are the result
producing facts. He does not pay the teacher for a show
of pedantry.
For this reason we have met teachers who have been
men of limited mental brilliance and intellectural breadth
who have produced much better results in actual pianoforte playing than others of even very excellent culture,
who have permitted themselves and their pupils to be lost
in a fog of theories and word dreams. We knew one
teacher, who was almost illiterate on all things but music,

who managed to get his pupils to play in an excellent
style that to us was altogether a mystery. One of the best
trained singers we have heard in years was taught by a
man who also taught violin, piano, mandolin, guitar, and at
the same time conducted a business as a pastry cook in
a small town. Never mind how he did it. There were the
results, and several vocal experts who heard them were
astonished.
Make it a point to have every lesson hit a definite target,
and your teaching results will be correspondingly improved.

Astonishing Hevival in High Class Records
ORTUNE Magazine, very recently, told the remarkable tale of the revival of sales of records to meet the

human

come

demand

for

the

world’s

best

music,

which

has

after the now historic slump in the industry owing

to bad economic

conditions

and to the introduction

competing invention, the radio. How

of a

great was this slump

is indicated by the fact that Caruso received over three
million dollars in record royalties, which, only a few years
after his death, dropped to a mere fraction of that amount.
Now a musical sales miracle has occurred. Records are

selling in extraordinary volume,

We are jubilant over the recent successes of the record

companies.

Past experience

has shown

that this has a

most excellent effect upon the demand for music study.
As in the case of the piano, when the radio came along

the sale of records dropped deplorably. Now there is a
pronounced turnabout and records and pianos are “coming
back” in remarkable fashion. Best of all, the demand
for

fine records of great classical works is increasing rapidly.
Thousands of collectors are making record libraries. It is
estimated that this year some sixty million records,
valued

great influence

on this revival

of interest in fine records,

which cannot fail to be of value in elevating the
musical

taste of America. The Victor Company and the
Columbia
Company, here and abroad, are conducting
a major educational work in making new records of extreme
ly high
character. Teachers everywhere are realizin
g
studio reproducing sets and proper record the value of
equipment.
The Carnegie Record Libraries, now in
hundreds of colleges, are in daily use. These records have
a very practical
educational significance. Your editor can
never
forget that,
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ENSEMBLE
ART
of two-piano
playing offers distinct and specific advantages.
Audience
members
often
tell us of the enjoyment they find in watch-

ing two performers adjust themselves to
each other! We can assure you that the
performers themselves find even greater enjoyment in the process. From the purely
musical standpoint, two-piano work approaches most closely to orchestral values
of sonority and color. Its tonal possibilities
are infinite. In schools, or communities, that
lack

an

adequate

orchestra,

Music

The Art of

iano Ensemble

perform

a truly polished

alone. Also, when working at one piano, the
two players sit too close for complete freedom. Again, one plays the Primo (or important) part while the other takes the

Secondo

(or obbligato)

throughout the en-

tire duet, a circumstance which nullifies
the
between
of balance
the possibility
resources
technical
the
lastly,
And,
voices.

of the two players at one piano are decidedly limited. Four-hand duets are very
pleasing to hear, and they provide a measure of ensemble training which is decidedly
better than none at all; still, in order to
explore the fullest possibilities of piano en-

semble
valuable

work,

him at the keyboards, either!
In second place, it is important to decide
when two-piano work should be begun. Lit-
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two pianos are just twice as

as one.
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of a

ever increasing personal
congeniality.
If
you quarrel with a person, if your every
thought pulls in opposition to his, the
chances are that you will never agree with

at one

piano) as it is from solo work. Its ultimate
beauty lies in the richness of sonority and
volume released by the two instruments,
and this can never be duplicated on one

a millimeter

Duo-piano Adjustments

joining their forces at two keyboards.
Two-piano playing is as different from
hands

he be but

First of all, pianists who intend to play
together over any length of time must make
certain they possess those spiritual sympathies that enable them to think and even
to breathe together. They must know each
other well—each other’s thoughts, tastes,
habits. And this knowledge must lead to an

qualities of personal sympathy and likeness
of mental approach that are not easily
found. But for the purpose of acquiring
training in balance, rhythm, reading, and
accuracy, any two pianists can profit from

(four

though

rubato or a ritardando sounds mechanically
calculated, the art of the performance is
gone. The situation, then, is this: there are
no mechanical aids to precision; no signs;
the two partners sit far apart from each
other, and yet they must perform in perfect
unison. How to do it?

piano is usually a secondary instrument,
with but limited scope for feeling out the
balance
of alternating
thematic
voices
(melody and obbligato). Two-piano work,
then, offers a maximum of musical and
pianistic advantage, and it is advisable for
all piano students to investigate its possibilities. The development
of two-piano
teams is another matter, depending upon

playing

very mechanics of the attack serve as an
aid to precision. The technical formation
of a down-bow and an up-bow can be fol
lowed, and thus the players are subtly assisted in keeping together. There is no such
mechanical attack on the piano; there is
nothing to be heard in pressing down a key

second behind! Again, there must be nothing mechanical
in adjusting
the interpretive variations of tempo. As soon as a

nities rarely found by the solo pianist. Instrumental accompanying does not provide
the same advantages. In such work, the

duet

form of ensemble work really to master.
When two violins are played together, the

even

arrangement

of a Mozart operatic overture, let us say, or
a symphonic excerpt, can achieve a more
correct and more satisfying effect than an
unpolished orchestra.
From the pianistic standpoint, two-piano
work offers splendid opportunities for the
discipline of ensemble
playing—opportu-

ordinary

Culture

except the resulting sound—and then it is
too late for the other partner to come in,

it is quite pos-

sible to duplicate orchestral richness by
means of two pianos. Indeed, two virtuosi
who

and

SGrtarn ationa My Distinguished
Duo-Pianiats

Secured Expressly for

Tue Erune Music Magazine

by

STEPHEN WEST

tle beginners can be trained in it if, from
the very start of their studies, they are encouraged to play short exercises and simple
tunes together. At such a pliable age, anything can be learned, depending upon the
wisdom of the teaching methods. But if the
student has not been accustomed to duopiano work at the very start, he should stay
away from it until he has mastered enough
fluency of technic and enough accuracy of

rhythm to allow him to adjust both to his
notes and to his partner without too much

difficulty. Once the pupil is past the plastic
age

of early childhood,

it is wiser to wait

until he is no longer disturbed by technical
matters (like fingering scales, passing under
the thumb, counting rhythms, and so on).
Basically, two-piano technic is quite the
same as that of the solo pianist. However,
certain important
problems
become
emphasized, because of the codperative character of the work itself. The first of these
is rhythm. Two-piano work requires the utmost precision of rhythm. The two partners
must begin absolutely simultaneously, they

must hold each note for exactly the same
duration of time. Hence, all tempi must be
discussed in advance. It is well, also, for
each player to count to himself while he
plays. There is no need for counting aloud;
indeed, this is often disturbing; but each
must bear the responsibility for perfect
rhythmic unison. Awareness and practice
are the best “helps.”
Two-piano work also requires special adjustments of tone. We ourselves have experimented

much

(Continued

on

Page

58)
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EDITOR’S NOTE
. For many years Tue Erupe has received waves
of letters from would-be song writers, asking for

advice in getting a song published. Most of these
songs in project are of the popular song class.
We have always been very careful in replying to

these letters to advise our readers to avoid, as

they would poison, the so called “song-sharks”,
individuals or firms which endeavor to induce
half-baked amateurs to pay for having their illiterate doggerel published. This is a racket, the
proceeds of which run into millions of
a legitimate publisher does not agree
your song without one cent of outlay
part, better save the manuscript and
wall paper on the walls of your room

Getting a Song Published —
By DA,

Si

cave Robert

dollars. If
to publish
upon your
use it as
of aban-

Bruce

Reprinted by permission from ‘How to Write
and Sell a Song Hit”, copyright 1939 by Prentice-Hall,

Inc.

Price,

two

dollars

and

fifty

cents,

doned memories. If it is any good whatsoever the
legitimate publisher

is not likely to let it get out

of his hands. Meanwhile, we may safely suggest
that you purchase a copy of “How to Write and

Sell a Song Hit”, which is easily the
upon this subject we have yet seen,
two highly successful men with, wide
in this field. It does not guarantee to

the author and composer
certainly know more about
have read it. If those who
write a song hit would read
attempt to market their
waste time and effort and
spared.

best book
written by
experience
make you

of a hit, but you will
the “game” after you
have an ambition to
this book before they
compositions, much
heartbreak might be

The success of a popular song seems to be dramatically wrapped up with destiny. Sung by just
the right singer at the right time a song may
“catch on” over night and bring a small fortune
to its composer. A similar accident of fate, however, picks up one song and lays down another

in this game of musical roulette. Note in the following how Rudy Vallee’s Stein Song and Walter

Donaldson’s My Blue Heaven became unexpectedly popular. Still, there are people who contend
that there is no such thing as luck.
“Variety”, in its famous one hundred forty-four
page ASCAP edition of Wednesday, July 31, 1940
prints a list of the names of composers and pub-

lishers of some

two hundred “songs” which have

sold over a million copies. This list is comprehensive but not complete. However, it is sufficient

to indicate what
popular music.

O*

OF

fortunes have been made

JIMMY

DURANTE’S

favorite

from

gag

lines is, “What’s my opinion against millions of others?” and this could easily be
nailed up over any music publisher’s door. It is
almost impossible to determine how a song is
going to be received by the public until it has
been exploited for a while. The average publisher guesses wrong more often than not, and
the fact that Joe Doakes writes a hit song today

is no indication at all that the number he writes
tomorrow isn’t going to be a flop.
A publisher will usually take three or four
Songs and test them with a few “name” bands
before he starts printing and exploiting them. If
any of these songs seem to “click” better than
the others, the publisher will naturally spend
more time and money promoting these.
Often,
though, he may be guessing wrong, for
the public taste is fickle, and a potential hit
may die
on its feet, while a “corny,” sentimental
ballad may build up into the biggest
seller of the
year.

RICHARD

RODGERS

GENE BUCK

Melody writer of the Rodgers
and
Hart team and composer of
many
Broadway hit shows,

The Trials of a

Song writer and President of the
American Society of Composers,

Authors and Publishers,

Newcomer

The publisher is Particularly wary
about songs
written by newcomers. A profe
ssional like Hoagy
Carmichael or Irving Berli
n may
not always
write a hit song, but at
least there is a good

chance that his material will
more than pay for
the cost involved. However,
with a new writer
the publisher
cannot

quote

past perf

ormance as
a precedent but must depe
nd entirely upon his
own reaction to the song.
The experienced publisher is not very willing to
do this, as he has
learned by bitter experience
not to depend too
much on his own reaction. Therefor
e, unless the

Song is so unusual and interestin
g that the publisher can view it with both
eyes Open and say
“it’s a natural,” the number
is usually handed

back to the songwriter with
out further formalities. Under the circumstance
s it is easy to see
that a publisher might rejec
t a song which, if
properly exploited, would have
had good sales

possibilities.
Music publishing is a business,
and a successful

publisher is a good businessman.
convinced that orchestra leade
rs
a certain unpublished

many

years,

been on the publishers’ shelves
for fifty years
without turning over once. When
Rudy started
crooning it, people wanted copie
s, but no one
(including the other publishers) knew
who the
publisher was. It was only by
accident that the
real publisher was discovered.
My Blue Heaven has a similar sad
history.
Tommie Lyman, one of our first
crooners, found
a stray lead sheet of this song
and sang it occasionally at an intimate New
York night club, He
was heard by Emerson Yorke
, recording Manager
of Brunswick
Recording
Corporation.
Yorke
wanted the song, but Lyma
n did not know the
publisher and suggested
that he get in touch with
Walter Donaldson or Georg
e Whiting, who had
written it. Donaldson reme
mbered writing the
song but
had

forgotten

the

publisher.

Whiting
was equally uncertain but sugge
sted that Yorke
go to Leo Feist. This firm,
likewise, did not remember the number, but after
a thorough search
of its files, the song was
found. Feist got out new
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want to play
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ur Musical Beginnings
in the Southwest

MERICAN

MU-

_

SICAL
HISTORIES stress
the
beginnings
of
music in New England, the Carolinas

'

and
but

New
little

Orleans,
is said

of

the very first music
pioneers and teachers in the Southwest. This territory
was
first Spanish,
then Mexican, later
Texan and finally a
David Guion, noted compart
of the United
poser of the Southwest.
States. It was six
when
the birth of Palestrina,
years before
Cortez, in 1519, entered Mexico. During the first

century

of Spanish possession

Palestrina

sixty-five

and

hundred

one

the great art of

in its ascendency.

was

years

It was

before

over

Bach

and Handel were born. Therefore, the musical
development in the Southwest, in these first
eventful years, was very different from that

which came after the later development
the two masters who turned
their attention to keyboard instruments.

with

accepting the Christian faith.
Cortez in 1519 captured what
is now
Mexico
City, Monte-"
zuma’s _ five-hundred-year-old
capital. He sent at once to Spain
for missionaries to take up the
task he himself
had
already
begun. Three came in 1523, the
first of a stream of friars and

SAN JOSE MISSION
Outstanding among the old buildings which link the modern city of San Antonio with its glamorous past is Mission San Jose de Aguayo. This mission
called “Queen of the Missions” is particularly noted for its “Rose Window”
considered a masterpiece of sculpture. Of the three paintings within the
church, probably gifts from the King of Spain, one is believed to be a Correggio. Mission San Jose is one of four such missions in the vicinity of San
Antonio in addition to the famous Alamo.

priests that for three centuries poured into the
vast new empire.
Soon
monasteries
dotted
the rich, tropical
Valley of Mexico. Lured by fabulous tales of the
Seven Cities of Cibola, of silver, jewels and gold,
the Spaniards, in “a perfect madness of wonder
and curiosity” pressed on into “the great unknown North.” By 1600 the Spanish frontier line

had reached the Rio Grande and extended
westward to the Pacific. Always beside the conquistadores marched
the valiant friars and
priests, establishing monasteries
brought under Spanish rule.

The Real Music

Pioneers

in the

regions

in America

Though intent upon Christianizing the Indians
of Spain’s New World
empire, the Spanish

to play upon the instruments they themselves
had brought into the wilderness; taught them
to fashion primitive instruments
and to play
upon them. They trained young men and boys to
sing, and in time they built pipe organs
to
accompany the voices.

The Spaniards were the pioneers of music in
America. All culture did not come westward. The
Southwest may rightly lay claim to the first
music teachers, the first music schools and the
first boy choirs in what is now the United States
of America.
During the sixteenth century, much of the
best of European music came into this great
new Spanish border region through Mexico City,
where Fray Pedro de Gante, ten years prior to
the Reformation, and before the childish Pales-

trina so much as dreamed of
his immortal masses, had established a school of music.
Already in 1605, two years
before the redoubtable Captain
John Smith settled his colony
at Jamestown, Virginia, there
were music teachers in Spain’s

A bare score of years after
Columbus bequeathed to Europe
a

World,

New

Spanish

ex-

plorers, with eyes fixed on 2
voyaging
goal, began
golden
eager _ to
sunset,
the
into
in Spain’s
hasten the dawn
new

uncharted

Leon,

Balboa,

empire.

new

A

condazzling company these
de
were—Ponce
quistadores

Pineda,

Pizarro,

De Soto, Cortez, Coronado—
adand breath taking their
eS.

and

God”

conquered

an

empire,

destroyed ee ic a

ified the inhabitants
in the temples and terr
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empire;

in

into

Fathers brought not only religion into this vast
borderland—to-day known as Louisiana, Texas,
New Mexico, Arizona and California—but also
education and the arts. They built noble temples
to God, the Missions, ornamented them with
sculpture and grills of marvelously wrought iron,
and with painted frescoes on the walls. They
founded schools and, along with
writing, taught the natives music;

reading and
taught them

as early

as 1659, five years

before England
expelled the
Dutch from New Netherlands
and changed its name to New

NEW MUSIC BUILDING AT THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS
This architect's sketch, by the distinguished Paul Cret, is that of the $380,000 new Music
Building at Austin, Texas whi ich will be one of the finest in the United States. The building
is now in course of erection.

of history, there is
nother story so roquest of
the daring and desperate con
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fill
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win
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wilderness

1630,
the
year
Boston
was
founded by English Puritans,
music schools were established
in what is now New Mexico;

York, a mission school
ished in El Paso, Texas.

flour-

Thus, there was music in Spain’s New World
empire for many years before Johann Sebastian
Bach was born. Spanish songs were being sung

during

the

lifetime

of

Handel,

Haydn

and

Mozart. In 1791, when Beethoven was a youth
of twenty-one, French opera was established in
New Orleans, the first endeavor of its kind in
the United States. (The “Beggar’s Opera” had
been given in New (Continued on Page 64)
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America’s Musical Bank
By

Warie

organist,
“Since

John

every

M.

Yost,

believes

that

member

of his

staff

their

children

is pressed
these

into service

meetings

were

in

organ,
official

as teacher.
begun,”

be happy

and

contented.

We

smile, we

Mr.

sing to-

must be happy in order to
do good work; therefore, the

First National Bank of Pikeville, Kentucky, opens each
day’s work with an inspirational music service at which
a beautiful new electric organ, the only organ in a
else does
the cold matter of fact business of banking get so excep-

immediately

back

the wires

of the front

veneered, as some

believe, but it is a thin piece of

selected wood very easily cracked. Its thinness, so
necessary

for resonance,

makes

it vulnerable

to

drafts, and, if the wood is not well seasoned, to
dryness.
The piano wires are very delicately strung and

pitch.
A piano should

be tuned twice a year, if possible in the spring and fall and usually at the
same temperature as when the building is heated,
generally about seventy-two degrees. One who is
particular about his instrument will insist that
it is always tuned to A-440 or C-523.23. During
the course of the year, due to the terrific strain
on the wires, a piano will drop one or two vibra-

Starting the day

with a song by members of the staif of the First
National Bank of Pikeville, Kentucky.

At these daily meetings,
that begin at 8:25 in the morning, the officers, employees and frequently visitors and customers,
gather to sing hymns and old familiar songs
chosen for the day by one of the staff, to hear an

inspirational message in prose or poetry, a brief
talk, and to go to their day’s routine with a deep
feeling of joy and happiness that certainly lightens
the burden of work and makes it a pleasure.
A typical morning’s program is this:
Song: Help Somebody To-day
,
Scripture Reading: Psalm 24
Song: Work, for the Night is Coming

Poem: Werk, by Henry Van Dyke
Song: Come, Ye Disconsolate
Fact of the Day: Mountain Festivals
According to Mr. Yost, these group meetings
launch the duties of the banking hours with a

spirit of good will and cheerfulness which then
prevails throughout the day. Every one who
comes into the bank feels this and responds to it.
of good will to

all who come into the First National Bank of
Pikeville, and several times a year flower shows
are featured by the bank.
Besides the organ there are three canaries
which join the music of the services and continue to sing all day. A fine big radio brings the
best music on the air, which is sent to each room
by means of a loud-speaker arrangement. The

radio cabinet contains also a victrola, and the
library of records includes many favorite selections which are played when there is no program
on the air that interests the group.
In order that visitors and customers may enjoy
the privilege of hearing the organ, programs are
played after banking hours; but if some one can
not attend, the organ is played on request at any
other time by a member of the staff. On special
occasions a guest artist is brought to Pikeville
for an organ recital; among those giving this
pleasure are Dr. Carl Huge Grimm, of the Cincinnati Conservatory ot Music faculty, and Colonel Cecil Edward John Way, Assistant National
Bank Examiner,
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board. It is directly under

and

of the instrument to drive them further into the
wood and in this way to hold the wires up to

bank, is played.
Perhaps nowhere

Flowers, too, carry the message

in a grand,

on a modern concert grand, the tension is terrific, being about forty-four thousand pounds, or
twenty-two tons. Until the last few years the
wires were attached to pins which were cylindrical in shape and driven in the pin block, and if
the wood were not of the proper kind or grain or
seasoning, these pins would slip. There are many
of these old pianos still in use, and it is almost
impossible to keep them in tune as there is nothing to stop the tuning pin from turning. In our
more modern pianos, however, the tuning pins
are tapered, thus enabling the one who takes care

a

tional a start for the day as
here in this busy financial
center in the picturesque little city of Pikeville, nestled
among the tree clad mountains, with a busy river singing its way down the valley.

One of the most sensitive parts of the piano is
the sounding

part of the case of an upright piano. This is not

said

we have a most unusual bank. It is based on the
theory that to do good banking, every one must

in the mountains of
Empire
holds the

unique distinction of being America’s most

musical bank.
Its executive vice-president,

bring

Yost, “there has been a friendlier feeling, more
codperation, and a happier personnel. We think

Dichove

BULLET-PROOF BANK
Kentucky’s
Eastern

parents

after banking hours to practice on this
and often Miss Mary Cassell, the bank’s

gether, we sing or hum as the day’s work goes
on, and at night we look forward to our rest and
return to our pleasant associations of the next
day’s

duties

with

joy in our

hearts.”

Proper Care of the Piano

Py Pat Wen

Organist

N ORDER
I necessary

of the Tabernacle

at Salt Lake City

to make something
requirement

of our music, a

is that the instrument

have the best of care and be kept in good
condition. For instance, the delicately constructed

piano should have care as will be outlined.
It should be kept covered as much as possible,
so that dust will not get inside the case. Moths
always congregate where there is dust, and it is

possible for the moth to destroy completely the
felt in a piano. The instrument should be made
inaccessible also to mice.

A piano should never be placed against an outside wall but should be always along an inner
wall of the room, in order to guard against extreme changes in temperature—the ideal way of
course is to keep the room at an even temperature. It will be found that the piano will not be

subject to much variation of heat and cold when
it is placed against the inside wall as against the
outside. Our houses and auditoriums are usually
too dry, and this is especially true during the
winter when most ordinary heating systems take
much of the moisture from the air, and this

causes a great likelihood of the wood cracking,
Where the air is dry it is often advisable to keep
one

or two plants very close to the piano. The

evaporation from the leaves of the plants will
keep the air sufficiently moist to
avoid any
trouble in this way. To keep pianos in
a damp
basement is also bad for them. Avoid
drafts as
this will tend to check the wood and
will cause
undu
: e
ae

expansion

and

contractio10n
n

in
In

¢
the

i o
plan

tions. If it is not pulled up to pitch at least once

every twelve months, it is only a matter of a
short time until it will be so low that it will be
impossible for any other instrument to play in
tune with it, and any attempt a tuner might
make to bring it back to pitch will result in
broken wires, sheered tuning pins and possibly a
split pin block.
After long use the felt hammers become hard
from the persistent striking against the
wires,
until they finally make the piano give
a hard,
strident tone. Have the tuner prick the
hammers
(it must be done by an expert) and the mello
wness will return.

Cleanliness Always

:

Nothing is so repulsive as playing
on a piano
after sweaty or soiled fingers have
been over the
keys. The keys should be wiped
off with wood
alcohol, but always use the
utmost care’ not to
allow any of it to get on the
finish or it will turn
it white. If the piano is kept
constantly closed

especially in a damp climate, the keys
will

become
yellow. It is therefore advisable
to leave the piano
open part of the time so that
the light will get to
it. In polishing the case, the
best method is to use
castile or ivory soap in warm
water. Dip a piece
of soft cheesecloth in the
suds and ring it out.
then wipe
wipe with

with the moistened

a dry piece of cheese

cloth

After this

cloth

. The many
kinds of wax polish are also quite
satisfactory, as
well as the better brands
of furniture wax, providing they are rubbed off imme
diately afterward.

But the Singer Went On!
ERMiss Beatrice Wainwright, long a friend of Tue

ee
was giving a pupils’ recital in the Imperial
fs

al in California. Just as one of the singers
was
Mindful cP eke Mendelssohn’s But the Lord Is

house aes Own, an earthquake shook the
accompani i © Plano cavorted so badly that the
the . toss a measure, but not enough '
ruin
the Peete at The coolwess of the performe!®
gre@
thema pan!”
composition,
ed the
appl
pplause and
at the
same time brought
prevented
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Success Can Be Won Without Money
An Interview with

John
where
Pennsylvania,
In Meyersdale,
Charles Thomas was born, his father was a
preacher, his mother a singer. The three of
them formed a vocal trio to sing in camp

phi

meetings in the various towns where his father

preached. It was in these towns that he received his preparatory schooling. At eleven he
studied piano in Maryland, but not until he
was nineteen did he begin to train his voice
seriously. While studying at Conway Hall,
Carlisle, Pennsylvania, he became interested
in medicine. When his decision wavered between it and music as a career, he was awarded a scholarship to the Peabody Conservatory
in Baltimore, and music won out. At the Conservatory he was a pupil of Adelin Fermin. He
went from vaudeville to stardom in light opera
and then to the Thédtre Royal de la Monnaie
in Brussels. Invitations to sing at Covent Garden in London and at the opera houses in Berlin and Vienna followed. In the United States
he sang with the Philadelphia Grand Opera
Company, the Chicago Civic Opera, the San
Francisco Opera and for the past six years
with the Metropolitan Opera Company in New
York. Every season he is booked for long concert tours, for radio programs and appearances as soloist with leading orchestras. He is
to-day

acknowledged

as

one

living vocal artists —Ep1Tor1aL

of the

greatest

NOTE.

Gate

Distinguished American Baritone
Sorived.

OY anno SINGERS

Especially

COMPLAIN

that

for The

they

cannot be successful because they have
no money. Listening to them, I remember
that I never had much money, nor have I now,
but that has not spoiled any of my plans. I have
gone right ahead, have learned a lot in doing so
and have enjoyed myself meanwhile. Youngsters
to-day say that they can not be successful because the ‘breaks’ have failed to come their way,

because there are no opportunities. No opportunities? Why, there are a multitude of opportunities. The trouble is that so few people are
able to discern those which already exist; so few
are able to recognize a new opportunity when
it appears;
so few are ready when the real
‘breaks’ come. They must study, prepare themselves, be on the alert to discover new openings
and, in addition, they must ke aggressive enough
to create their own opportu-

one

may

forget

made every other tone
it in quality. Furthermost ambitious
artists

the fact that he can do so much

1941

Awwey

need of “putting his songs across” and of establishing a sympathy between himself and his
audiences. “When he sings a song, it’s sold!” remarked

a

hopeful

composer.

Mr.

Thomas

often said that his experience in church
was invaluable;
singing.

has

singing

there he learned the art of legato

At the height of his career as a vaudeville and
musical comedy star, when he was earning large
sums and had his name in lights on Broadway,
he voluntarily renounced this work and went to
the concert stage where he earned much less.
This career he built up to the point of great
popularity and income, whence he dropped it
and went to Belgium for five years, to study and
to sing in opera. In short, he did not hoard what
he earned, but used it to develop himself as an
artist.
Now, due to this foresight, to this desire to

crease in popularity, artistic growth, mental
breadth and power. So, when the newspapers report that Mr. Thomas has not succumbed to the
lure of Hollywood because he was not offered the
most satisfactory vehicle from an artistic standpoint, the reader may know that this is no publicity dispatch containing one percent of truth
and ninety-nine percent journalistic embroidery.
John Charles Thomas has received and does receive many film offers, but he has not been so
fascinated by the money offered as to disregard
artistic advantages and disadvantages.

that

would have scorned the church
work in which this career began or the vaudeville to which
it later progressed. On the contrary, John Charles Thomas
proceeded to make the most of
these experiences. And to-day

JANUARY,

Vie

so secure

years,
match
more,

score at the piano.

by

improve his work—at financial loss if need be—
he can go easily from the concert stage to radio,
to grand opera or to light opera (which he does
not scorn to do); and his has been a steady in-

must travel slowly on the long
road to artistic success;
one
must allow no short cuts and
no detours.”
That Mr. Thomas has adapted those beliefs to his own life
is evidenced in the growth of
his own career. In the beginning, he could not sing higher
than an E or lower than a C.
Patiently, with the aid of a wise
first teacher, he set out to
remedy this shortcoming. They
found the level in his voice
which produced the best tone
and
then, over
a period of

studying a new

Etude

nities when necessary.
“Young singers are often in
too much of a hurry. It takes
a long time to acquire a technic
it in order to concern himself
wholly with interpretation. One

John Charles Thomas

Se

with the simplest songs, can
make them so completely his
own
that other
artists fail
when they try to sing them,
may be due to that early vaudeville training, to the pressing

Perfection Never Attained
“T hope,” this artist declared, “that the highlight of my career and of my life has not come
yet. Since the very beginning of my work there
has been no change in my aims or ideals. My
ultimate ambition is the same as it has always
been: to do something really well and to advance
my art. I am still trying to reach the goal of
perfection, for no matter how successful an artist
is, perfection always eludes him. He is never
satisfied. If he were to stand still for a moment,

he would be lost.
“The singer should not be so engrossed in
music that he can think of nothing else, for
other things beside the work at hand contribute
to a successful career. Everyone should read in
order to keep abreast of the times. This gives a
background for work without which no artist can
be complete. An artist, even though popular,
must continually grow within himself.
“It is important, too, for an artist to do something outside of music, to occupy his time and
his mind. One must work so hard on music that
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distraction is not only attractive, but
No

violent

exercise

like

but golfing, fishing, boating.
no social invitations
(such

parties or teas)

tennis,

of

Golden Wedding Anniversary at The Presser Home
rc

a

a

rand

e

iain

on the day of a concert, because

it is wiser to be alone in order to concentrate on
the work to be done, it sometimes helps me to
play golf at this time as a relaxation for tense
nerves and as an aid to concentration. Some-

Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Starr, who have been
guests of the home since 1932, celebrated their
Golden Wedding Anniversary at the home. Mr.

Starr, prior to his retirement, was a vocal
teacher

times, when I am learning new songs, I take
my coach and my accompanist on board my
yacht, ‘The Masquerader.’ There, away from telephones and other distractions, we can work
well and get a better perspective on the music.
“Masquerader’ is my real home.
“Tn all, my repertoire includes more than five
hundred songs. Last year, over one hundred new
songs
(French, Italian, German, English and

in Nashville, Tennessee. His training
was received in Paris, London and New York
City.

The Golden Wedding was a real
sixty-three residents of the home.
rigues, President of the home, and
Clarke, Mrs. Clara Barnes Abbott
cival Tattersfield, all members of

Managers,

There is a danger in being overly patriotic, for
the charlatans will try to trade on being Ameri-

can in order to get ahead. All Americans must
know that they will have to back up their claims
with solid ability. To be acceptable, a thing must
alone, it must be good. Nor must

we insist on Americanism to the exclusion of
all else. In all we do, logic and justice should govern our thoughts.

American Music
“We will have great American music as the
country continues to grow and to progress and
as we turn away from mechanical things. Artistic
greatness does not come of youth. Despite several compositions that are said to be American,
we do not have yet a really native musical idiom.
“We do have a beautiful language, however.
English is singable, beyond a doubt. For singers
in America it is the most practical of all languages, because it is always well to sing in a
language the audience can understand. This
statement must be (Continued on Page 52)
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Clarence

eee

Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Starr pictured at the Presser Home for Retired Music Teachers, where
they recently celebrated fifty years of happy married
life.

for a singer’s mind must be trained just as carefully as that of a business executive.
“To be good, a song does not need to have a
famous ‘name’ attached to it. It must, however,
be singable, vocally effective. It must have a

our own.
“Because I am a native son, I can speak freely.

the guests. Mr.

wedding bell and wedding cake with
fifty lighted
candles. After dinner, many of the guest
s joined
in the dancing.

poser himself) I work first on that. Then comes
detailed study. After every period of intense concentration, I spend time away from the piano to
let the song sink in and to allow it to grow and
to develop within. All the songs are memorized,

Last year I gave an American program and there
are enough good songs left over for two or three
more programs, both printed and in manuscript.
Since I am an American, I believe that in music
as in everything else, we must always give Americans the first chance. This will be difficult to remember now, when Europe’s musicians are flocking to our shores. We must see that they merely
enrich our lives and do not entirely supplant

among

The bride was a lovely picture in
her original
wedding dress.
The dining-room was gay with
festoons of
golden paper, yellow pom-pom chry
santhemums
from the five-acre gardens of the
home, a golden

First, in order to get a general picture of the
form, character and emotional content of each
song, my accompanist and I went over them together. We worked hard every morning. Since
every song starts with the text (that is, since
it is the text that gives inspiration to the com-

definite emotional message. Modernism is all
right when it fills a purpose; modernism for its
own sake can not improve any song. A first hearing will usually tell whether a song has in it the
qualities that make for success.
“Not all the good music comes from Europe.

were

delight to the
Mr. E. B. GarDr. Frances E.
and Mrs. Perthe Board of

Foy, Superintendent of the home, was
best man;
and Mrs. Mary Worth Jones and
Miss Mary A. T.
Hood, guests of the home, acted as
flower girls.

American) were added to this repertoire. Naturally, this entailed a huge amount of work. The
method of work was simple, but comprehensive.

not be American

On October sixteenth, 1940, the guests at The
Presser Home for Retired Music Teachers in Germantown, Pennsylvania, which operates under
the Presser Foundation, had a rare celebration.

Although I
as dinner-

The

bride

is wearing

her

original

wedding

dress.

The Only Ladies’ Bagpipe Band in America
by

Blanche

Butler

The city of Los Angeles, California, is
the only
place in the land to have a bagpipe band;
and it
is also one of the few places where instr
uction on
this instrument can be obtained. The
reason for
this is that there are more than thirty
thousand
Scots in this city; more Scots can be
found in

Southern
America.

California

Mrs. Vina McAdam

than

in any

other

part

of

is leader and instructress

of the band, which meets each week at
a high
school for practice on beloved instruments. None
of the band is Scottish born, all of them being
either Americans or Canadians.
The bagpipe is probably one of the first musical
pipes ever fashioned by man, and in the Old
Testament a form of it is mentioned as being
played by the shepherds as they tended their
sheep. Traces of a bagpipe have also been found

in ancient Persia, and it is known to have existed
in Egypt and ancient Greece as well. The pipes
adopted by the Romans, perhaps from Greece,
were taken to Britain with Caesar’s legions, and

a bronze statue of a Roman soldier playing the
bagpipes, has been found in England. After the
decline and fall of the Roman Empire, the
popularity of the bagpipe declined. It later became
a

favorite in Scotland, and from there crossed
the
water to America.
The girls of the band wear the
Royal Stuart

uniform, and are exceedingly
smart in appearance. The popularity of bagp
ipes is rapidly
spreading throughout the
country, and the Reserve Officers’ Training Corp
s at the Iowa State
College now has a forty-piece
bagpipe band of
which it is very proud, as
it is the only militar
es
e
organization
v

in this country

that can boast

of

“THE CAMPBELLETTES ARE COMING.**

one. This Iowa band took part
in the convention
of the Scottish Clans last year
in New York.
The

Ladies’ Bagpipe Band of
Los Angeles, is
much in demand, and ofte
n appears in other
cities, where large crowds alwa
ys gather, to enjoy
its stir
musi
ring

c.

How John D. Rockefeller, Sr.,
Practiced
“Do you know, when I was a boy I had an
ambition
to become a musician,” said
John D
Rockefeller

magnate’s

to Edwin Franko Goldman,

Pocantico

New York, where

era

at the

Hills Estate, Tarrytow

the Goldman

Band

was per-

the celebration of Mr, Rockefeller’s

six hones -say. “T played the piano, practiced

frantic,”

ay, and drove my mother almost

cs fgg of young Rockefeller had othe!
a musicia Be however, and he did not become

aS gre
Brent at asas theteen’
thereby lose a musicial
financWorld
ier

it gained? Who can tell?
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How I Prepare a Radio Program
with the Celebrated

An Interview

Conductor

andre _SSielinckh

HAT

ul
W

ARE THE

FACTORS

that go into

the making of a successful musical pres-

entation over the air? To this question
I have given considerable time and attention
during the past ten years. Radio is a severe and
exacting task master. Insatiable in its demands,
new ideas of presentation are constantly required. You must make your program distinctive
and different so it can be identified without
benefit of announcement. You must appeal to

people of all tastes. You must build your program on the plan of a novel so that listeners
who tune-in at any point will want to stay to
the end. It is a big order and it takes plenty of
hustling to fill.
“Pew realize how much preparation is required
for a half hour of, radio entertainment. Each

time one of my shows goes on the air, it enlists
the services of nearly sixty people who put in
But
approximately one thousand hours of work.
go
and
g
beginnin
the
at
begin
we
suppose
through the necessary steps in preparing a program for broadcast.
“Three or four weeks before the actual broadg
cast, you begin making up the program, choosin
numbers from popular music, old favorites and
the classics. Remember that you are not assembling a program for concert-goers primarily,
but for a cross section of humanity. The aim
must be to have something for everybody. Sometimes a new popular song is presented for the

first time on

the air. But

usually

I wait until

the song has become a hit before using it. By
that time it is familiar to all. Old favorites, such
as the Foster melodies are always good if presented differently.
“Then

there

are

the

classics.

Every

year

the

general public becomes more appreciative of the
music masterpieces, and accordingly an increasing number of them have been used on my programs. Some years ago, I began condensing some
of the longer, less familiar works, using a similar
technique to that of the digest magazines. I believed the public would enjoy the more melodious parts of these works, although radio time

in their
schedules did not admit giving them
secdevelopmental
entirety. Repetitious and
of
cutting
the
although
and,
tions were cut
for
on
going
operas and symphonies has been
years in concert circles, I was severely criticized
after the
at first, I recall asking a concert artist
it. ‘Gut,
liked
he
how
Lune
de
Claire
airing of

cut it?’ This
gut,’ he exclaimed, ‘but why did you
not been
had
that
piece
one
happened to be
however, that
convinced,
am
I
all.
at
condensed
appreciation
one of the best ways to increase
available to
music
good
for music is to make
;
form.
capsule
in
even
people,
time element
“In choosing music for radio, the
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must be kept in mind constantly. Each number
is timed almost to a split second. Pieces ordinarily run about three and one half minutes;
rarely do they cover ten or twelve minutes.
“after selecting the program material, the
pieces are arranged according to interest and
contrast. No two numbers should follow each
other in the same tempo or even the same key.
Every selection should differ in one or more particulars from its predecessor. Obvious keys, such
as E-flat major, are used sparingly. The majority of popular pieces are published in that
key, which is an easy one for the saxophones.
To avoid too many E-flats, I do not hesitate to
go into a number of sharps or flats, frequently
six in the violins.
“after the program is made up, the next step
is to have

each

selection

arranged

for your

or-

chestra. The arrangers are called in, we compare
notes on how the numbers should be treated,
and then they are assigned such pieces as they
are particularly qualified to do. Arrangers are
those who specialize in scoring for orchestra and
voice. Their chief concern is to work out new
effects, new ideas in tone color. Their services
are especially needed on popular pieces, since
conductors want this music to sound distinctive.
The arrangers submit sketches of their treatment
of a number and, when approved, these are given
to copyists who make manuscript parts for each
instrument of the orchestra. It can be readily seen
how much time is required
ANDRE
alone,
KOSTELANETZ
on arrangements
An orchestral
and money, too. An arvirtuoso in
ranging bill for one proa new style
gram can easily run to
one thousand dollars.
“In arranging popular
and
standard
numbers,
we follow some
general

Culture

deavor is to bring out the full possibilities both
of music and the orchestra.
“It might be well here to speak of the radio
orchestra and its capacity for tone color. I use
an orchestra of forty-five pieces with the following instrumentation: two pianos; one harp;
sixteen violins; three violas; three violoncellos;
two double basses (one bass doubling on tuba);
one guitar; three flutes (two flutes doubling on
saxophone); three oboes (all doubling English
Horn) ; three trumpets; three trombones; drums,
xylophone,

Secured Expressly for The Etude by DORON &. ANTRIM

and

celeste,

and

so

forth.

“In the above instrumentation I have found
unusual opportunities for color effects. The sixteen violins and other strings offer full string
tone, flexibility and smoothness and are the
main feature of the orchestra. A number of
wood-wind combinations are possible, such as five
flutes, five piccolos, six saxophones and others.
Such unusual instruments as the ocarina, alto
flute and bass saxophone are used occasionally.
Some of the players are from symphony orchestras, others from popular orchestras, but all are
skilled men, and many play more than one instrument. Chester Hazlett, for instance, plays
alto saxophone, clarinet, bass clarinet and E-flat
clarinet.

“An

orchestra

of these proportions

the best features of
and the popular band
any type of music. It
effectiveness and tone

is similar to color in painting.
stance, may be likened to an

in

black

and

white.

combines

the symphony orchestra
and is capable of playing
is adapted for maximum
color. Tone color in music

An

A pianist, for inartist who works

orchestra

has

a

full

palette of colors to express the same idea, just as
has a painter who works in oils.
“And now, perhaps, you would

like to step into the studio for
a rehearsal. It is the most important part of a radio presen-

f
/

tation. Since one rehearsal must
suffice, (Continued on Page 64)

rules. Although
our orchestra is large, we do not

smother a simple piece,
for instance, in symphonic
opulence. The melody is
never lost sight of; and
the orchestration is made
with simple effectiveness
to bring out all color and
richness of the music. We
avoid the too elaborate
introduction, the ‘Burning of Rome’ as we call it,
if it tends to obscure the
main
theme.
Otherwise,

the public will have difficulty in recognizing the
piece. Our constant enLi

Music
in the Home
HE

HEIFETZ-TOSCANINI

recording

Charm and Inspiration in
Hecorded Music

of

Beethoven’s “Concerto in D major, Op. 61”,
for violin and orchestra (Victor set M-705),
may well prove a phonograph classic, for it is
one of the finest performances of its kind ever
issued. The sponsors of this set may later regret
that this extraordinary performance was recorded in the studio from which the NBC-Symphony
Orchestra

broadcasts,

for the only blemish

on an

otherwise perfect set is an unfortunate tonal
rigidity in the forte passages occasioned by the
poor acoustics of the hall.
There have been at least two other fine performances of this famous concerto, the early
Kreisler and the Szigeti versions, but neither of
these contained the coérdination of the solo and
orchestral parts that this new set possesses.
Heifetz’s luscious tonal quality and prodigious
technic have never been heard to greater advantage on records. But this is not Heifetz’s performance alone, for Toscanini’s contribution is
equally impressive. Most conduc-

Ef, Peter

Augh

their best. As a conductor, Rachmaninoff’s performance is marked by momentum and tonal
nuance, and the same fine feeling for phrasing
and dynamics that he brings to his piano playing. The recording is strikingly realistic.

ful

as a background,

of

the

thematic

unmind-

material

Rachmaninoff

composer,

Op. 44.”
Philadelthis work
Philadel-

of Rachyet there

is little difference in their musical thought and
speech, Traditionally, the composer belongs to
later romanticists. In his third symphony one
notices, however, a more sophisticated orchestral
treatment and a greater conciseness of thought.
Despite a few austere moments, the work—like
most of the composer’s earlier ones—is surging,
impassioned, and harmonically rich. The melodic
lines, as in the second symphony, are long, frequently wandering, and often chromatic. For the
most part, the dramatic organization and deep
emotionalism of this symphony help to make it
understood in a single hearing. The symphony
is in three movements, the first and third of
which represent the composer’s creative gifts at
12

the

composer

concerning

left vir-

instrumenta-

of the eighteenth
and

generally

To understand fully our
point, we
recommend
that
the
listener
compare the less advantageo
usly

pianist, and conductor. One of
the works presented in this Festival was the com-

poser’s “Symphony No. 3 in A minor,
Honoring both Rachmaninoff and the
phia Orchestra, Victor wisely recorded
with the composer at the helm of the
phia Orchestra (Victor set M-712).
Thirty years separate the composition
maninoff’s second and third symphonies,

time,

sembled. That it could have
been
bettered does not mean, howev
er,
that the listener will not derive
satisfaction from the recording.

projections

arranged version of the
“Ricercare in Six-Parts”, as
Played by
Edwin Fischer and his Cham
ber
Orchestra (Victor disc 8660)
with
the version in the set; Fisch
er
gives the more inspired readi
ng.
The Bachian will do well
to acquire the “Trio Sonata”,
if no

but the greater bulk of his music
is by no means as well known as
it deserves to be. Last year the
Philadelphia Orchestra gave a
Rachmaninoff
Festival,
thus
placing this famous
Russianborn composer, who had adopted
this country as his own, in a
as

of the

information

realized; perhaps the ease and
freedom necessary
to make
it
wholly spontaneous could not be
achieved in the short time in
which
the
players
were
as-

a composer, True, certain of his
works have been widely endorsed,

capacity:

no

Following

the basic instrument in his arrangement. The performance of
this work is somewhat uneve
nly

of this score ever heard.
The fact that Rachmaninoff is
a celebrated pianistic virtuoso has
overshadowed in part his gifts as

triple

custom

d in

T. David.

used by Bach, David has made it

beauty of the slow movement.
All in all, this is one of the most
artistic

the

tually

by Dr. Hans

century orchestra,

ward making the overlong first
movement more vital, and it adds
immeasurably
to the ethereal

and

an arrangement

the backbone

which emerges from the other
instruments while the soloist is
engaged mainly with figuration.
Not so Toscanini; he brings out
the inner voices with rare discernment. This does much to-

unified

Theme”; and 5. “Ricercare in Six-P
arts.”
The work in the Victor recording is playe

tion; Dr. David has utilized instruments
employed
in Bach's
time. Since the harpsichord was

tors treat the orchestral part too

much

Reed

other section of the work,

in his study

Bach’s “Musical Offering”, which Victor recently released in the performance originally
sponsored

by the Bach

Circle

of New

York

Moussorgsky’s ‘Pictures
at an
has inspired a num-

(set

M-1709), provides music lovers with a most intellectual experience. This is not to say the music
lacks emotional appeal; such sections as the
lovely Trio Sonata and the “Ricercare in Six
Parts” are most expressive. Together with “The
Art of the Fugue”,

“The

Musical

Offering”

might

be called a summation of the contrapuntal art,
one of the greatest technical feats accomplished
in music. Bach wrote the work late in life. It is
dedicated to Frederick the Great, who provided
the composer with the theme upon which the

composition is based. Five sections make up the
work: 1. “Ricercare in Three Parts”; 2. “Various

Canons
upon
the Kine’s
Theme”;
3, “Trio
Sonata”; 4. “Canonic Elaborations
on the Kine’s
—

RECORDS

uneven
work, we find ourselves
wholly captivated
by its boetic content.
Written
ro
Fo time before the
Composer’s untimel¥
»
there is more (Conti
nued on Page 54)
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New Films with
Notable Music
ds, Danae Wlartin
arranger in a publishing house, and manufactured melodies on the side. After two years of
unglamorous routine work, he re-discovered his
forgotten Stardust, offered it for publication, and
found himself with a smash hit to his credit almost
overnight.
Since then, Carmichael
has

Adolphe Menjou, Charles Butterworth,
and Carole Landis in Hoagy Carmi-

chael’s New Musical Film “Roadshow.

Hesse may ve GREETING to the New Year
(and may it be a happy one for all of you)
takes the form of two interesting film-score
assignments
to two interesting composers
of
widely divergent abilities and backgrounds. First,
David L. Loew and Albert Lewin have invited
Louis Gruenberg to furnish the musical score for
their forthcoming production, “So Ends Our
Night” (United Artists release), starring Frederic
March, Margaret Sullavan, and Frances Dee, and
directed by John Cromwell. Although Gruenberg
has some forty major works to his credit (including the opera, “Emperor Jones”, which was performed at the Metropolitan Opera House, some

years

back,

with

Lawrence

Tibbett

réle), this new score will mark
Hollywood feature film music.

in the

title

his entrance

into

The composer’s only other piece of film work
was his widely acclaimed score for the government made picture, “The Fight for Life.” Gruenberg accepted the new assignment after having
seen a rough cut of the nearly completed picture.
which offers a poignantly moving record of the
struggles of refugees.
Gruenberg began his career as pianist; he studied in New York and Vienna, and made his début
jn 1913 with the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra,
directed by Ferruccio Busoni. In 1919, he won the
New York Symphony Orchestra’s prize competition with a symphonic poem entitled “Hill of
Dreams.” Best known for his opera, “Emperor

Jones”, based on the Eugene O’Neill play, Gruen-

berg estimates that he has composed five operas,

five symphonic poems, three sonatas, three string

quartets, fifty songs, and one hundred piano compositions. He was commissioned by the Juilliard
Foundation

to write

the

opera,

“Jack

and the

Beanstalk”, with the book by John Erskine, and
received. a similar commission from the Columbia
Broadcasting Company
that

network’s

recent

for “Green Mansions”, in

effort to encourage

native

composition for the medium of radio. Gruenberg
has acted as guest conductor with several lead-

opera,
His new
organizations.
ing symphonic
Moeller,
Phillip
by
libretto
with
“Helen of Troy”,

is being considered

JANUARY,
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by the Metropolitan.

A composer of very different
Hoagy Carmichael, credited with
of the oddest Christian names
ranking as one of the few song
company

with

the

late

George

background is
possessing one
on record, and
writers who, in
Gershwin

and

Irving Berlin, receive not only mention but also
emphasis in the “screen credits” of current motion pictures. Carmichael achieves such admittedly rare star billing in Hal Roach’s new United
Artists release, “Road Show.” When a Tin Pan
Alley artist asserts himself to the point where his
name is considered an asset on a theater marqueé, in Hollywood parlance, it means something.
While a student at Indiana University, young
Carmichael
had no thought
of becoming
a
“words-and-music man.” He worked in law, with
banking and architecture as elective subjects, and
spent his spare time in tinkering with music. He
had tune ideas of his own, inherited from his
mother, to whose influence he attributes his present success. Mrs. Carmichael, wife of an electri-

cian, was a high-spirited person who enlivened
her surroundings in Bloomington by playing her
own arrangements of songs on the piano. Her
son learned what he knows of the piano from
her; and the inner urge that impelled her to
arrange the melodies she heard, fired him with
the desire to turn out new tunes of his own. Carmichael

received

his LL.B. degree before

an acci-

dent altered the course of his career. The accident was the arrival in the college town of The
Wolverines, a popular recording group of the day.
The
Wolverines
chanced
to hear
Riverboat
Shuffle, one of Carmichael’s early compositions,
approved

of it, and

which proved so
asked for more.

made

popular

a record

that

of the

the

song,

publishers

Farewell Legal Aspirations
In between jotting down new tune ideas, the
budding composer had by this time tried his hand
successively but without success at banking, law,
and leading his own band. Hopefully, he now
offered himself, together with a new song, Stardust, to Hollywood, where both were promptly
rejected. He next went to New York, became an

MUSICAL FILMS

aa

achieved a longer list of successes than almost
any contemporary composer. His best known
songs include Lazybones, Small Fry, Thanks for
the Memory, Two Sleepy People, Blue Orchids,
and I Can’t Get Indiana Off My Mind. In his new
score for “Road Show”, watch out for Yum!
Yum!,

I Should

Have

Known

You

Years

Ago,

Slav-Annie, and Calliope Jane. Since fortune
smiled upon him, Carmichael has realized his
long standing ambition of having “real piano
lessons,” but he still does most of his playing by

ear.

The Benny-Allen

Feud in Films

These outstanding assignments to Gruenberg
and Carmichael should prove that, regardless of
background, studies, and specialties, there is still
chance
itself.

aplenty

for outstanding

ability to assert

Another interesting film scheduled for an early
1941 release
is “Love
Thy Neighbor”
(Paramount), with a musical score by Johnny Burke
and Jimmy Van Heusen, whose song, IJmagination, captured public taste during the autumn
months. This is the picture you have been hearing

about on the Fred Allen radio program. It costars Allen and Jack Benny, and carries on with
the humorous feud between the two comedians
that has kept America amused for the past three
years.
The current trend toward featuring radio personalities in films will doubtless make it unnecessary to wait for television to show what our favor-

ite ear and air stars look like. A survey of current
studio schedules indicates that almost every major studio is recruiting radio headliners to its list,
of screen players. Paramount began this trend
in 1932, with the first of its “The Big Broadcast”

pictures. In the cast were Bing Crosby, George
Burns and Gracie Allen, Kate Smith, Arthur
Tracy, the Mills brothers, and the Boswell sisters.

Some of these proved to be distinct screen finds.
The “Big Broadcast” series continued, and other
studios recognized the wisdom of bringing established players, with ready-made audiences, to
the
screen. Among these are Bob Hope, Don
Wilson,
Kay Kyser, Rudy Vallee, Jerry Colonna, Phil
Baker. Fibber McGee and Molly, and Amos ‘n’
Andy. Paramount’s new release blazes another
trail in capitalizing visually on one of radio’s
most fruitful laugh
(Continued on Page 66)
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Air Waves and Music

HAT OUR COUNTRY is to-day the center of
art and culture few will deny. In a world
of

upheaval

and

terror,

we

are

not

only

building our defenses but also making every effort
to keep our art and culture alive. At present there
are striking evidences, on the air, of a wider
range of cultural programs than ever before in
the history of radio in this country. The SherwinWilliams Company, which sponsors the “Metropolitan Auditions of the Air”, is quite right in
saying that “America is now shouldering the
complete responsibility of keeping musical art
alive and progressive.” The Auditions program,
which started out to be purely an artistic gesture
of this concern, has now turned into an absolute
necessity. For operatic talent can no longer be
obtained in Europe. To-day America must discover, train and present her own singers. In view
of this, it is no advertising blurb when the sponsors of the “Auditions of the Air” say that “America looks to these programs for the great voices
of tomorrow.”
One can readily believe that the radio audience
that tunes in on the Sunday
Auditions (5 to 5:30 P.M., EST,
increases,
NBC-Red network)
week by week. People are growing more and more interested
in the promising young singers,
and in conjecturing on their
future possibilities. And young

B
4 red

olindsay

by soloists,

confined to music; there are other worthy programs which it behooves us to recommend. Take
Ted Malone’s
“American
Pilgrimage”
(heard
Sundays 2 to 2:30 P.M., EST—NBC-Blue net-

and

and

Institute

vocal

ensembles,

Choruses,

and

the

Curtis Symphony Orchestra. The scheduled conductors this year include Fritz Reiner, Alexander

suUtere, Marcel Tabuteau, Louis Bailly, Samuel

work); here is an interesting program in which
the listener is taken to the homes of the country’s most famous authors. A novel idea, and
that’s not meant for a pun! Ted is a talented

eee

Randall

Thompson,

“Unlimited Horizons”

writer himself, a critic and a contributor to many

the

is the na

director

of

i

program which deals with snyaee ee
Beis
a stirring show, designed for the layma
n (NBCRed network—11:30 to 12:00 P.M., EST,
Fridays)

This broadcast presents stories of jabora
tory
legerdemain, physics, paleontology, geology,
biology and other allied fields of science. It is assem
bled through the resources of Stanford Univer
sity, the University of California, the California
Institute of Technology and NBC. For those interested there are four broadcasts scheduled during January: “Building by Breaking” (Janua
ry
8rd);

Cosmic

Rays—What

Next?”

(January

10th) ; “Millions to Burn” (January 17th);
and
The Cyclotron and the Atom” (January
24th)
Two great cultural organizations, the
Museum

singers’
coveted
goal—the
Metropolitan Opera. If there is
a young singer in your community, who you think has
genuine vocal talent, suggest
that he or she write to the
committee
for a preliminary
audition. Letters should be addressed
to the Metropolitan

The Metropolitan Opera

ing this to some ambitious young singer, start the
career of a future star of opera—an all-American star.
of the
Johnson, General Manager
Edward
many
too
for
that
states
Opera,
itan
Metropol
years America has had an inferiority complex
about its operatic talent; that the country has
imported too many foreign artists. But now he
believes we are becoming conscious of the capabilities of our own young artists. In ten years the
percentage of American singers at the Metropoli-

tan, he tells us, has increased from three to over
sixty. Through the Auditions of the Air, the
Metropolitan has been able to acquire eighteen
singers to date. “But youngsters,” says Mr. Johnson, “should not have to make their first appearance in the world’s greatest opera house. You,
the people of America, can help this situation.
If there is a small opera company in your community, encourage it. If there isn’t one, organize
it. The future of Art in this country depends on
the youth of to-day. That is why we of the
Metropolitan are so happy that through the Auditions of the Air we can offer encouragement to
the young singers and future artists of America.”
The cultural progress of the airways is not

14

instrumental

the Madrigal

singers listening in are inspired
to work for the day when they
may be heard on the Metropolifor
program;
Auditions
tan
this is one step toward
all

Opera Auditions of the Air, 230
Park Avenue, New York, N. Y.
It may be possible that you
programs
these
enjoy
who
week by week will, by suggest-

Morgan

Auditions of the Air at Radio City, New

York

national magazines, who enjoys a large and loyal
audience for his week-day NBC broadcasts “Be-

tween the Bookends”

(Blue network,

1:15 P.M.,

EST). In his Sunday broadcast, “American Pilgrimage”, Ted paints in the settings in an informal chat, and gives us a clearer insight into
the works of the author; he also tells us how
and why their literature was produced. During
January he will talk about Horatio Alger of New
York City (January 5th); Richard Henry Dana,
Jr. of Cambridge, Massachusetts (January 12th) ;

Edgar Allan Poe of Richmond, Virginia (January
19th); and Thomas Wolfe of Asheville, North
Carolina (January 26th).
The programs of the Curtis Institute of Music,
Philadelphia (heard Saturdays 5:30 to 6:00 P.M.,
EST—NBC-Red network), of which we spoke
last month, are a striking example of the cultural
work being done by the music schools of our
country. They are of unusual interest this year
with their varied fare. These concerts are given
n

rere

of Science and Industry and
the Museum of
Natural History, are sponsoring
the program
known as “Man and the World”
(heard Saturdays 8:15 to 8:30 P.M., EST—NBCBlue network)
On alternate Saturdays each museum
offers a
dramatic, distilled account of a person or
an
event—stories of patient pioneers, liber
ators of
light and knowledge, fathers of the mode
rn machine age, and the age-old drama
of nature.
From the resources of these museums
in Chicago
and New York has been arranged, for
these programs, a panorama of experiments and
discoveries, of research and explorations,
The American composer, Russell Benne
tt, has a
program of his own on the airways
now, known

as “Russell Bennett's Notebook” (Mutual Broad-

casting System—Sundays 7 to 7:30 P.M. EST).
It
deals with Americana and is a free expression of
the composer’s ideas and feelings on the subject
of American music. Between the orchestral numbers, which he conducts, the composer often acts

as his own commentator. The series is not arranged chronologically, but deals instead with
phases of our country’s music. For example, one

program included a three hundred-year-old
Indian piece, which Bennett especially arra
nged
with an eye to retaining its stark, primitive quali
ties; and another program included
three old
Negro hymns, also arranged by the
composer
Such works as Bennett’s “Abraham Linco
ln Symphony”, Charleston Rhapsody, and
Sights and
Sounds, are scheduled for performa
nce, as are
LeeTEhy works written by “people
I believe in who

Ld not well known,”

as Mr. Bennett states it.

Sei famous for his orchestrations of movie
a
a musicial comedies. During the years
he
a
een acquiring fame as an orche
strator he
has also been composing and arranging serious
music. His radio series has (Continued
on Page 52)
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Music’s Part iw History
For many years we have awaited a comprehensive book integrating music with the dominating
trends in history. A new work, “Music in History”, by Howard D. McKinney and W. R. Anderson, goes a long way toward attaining this high

ideal. However, although the book is one approaching 350,000 words, the subject is so big
that it was obviously necessary for the authors
to leave out much material which many might
think vital and necessary.
Nevertheless, we feel that this is a very valuable and significant volume. If music is to mean
anything, it must come out of the life of the
people. How the great music of the past is related
to predominating political, religious, artistic, industrial and sociological trends makes very significant reference material.
The book is lavishly illustrated with appropriate pictures, many of them being half-tone reproductions of works of art.

“Music in History”
W.

Authors: Howard D. McKinney and
Anderson
Pages: 904 (61%4” x 914”)
Price: $4.50
Publishers: American Book Company

R.

Robert M. Rayner may be proud of his achievement. No German pedant could have done a
finer piece of research, and for years to come this
book must be sought as an authoritative work of
reference. The book is remarkable because it
combines an excellent and interesting biography
with the constructive forces which Wagner employed

in building

his astounding

music

State

University

the most picturesque sections
that section which, once bestill retains the rich, romantic
mother country. It is a fine
in

done,

publishing

the

“Louisiana French Folk Songs”, by Iréne Thérése
Whitfield. The work is very meticulously prepared and finely documented. In order to make
reproductions of the dialect more secure, the

I know what I need,’ ran to the bell and rang it
vigorously. Tausig whispered to me, ‘What’s he
up to? He looks just like Wotan when he has
come to some great resolution!’ The waiter came
in slowly and hesitatingly—these people soon see
how the wind is blowing—and was no less astonished than we when Wagner said, ‘Bring me at
once two bottles of champagne on ice!’ ‘Heavens
above! In this state of things?’ we said when the
waiter had gone out. But Wagner gave us a
fervid dissertation on the indispensability of
champagne precisely when a situation was des-

Price:

$4.35

Publisher:

Richard

Wagner’s

berg.” Meanwhile,
Germany

von

Niirn-

we are told that there is in

a Shakespeare

hitherto been known.

fad such

as has never

;

A queer world, this, in which enemies may de-

are
light in each other's art creations while they kill
way to
vable
concei
every
in
ng
strivi
y
eagerl
make
each other. Somehow, it does not seem to

will all disgood sense. Perhaps some day we
cover as did former Governor Hoch of Kansas that
“Phere is so much good in the worst of us
And so much bad in the best of us
That it hardly becomes any of us
To talk about the rest of us.”

right
Certainly, music and art and literature and

thinking will some day turn our minds away from

peace.
war and to the more constructive paths of
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University

Press

A Musicau CresterFIELD

Wacner’s “MASTERSINGERS

“Die Meistersinger

Oxford

Lord Chesterfield’s letters to his none too appreciative son, Philip Stanhope, which came out
two years before the American Revolution, stood
as the best known epistolary mentors in literature. Now we have a series of “Letters to a
Musical Boy.” They are very interesting and
stimulating, covering as they should in strictly

:
;
ty
Press
State Universi

During the Blitzkrieg over England there appears from the Oxford Press, with typical British
tolerance, one of the finest of all analyses of

department

sofa, while he paced up and down in nervous
haste. Suddenly he stopped and exclaimed, ‘Here,

Iréne Thérése Whitfield

Pages: 159
Price: $3.00
Publishers: Louisiana

in this

“Wagner and ‘Die Meistersinge’”
By Robert M. Rayner
Pages: 259 (6” x 9”)

author has resorted to phonetic devices and special symbols. Collectors of folk lore in music will
rejoice in this new work.
“Louisiana French Folk Songs”

Author:

listed

perate; only this could help us over the painfulness of it.”
Chapter V, an appreciation, is a masterly discussion of “Die Meistersinger,” and a real addition to British musical scholarship. (We assume
that the author is English).

enterprise that the Louisiana
has

book

may be secured from THE ETUDE Music
Magazine at the price given plus the
slight charge for mail delivery.

dramas.

The more one delves into this material the more
he realizes that Wagner’s works become more
and more amazing as one learns more about
them, while his life as a man commands less
and less respect.
The psychological reactions of the man seem to
indicate that the genius of a god rested in the

A New Fok Sone Fieip
Certainly one of
of our country is
longing to France,
background of its
piece of academic

Any

informal
HANS SACHS IN “DIE MEISTERSINGER”
As played by the famous Austrian baritone, Jaro Prohaska.

mind of an ingrate, sensualist, and spendthrift.
He had not the slightest idea of business integrity. Note the following passage related by his
friend, Weissheimer:
“He had given splendid dinners after each of
the concerts, and his hotel-keeper had a two
months’ bill against him for food and lodging.
One evening when Tausig and I were with him,
he bemoaned his wretched position. We listened
to him sympathetically, sitting miserably on the

fashion

a

They are for students
high school grades.

great

number

of

in the upper

subjects.

or the post

“Letters to a Musical Boy”
Author: Mervyn Bruxner
Pages: 175 (5 x 7 inches)
Price: $2.00

Publisher:

Oxford University Press

A Musicau Tare ror CHipren
Many are the roads that have been laid down
to lead children storywise to the beauties of
Music Land. We have enjoyed reading many of
them, one of the best being “Keyboard Road in
Music

Land.”

It is the

story

of

four

children,

Betty and Clara and their brothers, Edward and
Frank, and another little girl, Dorothy; who with
their colored cook and old Dan, the black cat,
15
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Gretchen,

and

the

two

The difficulty with all biographical encyclopedic
compilations, catalogs and collections is that the
doggies,

Fido

and

Ajax,

set out to find Music Land. And a great adventure it is. The tale is ingenious and refreshing.
It makes a fine book for reading at music classes,
or as a gift book for little folks.
“Keyboard Road in Music Land and Other
Stories”
Author: Mary G. Reed
Pages: 64
Price: $1.00
Publishers: Bruce Humphries, Inc.

The title of this book reveals its field. It is as
definitely English as the spelling of the word
“connexion”, and as a book for over-seas conditions, with which we have had little experience,
we assume that it is admirable. Much of its text
is so familiar in the United States that we do not
bother to put it in print, it is naturally taken for
granted. The book, however,
end some very well worded

does contain at the
and very well “laid

out” texts for musical advertisements, similar in
_ purpose

to those that have

sented in Tue Erupe.

been

repeatedly pre-

4

.“How to Build a Music-Teaching
Author: L. D. Gibbin
Pages:

78

Price:

$1.25

Publishers:

Oxford

University

Connexion”

Press

Piano Lireratrure
Here and there, in all countries, the writer
has encountered a very definite type of music
worker which has been of great and splendid
value to the art. This type includes men and
women of means, who are not satisfied to rank
with the fine connoisseurs, but who advance
themselves to high professional standards and
occupy positions where they may work with distinction, modesty and sincerity for the advantage of music. Such a man was Sanford, of
Yale, who Paderewski once said was one of the
finest pianists in the New World, and such were
the Lockwood brothers, long associated with the
Music School of the University of Michigan.
So retiring and so unassuming have been both
of these fine musicians that neither of them
seems to be represented in the latest and most
comprehensive musical biographical dictionaries.

cons,

many

will

feel

that

the

excellent

NR

aaa

book,

“Notes on the Literature of the Piano”, re-edited

by his brother,

Samuel

P. Lockwood,

from

copi-

ous notes left by the author, cannot and does
not pretend to be all comprehensive. Most of
the composers, whose works are included, are
accompanied
by finely balanced and helpful
For

instance,

in

commenting

upon

the work of Jan Ladislaw Dussek (1761-1812)
whose “Sonatas reflect quite charmingly the
somewhat faded style of his day,” Mr. Lockwood
suggests that “by connoisseurs of the next century, Dussek may possibly be revived and again
become fashionable.” His works to-day are practically obsolete.
Chopin works he describes as “the third great
massif in the mountain range of piano literature
—the first being Bach’s and the second Bee-

thoven’s compositions.” Yet, to the works of
Franz Liszt, whom he describes as “like Dr. Johnson” greater than his works, Mr. Lockwood devotes thirteen times as much text as to the
Polish master.
Of Paderewski’s piano compositions he salvages
only six works, while of the works of Christian
Sinding thirty-two opus numbers are given. The

book is thoroughly up to the minute and includes many of the most recently acknowledged

writers for the instrument, although the writer
feels that many worthy composers have unfortunately

been

ignored.

However,

the

work

in-

cludes mention of such writers as William Baines,
Arthur Bliss, Kaikhosru Sorabji, William Walton,

Ernest

Krenek,

Georges

Auric, Darius

Milhaud,

Francis Poulenc, Paul Hindemith, Erich Korngold, and other modern writers who have come
upon the scene since the nineties.
No one can read Mr. Lockwood’s book without
acquiring
a much
more
intimate
and lucid
knowledge of the literature. The work is published in the characteristically fine manner in
which the University
notable volumes.

of Michigan

brings out its

“Notes on the Literature of the Piano”
Pages: 235
Price: $2.50
Publishers: University of Michigan Press.

A. group of intermediate students who played in
the second annual piano ensemble
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Attract Fine Attention

Precisely as neither of the very able Lockwood
brothers is included in certain competent lexi-

comments.

How to Buito a Music-Teacuine
ConNnExI0N

Piano Ensembles

material represents largely the opinion of one
man,
however
competent
or incompetent,
of
what is desirable or not desirable.

by

Sarah

of

Fy

Children love to take part in piano ensembles
and grown-ups do too. If you don’t believe it,
look at this picture (below) of a group of inter-

mediate students who played Marche Militaire,
At the Ball, and Rondo a Capriccio, in the second annual piano ensemble program presented
at the Memorial Auditorium at Riverside, California. There were forty-two pianos on
the stage,

and nine

different groups

of pianists took part.

Compositions played ranged from elementary
grades to concert pianist material. Even the lit-

tle tots had a chance
first, and

to play. Their

group was

they got a real thrill out of appearing

on the same recital with the professionals
who
played Liszt’s “Second Hungarian Rhapsod
y.”

The program was sponsored by the Rivers
ide
Musicians Association, the Riverside
Branch of
the Music Teachers’ Association of Califo
rnia,

and the San Bernardino Branch
Teachers’ Association of California.of the Music
The W. WKimball Company

of Chicago furnished beautio new pianos. All seats in the auditorium
were

sold a week before the performanc
e took place.
One of the most beneficial resu
lts of this ensemble was the feeling of com
radeship and unders

tanding

which

grew

up

amo

ng pupils of
various teachers and among
the teachers themAe te
Pupils of a dozen

or more

teachers

played
ee deo: Pe
group and became fast friends.
pees
€
thing was true of the teachers, for
all
our of the advanced divi
sions were made up of
mixtures of professional
players, teachers and

Senior students. Individuals
were not competing
with each other
, They were all working together

a

a

The “Soft Pedal” Problem

“The so-called soft pedal
I also use a great deal.
eae that

Chopin and others have said
that the
should be able to make pianis
simo with the
only, without relying on
any mechanical
I agree that one should be
able to do this
cultivate his technical reso
urces so that he
can do it. When this has been
accomplished, then
he can use the left pedal wh
: =

y ayer
omy
evice.
should

Samarof.

enever he will.”—Olgd

Program at Memori
al Auditorium, Riverside
, California,

Fe
SEVERAL
fears of every

YEARS, I was tortured by
description. Day and night,

Music

these obsessions persecuted me until my digestion became so impaired that even the sim-

to Avoid the Asylum

by Srafford William Argus

since learned that my case was but one of thousands—all unfortunate victims of phobias, which,

fears were likely to pop up at any time and in
any place. Finally I could not seem to accomplish
the smallest task without fear. Only sufferers
from the same type of mental “short circuit” are

able to understand such a condition. Those who
are happy, healthy and free from fears have no
conception of how victims of phobias suffer. The
pain that comes from many maladies is negligible in comparison.

‘ Insidious Conditions
Of course, some phobias are due to pathological
conditions (diseases of the mind and the nervous
system) which even the most skilled psychiatrist
finds

it difficult

to remedy.

However,

the

writer

begs the reader to avoid the physical and mental
conditions which bring such a thing about. Neglected infections, overwork, over worry, over exercise or excitement, over drinking, overeating,
over

smoking,

produce

conditions

that

are

as

insidious as a thief in the night. Before one is
aware of it, the mind and the body give out and
this state leads to the portals of the asylum.
Therefore, watch carefully for any symptoms of
letting down, physically or mentally. Someday
you

may

find

yourself

afraid

to walk

down

the

stairs of a large theater. There is a reason.
Someday you may find yourself afraid in a great
crowd of people. There is a reason. Someday you
may feel that others are looking at you with
derision. There is a reason; and it behooves you
to find out what you are doing to bring about
such a condition.
When you are afraid of falling, you seem unable to assure yourself that you have gone down

steep steps before without a tumble. Yet your
mind keeps repeating, “Watch out! You are going to slip—hold on, or you will break your neck.”

Sometime
great

open

you

may

space.

be afraid

You

even to cross

stab your

a

nails into your

palms, as though fearing some bogey might seize

you. You may wake up with tears in your eyes,
praying to die so that you will never see another
dreaded thing.
Of course this is a most unnatural and unstate of mind. Fortunately I had
wholesome
try to cure my own phobias. After
to
wit
enough
reading everything I could find on the subject in
a great continental
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library,

I came

to the conclu-

Study

How Music Helped Me

plest foods were upsetting. Tortured thoughts
seemed to be running at top speed in the wrong
direction, and I began to despair of my reason.
A protracted period of nervous strains brought
this about. Other than this, my physicians, who
were experts, could find nothing wrong with me.
Yet they cruelly assured me that unless my condition improved, I would have to be sent to a
sanitarium for nervous disorders. This had only
one meaning for me—I was facing an asylum.
From that time on, I shunned doctors, and my
life became one of indescribable misery. I have

however absurd they may séem to others, are
dramatically real to the sufferer, who may wake
up in the night paralyzed with fright of some
imagined ogre which may bring disaster with the
dawn.
Meanwhile, work seemed impossible. Although
thoroughly trained in my field, I had lost all confidence in my ability. When asked to play, I found
that my fingers fumbled over the keys in semiparalyzed condition—paralyzed
with fear. Extraordinary? Unusual? Not at all. Many have
gone through this excruciating experience. The

and

This

article

was

written

by an

experienced

educator who has given serious attention to the
writes under a nom de plume.—Enpitor’s Note.

sion that my only escape was through “right
thinking.” I thought that I needed medical guidance and I went back to a trusted physician. He
asked me, “What instrument do you play?” Then
explained, “There is nothing like playing an
instrument enthusiastically to maintain steady
wholesome interest, so that you may think constructively instead of destructively.” I therefore
resumed

my

musical practice, which I had

aban-

doned, and was amazed.
My first experience was that while I was engaged in playing, I had no fear of failure or the
results of failure. I persisted, and gradually a
mysterious change occurred. I found that I was
at last losing the sense of life failure, which had
almost driven me to suicide. I was not a failure
after
music

all; my hands
could produce
beautiful
which others delighted in hearing.

Again the Dawn
I began to regain my reasoning powers, step
by step, as a child begins to walk. My mind was
occupied in healthy, normal fashion. The more I
practiced the more I improved and the more
lasting were the results. I had no time to brood

over my

choice collection of phobias which

had

been slowly bringing me to mental disaster. After
having played for two or three hours, my well
being prevailed for some time. This period of
balanced mental condition gradually lengthened
as the days went on. My absurd obsessions gradually disappeared, and the sun of a happy, busy
existence again began to rise in my days.
Well, you say, that was all simply another
orm of occupational therapy. True, but I have
he conviction that music is different from the
other media used in occupational therapy. It
makes such a deep demand upon the emotions
and upon the attention that while one is engaged

in playing, one cannot very well think of other
hings. In my mind, playing an instrument is one
of the finest tonics that one can take for a fear
ridden, nerve wracked system.
Of course I had a relapse from time to time,
but when one occurred, I ran immediately to the
keyboard as to a refuge. Gradually these setbacks
into that Hades of fear came to be further and
urther apart. I saw things
ple saw them; I was not
singled out to be tortured
had their troubles, and my

as other healthy peothe particular victim
by Fate: other people
job in life was not to

European
cure

writer

of phobias.

and
He

dodge them, but to meet them bravely and remove them in the proper way.
This does not mean that when facing real
trouble you should rush to the piano and play a
jig. In fact, such a course may excite you mentally and aggravate your condition. What one

needs in such a state is something quieting to
bring calm to a disturbed mental condition—
Handel’s Largo, for instance. As you play, relax
and enjoy the melody. You will find that your
nervous tension is thereby relieved, as it could
not be if you were not thus engaged. When the
strain is gone, you may be in a position to meet

your problem in calm, clear-eyed fashion.
After you have played a quiet piece for a while,
your fingers may want to run into a brilliant
waltz. The joyful melodies stimulate and inspire
you. Any suggestion of melancholy vanishes and
you are again ready to step out into the busy
world and take your place bravely and cheerfully.
Many attempts have been made to plan specific
musical programs of what some call “musical
therapeutics.” It seems to me important first to
clarify the principle of the thing and then to let
the individual select his own medicine from the
great literature of the art, also to determine his
own dosage. In any event, I am sure that the
study of an instrument (particularly the piano)
is of genuine significance in the life of any child,
if only for the fact that it provides him with an
invaluable escape from phobias which in this day
are the ominous symptoms of many distressing
and often dangerous mental disorders.
From my own abnormal experience, I can well
understand
why so many
business men
with
sound minds but under great mental strain find
the ability to play an instrument one of their

great life assets. When parents invest in music
essons for their children, they should bear this
important point in mind.

Tam now forty-one years old. It is two and one

half years since I began to work at the piano. I
was utterly miserable at the time. As I advanced,
I worked out my own musical problems and
taught myself, proceeding very slowly and not
avoiding difficulties. Now I am able to laugh at
he phobias which used to paralyze me whenever
I encountered them. Music, and by that I mean
he ability to play, to my mind, is the finest antidote for depression, worry and fear. Lucky is the
child launched upon a musical life.
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Better Sight Heading

By SorShiply Watson

VERY TEACHER

KNOWS

the stumbler. He

may be your pupil or he may be another’s.
No matter where he belongs we all dread
him. And where is the remedy?
First: We teachers are one-sided, narrowed
down by methods and theories, which may be all
very well, if taken moderately and applied all
over; but so many of us swallow methods whole
and then apply them in spots.
Second: In our rush for technic, style, and

finish, we overlook the most essential thing in
music.
Almost any pupil can be coached up on a few
brilliant and showy pieces. He can have a certain
amount of technic, style, and finish pumped into
him, for which he receives applause and perhaps
a diploma; but put him before an unknown composition of even moderate difficulty and hear him
stutter and stammer over the notes. We read the

The following conditions are necessary in
sight reading:
(1) Mental Concentration
(2) Accurate Knowledge
(3) Quick Perception
(4) Ready Technic
First, Mental Concentration: Any one can fix
his attention upon a pleasing or a passing thing.
It takes a well trained will to fasten the mind
upon an unattractive subject and to hold it there.
Even the routine of note spelling may become
vitalized if we focus our minds upon it with
enough force. The overworked teacher will say,

“Oh I have
never

arts, that mother

whose

cost thousands of dollars
will make a rubber disk
brain and the music, she
read, falls upon the ears

musical

education

through.”

get

for that sort of thing;

box.

moment,

and then being able to turn that same

for consideration.

Special

it ourselves.
Sight reading

goes through two stages: the
mechanical or spelling stage, and the reading or
intelligent stage.
A printed note has no meaning except as it is
connected with notes preceding and following it.
To pick out notes letter by letter is to spell, and
by so doing the sense of the whole is lost. Notes
must be read in groups, as words are read. In a
literary composition the eyes of a good reader
run ahead. Words, phrases, clauses, even whole
sentences are taken in at a glance.
Musical phrases correspond to literary sentences. The phrase falls into certain forms, as
sentences fall into paragraphs. A melody line
here, a drone-bass there, accents, trills, scales;
any musical figure may appear; but, by always
looking ahead, the mind is prepared and the
fingers are less apt to stammer. Whenever eyes
and mind attain skill enough to see note groups
and phrases coming two or three measures

ahead, then at that moment does the reader step
from the spelling class into the intelligent reading class.

student

he had

mM. Maurice
For

years

THE

he did at first. He went out to lunch. When
he
returned
wished

he felt disgusted

he had never come

and

discouraged

and

to Agassiz, who was

a stupid old man, away behind the times. To
kill
time

he began counting the scales, this done he
counted the spines and the fins. Then
he began
to draw a picture of the fish. He then noticed
it

had no eyelids, and he made the discovery
that
a pencil

had

can

our

readers

Now

will have

the brilliant and picturesque
opinions
of
this gifted writer-musician, every page of
which makes fascinating reading. M. Dumesnil has toured South America repeatedly

and has just returned from an eight months
trip, during which he was received with
great acclaim as a pianist, a conductor and

as a Spanish-speaking

lecturer.

series.

Don’t

miss

:

Second, Accurate Knowledge: Many pupils are
more sinned against than sinning when it comes
to inaccuracies in fundamentals of music. How
you

heard

something

like this,

“TI never can read added lines,” or, “I never can
tell when a curved line is a slur or a tie.” Too
often the teacher, in his mad haste for quick
results, leaves the essentials of note values, of
time, of notation, and of musical marks and
signs of expression to care for themselves; but
these are the things that can not be skimmed
over. Sureness can never be possible until the

fundamentals are thoroughly ingrained in the
mind of the student.
Third, Quick Perception: The following
story
of one of Agassiz’s pupils will serve to
show how
perception may be gained. A young
man one day
presented himself before the great
naturalist for
work. Agassiz took a fish from a
jar and laying

began

noting

down

Fourth, Ready Technic: It is
not nece

ssary t0
have a transcendent tech
nic in
music at sight. Technic has rece order to read
ived the lion’s

share of attention, and
it always will so long as
critics and amateurs
disagree in regard to
its
pene place. In every stud
io we find pupils and
eachers bending to the
shrine of technic.

alse value upon

technic. It

as nearly every pupil thinks;
Sureness, control, elasticity,
od seat at the piano. There

of acquiring technic, and

SS; and the great advantage

hat we do not have to make
famous professor to acquire
Players have worked out

a brother-

confreres.

so he

little details that had escap
ed him before, and
he began to catch the secret
of observation.

ETUDE

ly interest in the fine
musical
achievements
of our South Ameri-

have

it and

the young

vain. He had to return to the fish. Several hours
passed, and he knew no more about the fish than

Dumesnil’

always

times

observe

When

The youth became restless, and, having nothing
to do, he started out to hunt the professor. In

has been seeking authoritative material
in this field. We have

many

him

fins, a mouth, eyes, and a tail. In half an hour
he felt certain he had observed all there was to
be perceived in that particular fish. But the
naturalist remained away and time rolled on.

Eminent French Pianist, Conductor-Teacher

this exceptional

bade

noticed.

man was left alone with the fish, it was much
like other fishes, he noticed it had scales and

e,

of Latin-America, especially prepared for
this magazine
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AN

Votice

THE ETUDE has the honorto announce that
it has secured a series of musical travelogues

“Man, the Goal is Yours”

others and so shirk the responsibility of learning

the

what

felt disappointed and told him
and maybe he would see somethinto keep right on
g. This put the
youth on his mettl

Musical Travelogues of
Latin-America

By

report

is the best of eyes.” The teacher
returned and after seeing what the pupil had
done,

:

with the mind trained to read. It is a much
higher aim to work, than to call it a gift in

that

degree of attention to the next thing coming up

has

Sight reading is not altogether a gift, as many
suppose. Like memory it can be cultivated. Some
people are quicker, that is all. As it requires more
brains to earn money than to inherit it, so it is

said

ing the faculty of giving his entire attention to
whatever he happened to be doing at the

and many hours of toil,
take the place of her
“just loves” but cannot
of her children out of

a dead and lifeless wooden

Dickens

Charles

I’d

the secret of his success consisted in his develop-

papers every morning, our children read little stories and poems; and they do not have to
read them over twenty-five times to grasp their
meaning. We use reading constantly, while elocution, another branch, is seldom used after school
days. In the evening, when the children ask for a
story the mother does not put a record of Stevenson’s “Child’s Garden of Verse” in a box and set
it going; she takes up the book with some degree
of feeling, and from the printed symbol Stevenson’s thoughts are conveyed to her mind and because she knows how to read, she is able to transfer his thoughts to the minds of her children.
When it comes to the most uplifting of all the

no time

it before

problems;
and

another

sets

and

we may

do

ness of our own home, if we
vances
i

forth

Annee

Sees eal
good, if we do them
tnorougniy. :
:
Emil Sauer recommend
ed Pischna; Leschetis-

Sults upon Czerny; Frederick
set of studies for Clara Schumann that any third
grade pupil can play at.
sight. It is not the par
ticular study you practice
;
it is the particular way
in which
you
i
Mechanical technic reso
lves iteel?rae ai
Points;
trills, Scales, chords,
arpeggios,
and
octaves. The one who
can play these in the
twenty-four keys has no nee
d to labor through
the tomes of
studies that are piled
every season. Save the
energy that is
upon long laborious studies,
and put it
five points. Sight rea
ding does not

before us
expended
into these

mean
playing of Liszt transcriptio
ns and Strauss
companiments; it means
the ability to play
erat ae intelligentl
y and in anyone of

the

acthe
all

If every teacher in the United
States would
work unceasingly to make of every
pupil a more
intelligent sight reader, he woul
d be doing more
in one year for the betterme
nt of musical conditions in America than an aggr
egation of imten. Music would’

“All other thin
9s I do because
I ought,
But this, my soul,
because
I will and must?

THE ETUDE

NIN iain

i

—

~

USIC

AND

THE

DANCE

have

been

man-

Music

M

kind’s delight almost since time began.
As far back as history is recorded, we discover that men and women, boys and girls have
sung together, danced together. Long, long centuries before men could read and write even
their own names, far less music, they made

music, and made much of it. And now, today,
we are traveling the earth in search of it, to
collect in book form.
In those dim, far-off yesteryears, groups gathered together to dance and sing in celebration of
almost every occasion, and as an outlet for almost every emotion. War songs they sang, and
songs of thanksgiving, of religion, the clan, the
race, the tribe, and of the family; in such gatherings as we now term the choir, set, fraternity

and club. These synonyms are used to describe
the natural tendency of human beings to gather

What the Choir Loft Has Done for the Art
By the Well Known Composer and Lecturer

Geoffrey

O

burg to hear the great
organist,
Reinken,

(rin’-kén)
Celle,
tened,

and

to

where he lisenchanted, to

the French music in
the
Royal
Chapel.
Familiar as he was
with organ and choir
music, it is small wonder that in 1703 he
deserted his post as
violinist with the
Weimer Court Orchestra, which
he
had
held for one year, to

take the more congenial position of or-

ganist

at

Arnstadt.

In 1705, he obtained
leave of absence and
walked to Liibeck to
hear the famous organist Dietrich Buxtehude (boox’-té-hoodé), and there he
remained
until his
church committee at
home wrote that unless he returned soon
he would be dismissed.

volume of work! And each work a masterpiece!
Ludwig van Beethoven was likewise a choir

singer, a boy soprano. His father was a famous
singer. Among young Ludwig’s important teachers vere Van den Eeden, the court organist, and
his successor,
Neefe (na-fé). During Neefe’s
absence, in 1782, when Beethoven was but twelve
years old, the boy
was
appointed
Neefe’s deputy. Two
years later, in 1784,
the new elector, Max

Franz, appointed
Beethoven assistant
organist. Remarkable, is it not, for a
fourteen - year - old
boy?
The
old
saying,
“As the twig is bent,
so groweth the tree,”
is singularly applicable to Beethoven,
an

organist

in

his

youth, always choir
conscious,
and
at
heart a singer. Little
do we wonder then
that Arturo Toscanini, when

conduct-

ing such masters as
Beethoven, calls out
repeatedly to his orchestra, “Cantare,
cantare,” the Italian
equivalent of, “Sing,
make it sing!” Again
we realize how many
of the really great

composers

were

choir
minded,
all
GEOFFREY O'HARA
Bach's Choirs
singers at heart.
;
Johannes Brahms
Great organists, in
was, in a way, choir bred, as well, for he studied
those days, accompanied great choirs; hence it
chiefly with Eduard Marxsen, who was a pupil
is not surprising that since Bach was so saturated
with choir music, he composed such an incredible
of his father, an organist. Marxsen also studied
number of works for voice. His accomplishment
with Johann Heinrich Clasing who left two great
oratorios as his contribution to musical literature.
was stupendous. Think, for instance, of the five
sets of sacred cantatas for every Sunday and
And so we find that under the benevolent influFeast Day in the year, to say nothing of sevence of the choir loft, Brahms was inspired to
compose the great “Requiem”, as well as some of
eral special ones. Add to this tremendous task
the finest songs ever written.
the Five Passions, including the great “St. MatOn through the years to another lyric voice—
thew”, and “Christmas Oratorio”, masses, motets,
the wonder child, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. In
magnificats, preludes, fugues by the dozen, con1763, when Mozart could have been but seven,
certos, overtures and suites. A truly amazing
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Composer of Leetle Bateese Give a
Man a Horse He Can Ride, There
Is No Death, and K-K-K Katy

And so, long years ago, the church choir came

Church, Luneburg. His brother Johann Christoph,
organist at Ohrdruf, supervised his music study.
Then, too, the young Johann Sebastian frequently
walked
all of the
thirty miles to Ham-

Study

A Cradle of Composers

together in groups.
into being; and from the sweet serenity of the
choir loft many of our master singers lifted
young voices in sacred songs that were to outlive
the singers.
Let us consider the greatest choir master of all
time, as we know him—Johann Sebastian Bach.
In early youth he was a chorister at St. Michael’s

and

we are told that he “sang, composed, played on
the harpsichord, the organ and the violin.” Even

then, as a very little boy, he was constantly traveling, giving concerts of an extraordinary nature.
In Paris, and at Versailles, “Mozart’s organ playing was even more admired than his performances on the harpsichord.” In 1764, the family
took him with them to England, where he composed an anthem for four voices entitled, God Is
Our Refuge, for presentation to the British Museum. Even today, unless such treasures have

been hidden away, you may see in London the
original manuscript, numbered “Select Case Cc,
21,4.” At the age of ten, Mozart wrote his first
oratorio, and in that year, at Haarlem, he astonished his hearers by performing on what was

then the largest organ in the world.
When only four years old, Mozart began his
musical education with his father, who had studied music as a choir boy in Augsburg. Mozart,
the father, had studied law, but had abandoned
it to teach music and to compose. He, too, must
surely have been choir minded, because the first
items listed among his works are twelve oratorios. In such an atmosphere then did young
Wolfgang Amadeus grow up.
.

Handel's Lifetime Intimacy with the Choir
As a child, George Frederic Handel was, like
Bach, an organist. When only seven, his father
took him to visit an elder stepbrother who was
connected with the court of Saxe-Weissenifels.
Here the boy gained access to the chapel organ
and was heard by the Duke, who insisted upon
his receiving a good musical education. He was

placed under Zachau
(tsikh’-ow), organist of
Halle Cathedral, and made such rapid progress
that he soon became assistant to his teacher.
For three consecutive years he wrote a motet for
every Sunday. At nine years of age, he went to

Berlin, where his improvisation on the organ astounded the greatest critics. The list of his compositions for choir is impressive indeed.
And once again we find the musical father
teaching his wonder son, in the family of Haydn.
For the father of little Franz Josef was organi
st
of the village church and a fine tenor singer;
the mother, too, sang in the choir. On Sunday
s,
we are told, the family gathered always to sing,
the father acompanying them on the harp. There
were

twelve

children

in the family,

and

the boy

Franz Josef, at eight, was engaged as chorister
for St. Stephen’s Choir. Aside from the daily

service and two hours choir practice, he studied
religion, Latin, writing, (Continued on Page 52)
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he Teachers Hound Table
Conducted

Playing For Pleasure
Iam

twenty-three

Monthly

dishes of reading, listening, tone produc-

tion, technical control, rhythmic vitality;
musical and dramatic projection. Into

years old and a young

army officer. I commenced piano work in
my last year at West Point, just three
years ago. I had never had any musical

every

Starting with a correspondence course, I
practiced every spare minute, and aver-

aged about

two hours

aver

a day for the first

two years. I have had about a dozen halfhour lessons in all, and am now about in
the fourth grade. I play, but not perfectly at all, Chopin’s

Waltz

Minor,

major,

Polonaise

in

A

:

in C-shurp
and

ment

of Brahms’

Waltz, No.

6 (from

Correspond

The

now

course

taking the Army

at

Massachusetts

Technology,

and

Institute

consequently

of

have

however

my

piano practice time practically eliminated.
This

situation

sionately
hundreds
and

will

last a year.

I am

would

hate

to slip

back

pas-

in what

I

time

left

to

play

for

pleasure.

Will I do best just to play when
read as much as possible,
ally play over the above

have memorized?
reading

I can,

and occasionpieces that I

I find that a lot of sight

at which

I am

fair

helps

me

in

the long run, but of course it will never
improve my ability to do such things as
the cadenzas
do
]

On the other hand, I could, I suppose,
nothing but my accustomed Hanon

and

'

in “Liebestriiume.”

Czerny

and

scales,

and

keep

up

the

technic; but then I would never be playing for pleasure, and, after all, that is
the main

idea. I can’t average

an hour

a day.—D.

over half

B. P., Massachusetts.

Congratulations on your good sense!
Your letter is such a fine “case history”
that I am using it here
I am sure, inspire many

in full. It will,
others who, in

spite of limited time, insist on “keeping
their fingers on the keyboard.” Half hour
daily average
is pretty slim, but you
are utilizing it to the very best advantage.

What

on

earth

would

be the use

of

filling up those precious seconds with
Czerny or Hanon? Just spend about five
minutes doing one or two contrasted,
concentrated exercises; for instance, a
brilliant chord progression and a scale
or two; or one for finger independence,
and an arpeggio exercise. Read all the
good music you can lay your hands on;
and
don’t
try
too
difficult
material.
When the slightest fatigue appears, stop
and play a part of one of your old pieces
slowly, without looking at the keyboard.
Even such “skeleton” practice will give

necessarys

many

you

Good
Tablers

A
musical

luck to you, and
who

A
gi
vitamins.

to the Round

use their time

so sensibly!

nade No. 7”; others have done pieces
from “Eine Kleine Nacht Musick”, the
string quartettes, symphonies, and other
works. Your music store or the publishers of The Etude can secure these for

you.
Why not examine some of the works
written by Mozart for one piano, four
hands? These can easily be distributed
over two pianos, and make delightful
novelties. Among the loveliest are the
little “Variations in G Major”; the Fan-

I am
for

on the hunt for Mozart

two

pianos,

following:

in C mino:
the “Magic

four

“Sonata

hands.

in D major”;

view

“Concerto

in E-flat ma-

A. T., Michigan.

No other original compositions for two
pianos, four hands; but you can easily
find arrangements. Saar has also tastefully transcribed a suite from the “Sere-

ow

Shall We

“Concerto

in D major”

by

Mozart. She has always been fairly atten-

Mozart “Sonata”, she has shown in that
piece a new approach: one in which she

is constantly ready to use her equipment
each

moment

playing. But

alas!

demands

during

she drops

down

her

to only

medium attentiveness from this better intensity

upon

my

ou t some

weak

bring out

this

stopping

passage.

her

to

I have

work

I make

this more

than

is) in the

Is more

state.

Mozart

one

How,

intense

cannot

expect

adolescent,

—?.

concentration

of an

ta

what

the com-

K. W., New

York,

the first stages of
Studying
g
it is advisable to cow
mt nine, or
three times “one, two, three.
»” for every
measure. Later, for rhythmical
swing
and convenience it i,S better
to count
three to a measure.
Choose studies from

“Czerny-Lieblin,
Vol. IIL” Siegal
or “Czerny-Hutcheson Vol TIL.”

(“Studies for the Development
of Touch.”)

of Variety

the proper

i
Weoffice
doing
t wo!

rk in

toe morning and have the afternoon free

tle

ctice. I follow your two week prac-

e plan, do not start my practice period

take

a

ane go as
ong at a time,

to tire the finger tips. Thanks to your
ons, T have been able to memorize

eae

keep im
mind od have decided also to not
just

number of the
the Movement.
th
cae eane
I amcount,
taking more

porm in music, although of this

T know

Ree

but little. Besides reviewing oF
études

and

pieces,

I have

‘Studles”,

Some Heller and
See
I use Hanon for practicing
one Fete Occasionally, and try to study

thing
Qo pee
acunt

Hash

a number
cess,

of years,

is more

well-planned

from

the

and

but I sometimes
incipient

With the proper
in the world tastes
Good old hash! How
on it—and don’t let
it!
Satisfactory piano
people

—a

20
ee

and

amateurs

palatable

some

suc-

my

plan

“hash”

Will

you

dyspepsia?

—D.

You

with

feel that

like

meal.

following a difficult
atonea time,
from the fourth grade

mantic aking turns with classic and roseveral compositions, I am attempting
Chopin of the works of Bach, Beethoven,
trying yaee others. For easy pieces I am

from Thea Schumann and pieces
tions
1 2 t tude.
I find the Presser Edieoue as
helpful.
en

own translation

I ordered recently
of the Bach-Bu-

been deand andhavepresentation.
oe notes
ihth the
lightea
pas ay

T and II of the
Sent Volumes
GetYe
eth
ya ebling
Studies”, Volume I of
and The yupp Studies in ‘Musicianship”

early aa aeeneet to a young man, in the
Should

Han

I 2 studying without a teacher.
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encourage

him

to

practice

Coptenatike
exercises? I plan to send him
e's
“Mastering
if possibl e.

the

Scales

and

Ar-

’
Cuba.
it, once —G. W. ; K., Havana,

Would you list briefly the subjects that
a piano teacher should cover in a well
rounded course? I have been teaching for

a fourteenadult.

do hit upon

wiIts
1. At ou
present
am

peggios,"

(as

say she loves the Mozart “Sonata in G
x
minor,”
one of the masterpieces of piano
literature, and most of the other pieces
you mention come up to or near this
level. Isn’t it enough to know, as she
practices them every day, that her taste
is” improving, her mind
growing,
her
spirit expanding?
Continued
contact,

you

DUtritious

not

In
piece

also,

gifted,

whenever

balance
results are gratifying. Tha!
1S one the
of the joys—and
hazards—

with technic,
care not to Dlaystod Roe

Count?

nassum?" I am nearing the completion 7
this group of works and
what I should study next, do not know

way?

from

propor
tion of ingredients for each student,
but

a few music albums f0F

list, in each

however

|
;

or next winter?

some denne .Czetny-Liebling

of study
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Tun out of ideas, your teaching approach

Bon pets

—J. J., New York.

year-old

ses and

let her

occasional

whole

i

have tried to tell them that thes
ira
wrong, but to no av:

play the moyement through, but still
Sense the need for
a more efficient way to
“ready”

will

e
ion
written
in nine-ei ene
rhythm,
the violinist and
viol
once ¥
insist upon counting
it as three-f ore

studyweekly

tive. However since she was started on the

as

of re

I have a trio composed of
y
loncello and piano. Whenever
ee
composit

the

jor”, arranged by Saar; and your own easy
Mozart
arrangements.
Are there
any
others I ought to have?
—S.

of the

piece?

“Fugue

i

more Mozart.
H

she

me

Chopin; 4. Two movements from “French
Suite in G major” by Bach, and 5. a re-

trouble

has staled, you need the freshened Pe!Spective which study with a good teachel
will bring you. Why not plan for it this

is dittedt teenone

So I say, a give her plent:

jesson work on this list: 1. First movement of Mozart's “Sonata in C minor";

it merely

Mozart-Busoni, Overture to
Flute” ;Mozart-Busoni, Duet-

tino Concertante;

to perfection

in work-

Mozart,

at even

“Grad

2. Impromptu in A-flat, Op. 90, by Schubert; 3. Zmpromptu in O-sharp minor by

present

to find the right

i

sity for utmost thoroughness

Mozart Preferred

numbers

I have

such

ma ore pocvnls, Wit
h

zart’s compositions for one piano, four
hands, are procurable in a single volume.
Note that I purposely do not mention
the Grieg second piano parts to Mozart’s
solo sonatas. I scorn them as glaring
examples of bad taste; under no circumstances would I teach or play them.

One of my pupils, age fourteen,
ing five years, brings in for her

your

changes, instability—anq
don’t worry if teaching.
she is inclined to skim
Surfaces, It will
But beware the unbalanced mixture
not hurt her Permanently.
whic
On the conh omits sufficient quantities of techtrary, a good diet of
nic. That always results
Mozart (as you
in poor, 1umPY>
suggest) will soon show
tasteless hash, and I know
her the necesnothing less

a
B
j
a
tasia Me
F Minor,
the ‘se
tiful
“Sonatas
in FNomeand C2ndmajor.”
Mo-
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Mozart For Two Pianos

with

is already a habit with
her. Se enved
exacting. Consider her
age, with all the
growing pains, conflict
s, uncertainties,

fond of the piano and of my
of fine phonograph
records,

have done so far, but if I spend what
little time I have at technic, I have no

casual,

must g0 ®

_, Granted even an intelligen.
approach,
it is difficult

——

Engineering

assignment

not musical dyspepsia. In fact, I pre
scribe just such a combination to cure
many pianistic ills. You have probably

summer

Fifty Words,

Etude).
I am

Noted Pianist

ents
with this
ment are reques
ted to limit Legis
to One Hundred and

Rhapsody, No. 6, and the concert arrange-

and

conscientiously,

and Music Educator

Noc-

turne
in
H-flat,
and
Liszt’s
‘“Liebestriume”, last part of the 6th Hungarian

lesson

good “pinch” of each of these, carefully
distributed. If you have been doing this

instruction or interest of any kind before.

than

rescue

R. A., New

a
me

Jersey.

ingredients, nothing
better than hash!
the housewife reli :
her hear you beli fe
eae
teaching
7
oe
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of

beige
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Seer
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“testimonial”

turns my usuay confident words to emba
rrassed stutaM 'S;
map”

,, burs
my
sunkissed
Californie
a deeper red, and makes me
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happy. When next 1
play in Havana I
shall want to hear you
play, if possibla
If other part-time Pian
ists will follow
your lead, they will be
Surprised at their
umprovement. You can'
t do better than
to carry on along the
same lines,

2. Fine! And this time 1 won't eve?

object to the Hanon.

When

no intelli

gent teacher is at hand to direct those
short,
concentrated
finger
exercises

which I advocate, Hanon
8ive

as

anything

good

general

of its kina,

will probably

finger

routine

as
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Music

Strains That Injure the Voice
By mei

ae

Ore
DESPITE CAUTION on the part of
the teacher,
a student’s voice becomes
shrill or husky, deviates in pitch or loses
its flexibility. The agreeable sounds marking its

tone and its partials or overtones. The vibrato is
present in all good quality voices and is indicative
of health and vitality. It exists naturally and develops with systematic exercise as the voice de-

warm naturalness gradually give way to metallic
harshness, and when this occurs trouble is likely
to ensue.
There are certain methods of procedure in the

velops. But it is the result and not the cause of
voice growth. Though it is the throb of vitality in
a healthy voice, its deliberate injection is wearing on the voice and destructive of its natural
sound. Its exaggerated importance in cultivated
voices brings on the inevitable artificiality and
distortion with sacrifice of purity and fidelity to
pitch which gives agreeable, harmonious quality.

cultivation of a voice any of which are likely to
result in impairment from often undetected and
undetectable strain. Let us look at some of these
faults which are responsible for so much mediocre
vocal work.
1. Continuous soft singing: This enfeebles the
voize, reducing its range and making serious in-

roads on the health of the vocal organ. While it
appears to give sweetness to the sound it lacks
employed in
substance. It is the mechanism
crooning. Training begun entirely on soft singing has been found incorrect.
This obviously
loud singing:
2. Continuous
strains and becomes shouting. As no healthy
voice can produce sounds beyond its own capacity of breath power, too loud singing is evidence

of

an

abused,

worn-out

vocal

the tones stilted and distorted. To achieve evenness of the scale the practice of rapid passages

will be found more efficacious. Sing a rapid, diatoniz, descending run on five tones, repeated five
times, inhaling instead of exhaling at the beginning of each descent.
of
5. Disregard of the natural phenomenon
registration: Rarely does the untrained singer

ignore the fundamental fact of its presence but
will consciously seek to bridge the difference in

tone quality in some graceful and instinctive way.
to
The teacher, on the other hand, often refuses
to
concede its existence. Mixed registration likely

this

musculature.

misconception

seriously

strains

the

Only purity of registration, which

enables the
mea. ns distinctive quality for each,
vocal cord
the
of
proper natural functioning
brings
however,
reverse,
The
and the muscles.

:
destructive strain.
to
6. Undue striving for resonance: In trying
s
become
nce
resona
greater
bigger,
make the voice
on

tion
the principal aim, with purity of intona
or
nce
resona
As
relegated to secondary place.

nes) is eramplified tone (the pitch and overto
on in
pulsati
a
by
audible
be
to
d
believe
roneously
or
pulse
the
is
the sound, what is actually heard,
a
uish
disting
cannot
ear
The
beat of the vibrato.
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scendo and diminuendo. Sing a tone in the low
range, then sing one an octave higher, this one
to be swelled and diminished without change of
tone quality, after which the voice will drop back
to the original low tone,
Dp

oo
<

ss

pP
ce

Ah
Ee
Ah.
Ee

ee.
ah

pattern of nature and will be found very beneficial.
Finally, voice exercise should be done in the
same wholehearted manner that one uses in exercising any other function of the body. This wil
develop the voice and develop the muscles employed in its production. It will increase the
psychic energy of the breath which gives power

to the voice; strengthen the vocal cords and
their action, thereby intensifying the sound and
giving it more substance; and augment amplification which gives richness and quality, with the
vibrato also becoming augmented in proper proportion. (Consonants should not be used before

in these

being Ah.)
vated with

os

is most

ah
ee

Study

all of which becomes a complete example of the
messa di voce of the classic bel canto vocal method.
7. Subjecting the voice apparatus to adverse or
unnatural mechanical
conditions, such as attempting to keep the voice up or front is another
cause of strain. Here it is necessary to know the
behavior and pattern in the natural functioning
of the vocal apparatus and to follow the design
of this process during training; for the manner of
producing voice determines its sound and if the
voice is produced naturally it will sound natural. Thus the mechanical process involved must
not change when the voice is cultivated but
should remain the same, strengthened, intensified, increased in efficiency by exercise. The
practice of low tones sung singly, energetically,
marcato, and repeated several times, copies the

vowels

+

=>

organism

which sounds only when banged upon.
3. Strain from too much singing is the aftermath of accumulated fatigue. The voice stands a
great deal of this sort of abuse without giving
notice of it until too late. Singing being physiological, prolonged periods of indulging in it wear
out the muscles, marring the quality.
4, Matching tones: Making G sound like E below it, for example, is another cause of strain.
There are acoustical reasons why one tone cannot be made to sound like another. Each particular tone is characterized by a different number
of vibrations. Matching tones is a mistaken notion which destroys spontaneous emission making

follow

To guard against sacrifice of pitch and against
disproportionate “ring”, or vibrato, practice cre-

and

vocal

exercises,

the

preferred

vowe

In this way the voice may be cultisafety and with no risk of strain. It

important

mastery,

for the singer, in his quest

to know

what

for

not to do.

Singers Must Learn to Hecite
Ts
YOUNG
SINGER looked professional
and assured. His accompanist started the
introduction, and I settled back with pleasant anticipation for I recognized the song. It was
the tenor aria, Ah, Moon of My Delight, based
upon “The Rubaiyat”, by Omar Khayyam.

The singer’s voice was

good;

it was

well con-

trolled, true in pitch and pleasant in quality.
His diction left little to be desired. Yet at the
conclusion
I was disappointed.
His rendition
lacked the necessary quality to move his audience.
Later, after congratulating the singer upon his
voice, we mentioned “The Rubaiyat.” His expression confirmed our suspicions; he had never read

the poem!
There is a difference

between a vocalist’s display and a singer’s art. The tenor was projecting
a voice, with the text of the song only incidental,
instead of interpreting a poem, with the melody

and

accompaniment

mere

factors

contributing

to a total impression.
Singers should learn to appreciate poetry and
to recite it. For true cinging is simply sustained
Trac| i

VOICE

Payne

Aoseph

By

recitation
in an appropriate
musical
setting.
How can this knowledge be put to practical
use? Let us assume that you have a reasonably
good vocal technic and that the song was written
by a competent composer. Take the song to a
quiet spot. Forget the music for the time. Read
the text carefully to yourself. Does it produce any
definite mood or impression upon you? If, after
careful perusal, it does not, then lay aside the
song. Why try to make an audience feel what
you

do

not

feel

But you like
Then read it
meaning and
the thought a

yourself?

the poem? It definitely moves you?
aloud, trying to express all the
mood contained in the words. Is
happy one? Then your voice should

be bright and gay. Is it sad? Then listen to the
different timbre your voice assumes. Whatever
the mood, the voice can express it, as it automatically expresses your real thoughts and emotions.
When the poem has been made your own,
study the melody. See how craftily the composer
has used variations of pitch and rhythm to emphasize the text. Notice his use of expression
marks to clarify his idea.

Now is the time to seek the accompanist. Listen

to the accompaniment once or twice, and give
especial attention to the introductory passage.
Notice how it establishes (Continued on Page 52)
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and

Study

Questions and

Selecting an Instrument
Q.

As

a

regular

subscriber

to

be aware of what the orchestra is doing.
All this takes many hours of study,
much of it away from the piano; but
the time thus spent is well worth while
because in this way you will achieve such
mastery of your music that you will forget to be frightened—at least you will

The

Etude, I would very much appreciate your
answering

the

following

two

Answers

questions:

1, What musical instrument in each of
the following classifications is generally
considered to pay the greatest dividends
in pleasure with a minimum investment

in practice
Wind?

time:

Percussion,

2. Which

of these

would you consider

three

most

String,

W. C.

A. 1. The answer to your question is
merely one person’s opinion, so my reply

must not be taken too seriously. You do
not state whether the “pleasure” is to
come from playing the instrument by
itself or in an ensemble and this com-

Conducted

quite sure

W. Gehrkens

you

pronounce

2. How do you play measures 170 and
179 of Chopin's Ballade in G minor? This
measure
make

179

I just

smooth,

cannot

but I think

seem

ever

to

I play 170-171-

172 fairly well. I am not sure if Iam doing
it the right way.

3. What
piece?

is the

I have

whether,

general

no

tempo

metronome,

in the Moderato

so

of this
tell me

movement,

it

does not speed up quite a bit in measures
36-53; then run
quite a bit slower in

Measure

68, and so on,

4. (a) In Measure

26, and similar meas-

ures of Malaguena by Lecuona (original
edition) does the 8¥ sign apply also to the
left hand? (b) Are measures like 61 played
with

one

hand

or are they divided?

(c) I

cannot reach those stretches in measures
90-103. What should I do?—Mrs, M. J. W.

A. 1. Pa-ta-teek’.
2. Everything is so clear about the
measures you mention that I do not see
what is bothering you, except that, of
course, they are rather difficult. I could
help you more if you would be a little

more

definite.

If Measure

179 is not as

smooth as the others it may be that you
are not using enough pedal. Try pedaling

throughout
3. This

that

this measure.
composition

it is difficult

varies

to state

so

much

a definite

tempo, However, when it gets under way

the speed should be about (M.M. |). — 88).
The

about

tempo

from

presto con

(M.M. J—120),

You

fuoco on is

are

right

about the changes at Measures 36 and 68.
4, (a) It applies only to the right
hand.
(b) In my edition of this piece, the
last four eighth notes are played with
the right hand, while the left hand passes
over the right to play the final quarter

business.

I have

a very good

never

studied

in this way, acquired a fair knowledge
of music notations, terms, and harmony-

T claim a certain amoun

t of composing
ability and now have
compositions
Partially complete of asfourmany
types of
music. These

Professor of School Music,
Oberlin College

I should like to submit
candid analysis and advice as to whethefor
r

they

are

But

Musical Editor, Webster's New
International Dictionary

worth

getting

the mixed

the

back

choir,

effort.

to

choral

work.

F May I prevail upon

The Bach-Busonit Chaconne

you,

therefore, to
ake sufficient time
analyze my cas?
and advise me what to
knowledge I should
Search after first and in what manner it
should

note. Never feel that you have to play
such a run with one hand just because
the composer has so marked it; in fact,

anyway.

love”,

and it becomes increasingly more
appatent that I must continue my studies
in
order to satisfy the requirements of such

extensive

measure

“first

der very prominent choir directors. The
Point is, the work is now much heavier

No question will be answered in THE ETUDE
unless accompanied
by the full name
and address of the inquirer. Only initials,
or pseudonym
given,
will be published.

various ways of playing a passage. You
will be surprised sometimes at hitting
upon
a much
easier way
than that
marked by the composer. Since this passage is marked lento, it does not matter
greatly which way you play it.
(c) If you cannot reach these chords,
roll them. If it seems awkward to roll
them at such a quick tempo you might
play them in octaves. This is not taking
such a great liberty as might be thought,
since the first E-sharp
and F-sharp,
having no dampers, sound through the

my

I have been fortunate

in being able to obtain considerable
knowledge concerning technic, and
so 0D;
in the capacity of assistant director un-

ence

to

be

obtained.

correct

Points

breathing

with

and

refer-

correct

enunciation are, of course,
pertinent and
pene appreciate

it is a very good thing for you to try

“Pathé-

daughter. I am a bank

music except in my own Ubrary, but have,

ments are all harder than the winds or

do

one

by trade and have

banking

For a string instrument I will choose the

tique’’?

of myself in

of my problems.

cashier

viola; and for a wind instrument the
cornet.
2. As to “mastery”, that is a term with
so flexible a meaning that I am afraid
to hazard a guess. However, I am willing to tell you that the string instru-

Pathétique?

enough

Iam thirty-eight years of age, married,
and have

but I suggest also that you consider the
xylophone or possibly the glockenspiel.

Q. 1. How

you cannot

in The Etude magazine
prompt me to inquire with reference tO

some

instrument I will choose the snare drum,

How do you Pronounce

that

spite of
my varied experience. Your very valuable
replies given

plicates my problem. However, I will
risk a guess, as follows. For a percussion

percussion—assuming that you mean a
serious instrument. If, however, you are
thinking of playing the instrument socially rather than musically then why
not take up the mandolin or the guitar?
Your question involves so many different
possibilities that it needs a conference
instead of a mere reply.

frightened

adequately.

choral work. Heretofore I have not felt

By

: et

be so

Business Man a Choral Director
Q. For a number of years now I have
received considerable comment and encouragement as a result of my efforts in

A Music Information Service

instruments

easily mastered?

—T.

not

perform

your

second rolling this chord
before the
eat gives the player more time
to

the next chord.
ae
2. I have a ;friend, . Mr. . David
M oyer,
whe plays this composition,
and ane
studied with Mr. Busoni. He
pref
original to the ossia.
ee
ee
3. You are right. Such
chords ar

variably
4. My

used

played
frien
e d

the minor

in this manner,
Mr A Moyer has

ending,

os
al: wa:

recommendation’

patie Proper books or literature
from
ui ch such knowledge
wD T have a fair basscan be gained.
voice of fair
an Se. Would
you consider training
is voice essential?—H,
BE. G,

of

. A. In the first place
let me say that
the idea of a professional man
dabblin®
3 Music appeals to me ver
have nothing but commeny much, so I
your efforts to train you dation ‘for
ae must tell you frankl rself in music.
however, that
music is a stern mistrey,
ss and demands

large quantities

of time

.
I ako,
prefer that; however,
yous hours as a banker However, if
if you like the
are not t00
major ending I certainly
stre
nuou
s,
you may be able to
would use it.
carry on
the rather ambiti
Bach seldom ended a mino
ous
r piece in
I think

minor.

Q. 1. Will you kindly answer these ques-

tions: In the Bach-Busoni Chaconne, page
three, first line, fourth measure, when
rolling

the

which

of

last

these

taneously

with

2. Which

chord

notes

page

is

left

struck

hand,

simul-

the D in the right hand?

is the

more

ossia or the original

3. On

of the

impressive,

as given

19 I have

been

on

the

page

17?

rolling

the

left hand slowly and very firmly, striking the right hand with the top note of

the

bass

4, The

chord.

last

Is this

chord

correct?

of the

composition

has a sharp in parenthesis before the F.
To end in major seems to me more satis-

fying than leaving it minor, What is your
opinion?—I, W. M.

A, 1. There will always be a difference
of opinion as to whether or not left hand
rolling chords should
or on, the beat. Some

be started before,
chords sound bet-

ter when rolled before the beat, while
others seem more pleasing starting on it.
I would let my own musical feeling be
my guide in this matter, I think, in this
case, the left hand B-flat sounds better
played with the right hand D. There are

two reasons for this: first, B-flat and D
are more harmonious than A and D;

How to Overcome Stage Fright

more

ist]. Althou
findgh myeaI t! ama anaes Blea
Can you help me?—Miss E.

fright.

you get into music, the
things you will fing
it necessary

S.

A. Most artists are troubled
by stage
fright of one kind or another. This
is
probably due to the fact that
in order
to be an artist one must have a
sensitive, highly emotional temperam
ent, and
the possession of such a temperam
ent
means a nervous system that is
easily

upset. Sometimes
the person
simply
needs to control himself better,
to scold

himself if he fails, to resolve to hold
on
the next time. But often the fear
is due
to the fact that the artist does
not know

his musie¢ well enough. It is
Not sufficient
to know how it sounds.
You must know
its form, its structure,
its texture at
every point. You must
be aware of ever
modulation, of each
development of he
theme. And if you are Playing
a concerto
with orchestra you must
know the or.

chestral

score
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so that

you

will always

piano, but
I shoula say that
D
you would
be terribly handicapped
in both conducting and composing
unless you play
the piano at least well
enough to do song

x
write me
are

é
analysis. If you wil
again when the composit
ions

completed,

I Shall probably be
able
to put you in touch with someone.
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AMERICAN MUSICAL PUBLIC is finally

Music

awaking to the peculiar charm of the organ
as an instrument of entertainment. Managers there are who actually have dared to feature artist organists; and, with the projection of
these organ virtuosi into the concert arena, the
magnificent works of Bach, Handel, Franck, and
a living factor in the daily lives of those who
add to the petition—“Give us this day our daily
bread,” a further request for all forms of musical
fare.
The

way

of

these

managers

and

the

Study

Lending a Lure to
|
Urgan Concerts

a host of modern master composers have become
or

and

artists

they handle is not, however, an easy road. People
have accustomed themselves to hearing a reasonably good organist at church, and the thought of
paying from two to five dollars to hear a concert

organist simply has not crossed the average
man’s mind. Yet it takes the same intensive
training, the same expensive study, to master the
organ that is required to become a great singer,
violinist, or pianist.
It is with the thought of helping those who
desire a series of organ concerts that this article
is written. The ways and means herein set forth
actually
are not theoretical, they have been
worked out by the San Jose Chapter, American

Guild of Organists, of which the writer is a member. Each suggestion has been put through the
test of experience and has been proved practicable. If it worked in one instance it can be
made to work in others, with adaptations to
local conditions.

One

Man

With

Vision

The first requisite to institute and continue a
or
concerts is just one man
series of organ
woman who has the vision to believe that such a

series is possible. Let us frankly acknowledge
that the average organist, like any other average
professional person, has not too much vision and
is greatly absorbed in the task of
earning his own daily bread, butter, and taxes. Unless
ded into an attitude

A.A.G.O., A.T.C.L.

plained that he felt that interest in concert organists could be developed in his city, and boldly
asked if there were any of his organists who

would be willing to play in San Jose for the collection, less five dollars. The manager was assured
that the San Jose Chapter would do everything in
its power to get out a large audience for each
guest artist, with accordingly large collections.
Apparently the tenor of the letter appealed to
the manager for he wrote that he would co6perate, but that he would send only his very
best artists, not any second rate ones, and that
anyway he had no second rate artists. A point
of geography aided Mr. X’s plans, which is that

San Jose lies directly between the Pacific Coast’s
two largest cities, San Francisco and Los Angeles.
It is but an hour’s run, by machine, from San

they would

be called upon

guild is

a member who, for the purposes
of this article, shall be Mr. X.
About eight years ago Mr. X conceived
the
idea
that
our
city
should hear great organ artists
from time to time, and he set
about bringing his belief into fact.
First he canvassed the situation
as to good organs, and discovered
that the city boasts four instruments on which all the standard

A Calliope of other days. The camel evidently does not like music

Three of these are in churches, one in the Scottish Rite Temple, all fairly large three manual
a
organs. Admission could not be charged in
use
the
for
fee
the
church; on the other hand

of the Scottish Rite Auditorium was too high for
the immediate present; so interest in organ re-

have

to grow

before

for long. When
an artist in her

fee

of

less

than

fifty

dollars,

something had to be done. Hence,
after some five years of struggling along with small collections,
Mr. X went to his guild chapter
with a proposition something like
this:
“If we are to continue our organ
concerts we must do something
different. I have blushed for myself, for San Jose, and for our
chapter, when I have had to hand
small collections to our artists;

repertoire of organ compositions could be played.

would

and

field as Heifetz is in his—received

Meet Mr. X
of the

work

Such an arrangement could not,
of course, last
Nizan—as great
a

chapter

for more

responsibility) .
To be sure that nothing untoward should happen, Mr. X had entire charge of all affairs except ushering. Publicity, advertising, printing, all
these he cared for, and the concerts were successful. Power Biggs, Winslow Cheney, Renée
Nizan, Virgil Fox, Claire Coci, and others of like
magnificent caliber were heard. Mr. X tells that
the collections were disappointingly small at
times, and at others encouraging; because of
which he persisted in his labors to realize the
ideal of hearing really great organ
music in his beloved home city.

The “Pay-Oft”

initiative.

citals

“aye” at the indicated point in the proceedings
(not seeing, of coursc, that at a subsequent date

he is prodof interest,

“he will not become concerned in
matters outside his immediate circle. Hence the necessity for the
person with vision and a driving

In our

the members felt that they had no individual
responsibility
for the
enterprise,
financial
or
otherwise, they were perfectly willing to vote

that

added

financial responsibility could be undertaken.
Mr. X accordingly arranged with the vestry of

one of the leading churches that the Guild might

present artists there, paying five dollars for light,
heat, and sexton service, with the privilege of
next
receiving an offering to go to the Guild. He
ex,
organists
of
manager
contacted our greatest

Francisco; and hence an organist with a free day
or two could easily stop between the two cities
for a recital.
The result of these negotiations being satisfactory, Mr. X. at last took his proposition to
the Guild chapter. He had not consulted with
the chapter before negotiation, feeling that if
he had a workable and finished plan to lay before the members he would have much greater
chance of their interest. So it developed. When
re

:

ae

ORGAN
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and I have blushed for the last
time. There is no reason in the
world why we should not form some kind of an
organ club and then have patrons and patronesses for our events just like any other concert

series. We could build a small list from the people we know ourselves (our chapter numbers

fourteen members) and have enough money on
hand when the concert season opens to engage
two artists at least; we could be prepared to pay
them some kind of a reasonable fee.” And much
more to the same effect.
Naturally there were some skeptics among the
fourteen members of the San Jose Chapter. There
are some in every group. But, as was said in the
opening paragraphs of this article, all that is
necessary to put a project of this nature over
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of vision, and X seemed to have that

vision. In any event, he met every argument
against the proposition, and eventually there was
porn the “Friends of Organ Music”; for that

was the title chosen

for the list of patrons. All

this, after many meetings of the Guild, and
enough discussion to fund the national debt. (As
an interested member of the Guild, this scribe
would say to any who contemplate the formation
of such an organization, “Do not let argument
sway you; only let it correct any mistake you
may have made in thinking. Do not let apathy
stop you, for those who are indifferent will of
course want to ride on the wagon after it is

set in motion. Is not that life”?)

Of course Mr. X realized that on his shoulders
would fall a large portion of the work of the
first year of “Friends of Organ Music.” It will
be so in any similar organization. The originator
of the movement will be forced to do a large
share of the work of maintaining the desired

impetus. But gradually, it has been observed, the
interest in the club grew; and thus, with gratification, Mr. X saw that in the five or so years

of this venture, San Jose had come to desire
great organ music; so that, when it came to the
point of selling the patronages, lo! people were
ready and some even anxious to buy. Mr. X sold
one-third of the list, himself; as he reluctantly
admitted. “And I had only one turndown,” he
boasted. The needed guarantee was on hand
within a short time; and another brief season of
organ music was assured.
The “Friends of Organ Music” must still grow;
it has not reached full development, for every
such movement there are loftier heights beyond.
But the technic of this assault, as worked out
by Mr. X is so definitely correct that its rehearsal surely will help many who also desire
great organ music in their communities.
In closing, just a few “be sures”:
1. Be Sure to talk to the most influential
especially to
people in the community,
those who care for music of any kind.
2. Be Sure to hold recitals in a church which
is viewed as a community church.
3. Be Sure to “tie in” the minister of that
church. His sympathy will do much to
make a success of the venture.
4. Be Sure to send cards to every minister on
the list of the local Pastor’s Protestant
Union, and also to the heads of Roman
Churches.
5. Be Sure the recitals are held on an adequate organ. Ministers of churches with
or

freakish

organs

are

co

*

*

*

With this alluring recital of grit and enterprise,
it would seem that there is almost no city too
small to have the inspiration that comes with
the visit of one of our highly endowed artists.

A New Hammond Creation
SOLOVOX

By

invented by

the brilliant Laurens Hammond, creator of the
Hammond Organ and the Novachord, and expressly designed as a musical supplement to the
piano. Operated entirely by electricity, the Solo-

vox is a three octave keyboard which

to the piano so that the fingers of one

is attached
hand

can

easily span the two keyboards. Twelve control
tablets give the Solovox a six octave range as
well as an indefinite variety of tone colors, and
being smooth, sustained and capable of “swell”,
its tone colors make an effective contrast to the

brilliance of the piano. A knee lever

controls the volume, and a slim tone cabinet
containing the electrical equipment is set along-

on the Patron’s

card

can be legally construed as an admission
to the concert, if it is to be held in a
church; because if such construction be

Wlkan

Reed

HE DESIGN of holding a special service of
praise periodically is commendable from

different points of view. Not only does it
vary the routine of the ordinary church service,
but it also affords the congregation an interesting and instructive experience whilst stimulating
the enthusiasm of the choir, who find in it an
added source of attraction through the preparation of new music.
These services should not be held frequently.
About four or five during the winter season, with
are usually
possibly one during the summer,
found sufficient; and they should not last longer

than

The Solovox is a new instrument

percussive

Special Praise Services

an hour and twenty

minutes, in summer

even for a shorter time.
In arranging a special service the organist will
do well to coéperate with his pastor, who will be

interested and willing to adapt his part of the

Service so as to be in conformity with the scheme

proposed. If a particular subject is chosen, every~
thing | should be in harmony with this idea. Onl¥

familiar hymns should be chosen, the congreg2tion being given a chance to share equally with
the choir, and, on occasion, singing the
mediate stanzas of a hymn alternately withinterthe
choir. The anthems should be of moderate length
and
difficulty. If a cantata

or psalm setting is

Selected, it is advisable that it be divided 50 2
toform two anthems. The organ accompaniment
aes

hearty and inspiring, especially in the

The following schemes will convey some idea
of the system on which such a special service

is enerally based. They will be found to constitute interesting and instructive
services that
will draw attentive audiences. While
not arbi-

trary, they will be found helpful.
;

Opening
Hymn

(1)

Sentence by choir

Anthem
Prayer, concluding

with the Lord
either generally recited, or cha ’s Prayer,
nted by the
choir

Hymn

THE NEW

HAMMOND

Anthem
Vocal solo
Anthem
Hymn
Psalm chanted
Hymn
Anthem

SOLOVOX

by choir

Hymn

Note the smaller second keyboard which is
played with the right hand, and the amplifier on
the right end of the piano.

Vocal Solo or concerted
Anthem

frequently

unaware of the limitations of their instruments. The ultimate success of a concert
venture depends on the artistic results, not
on the feelings of any one minister, or his
wishes as to when the concerts are held.
6. Be Sure that at one of the concerts of the
series the combined choirs of all churches
with a desire to aid, join in a group of
three or four anthems as a feature of the
program. It is a good plan to have the
guest organist conduct, if possible, with a
local organist at the console. By this means
a great deal of interest can be aroused
among the participating churches.
7. Be Sure that nothing

*

THE

The Fruits of Success

small

possible the church might be liable for
taxes.
8. Be Sure adequate reviews of the organ
concerts appear in the daily papers.
9. Be Sure you do not present some unknown
artist just because his fee is low. One such
venture almost ruined our project.
10. Be Sure, above all, that you do not give
up just because the going is tough!

number

Hymn

side a vertical piano or underneath

a grand piano.

The instrument is designed as a supplement to
the piano. The piano can be played exactly as
formerly as an individual instrument. When the
Solovox is used it is possible to simulate the
string, woodwind and brass instruments in a very

unusual and fascinating manner with the right
hand, while the left hand supplies a piano accompaniment. For instance, an amazing imitation of a saxophone solo can be effected on the
Solovox, while the left hand accompaniment
gives the impression of two distinct instruments
being played.
Chords cannot be played on the Solovox, only
the single melodic line. The instrument is put

upon the market

at $190.00. Fritz Reiner, Ferde

Grofé and many other musicians
the new instrument highly.

have

praised

Cea
.

Sentence

e scripture,

by choir,

prayer,

and

re

izing at some point the hitctory fr
,
ee Ber
in the church service) need
to be comparatively

short and distributed appropri
ately between musical numbers. The text of all
the music sung
should be printed on leaflets, for
the use of the
congregation, making the use
of hymn books
unnecessary.

Uo You Know?

That Michael
: Kelly y, an Iris
ri h sing
i er, was
of the most intimate frie
nds of Mena

oné

That a barrel organ is still used for all services‘

in the parish chur

lana?

rch of Shelland of Suffolk, EDS
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Bowing: [ts Importance to the string Player
By Wlbam D. Kevelli

are in direct proportion to the amount of control

exercised by the mind. To some extent this is true

VERY

INSTRUMENTAL

PERFORMER

in every art and handicraft, for the aggregate
muscular effort of the hand is employed to materialize the conceptions of the mind. Yet the
problem of muscular training is greater in the
playing of a stringed instrument than it is in
the average handicraft, simply because a sort.

real-

ion of
E izes, without doubt, that the evolut
his particular instrument has depended
not
upon a series of refinements—refinements
itself,
ment
instru
the
of
uction
constr
only in the
imbut in the manner of playing it. Structural

of individualization of muscles becomes necessary.
In string playing this is a constant problem;
there are perpetual adjustments to be made within the hand and arm, adaptations to changes
which are most important to the efficiency and
artistry of the whole.
Let us take for example the simple matter of

provements are present in each modern instru
ment; playing refinements must be taught and
passed on.
In ‘the string instruments one of the greatest
refinements of their long history was the incep-

tion and development of the science of bowing.
of the
Efficient, accurate and inspired handling
nt
importa
most
and
asset
bow is both the finest
string
the
of
ent
equipm
al
technic
the
of
part
most
player. Yet the mastery of the bow is the
the
for
study
of
routine
the
in
m
difficult proble
string player. Even the novice has a vague idea
that the correct method of holding and drawing

the bow has direct bearing on the tonal effect
to
_obtained. No longer do we teach the beginner

“Take the bow in the right hand and draw it
across the strings.” Beginning string classes are
being taught very thoroughly the secrets of correct bowing, and made to realize that bowing
properly lies at the root of the artistic performance achieved by our symphonic orchestras.
The science of bowing may be approached from
two angles. The term “bowing” may be used in
two primary senses, best expressed by the two
German words Bogenfuhrung and Strichart. In
a general way, Bogenfuhrung deals with the action of the bow on the strings, of the bowing
s
actions of the player, of the complete mechanic
manof bowing. Strichart refers to the particular

is to
ner in which a phrase or passage of music
a mansuch
which
by
signs
the
and
,
be executed
discussion we
ner is usually indicated. In this
the second
term;
first
the
y
shall consider primaril
departthis
in
article
later
a
in
treated
be
will
ment.
violin master, Hubert
Belgian
famous
The
in his
Léonard (l4-oh-nahr), holding up his bow
les
;
maitre
le
“Voila
said:
often
right hand,
servises
que
sont
doigts de la main gauche ne
fingers of the
teurs!” (There is your master; the
matter how
left hand are but his servants.) No

trained,

how

dexterous,

how

unfailingly

well
may be, or
obedient:to the will these “servants”
to the
ating
fascin
and
ear
how bewildering to the

ut the
eye, the technic of the fingers is lost witho
;
finesse of bowing.
in performance
More than any of the devices
ng—bowing afasi
phr
or
g
technic—above fingerin

selffords the performer a real opportunity for
bow
ers.
play
ng
stri
two
no
why
is
That
on.
expressi

for the differprecisely alike, and that accounts
ral musical
gene
and
ing,
feel
,
ences in the tone

effect noticeable among

string players. Bowing

; it separates
becomes their distinguishing mark
from the mere
t
llis
once
viol
or
t
the master violinis
viduality deindi
an
has
tone
ng
Stri
an.
technici
involving
ors,
fact
of
pendent upon a variety
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Illustration

above

shows hand and arm
the bow is at tip.

position

when

training of the player, his psychological tendencies, the physical peculiarities or attributes of his
fingers, hand, and arm.
The great masters of the 18th Century, Corelli
and Vivaldi, were the first to recognize the possibilities of the art of bowing, and their successor,

Tartini, persuaded the bow makers of his time
to improve the shape and elasticity of the bow
itself. From the time of Tartini onward, a gradual
but continual improvement in bow design and
construction took place. Finally the modern bow
was produced by the greatest of all bow makers,
Tourte. The modern bow enabled the immortal
Paganini to open a new era in the art and science
of bowing; he developed a new method of holding and moving the bow—so full of possibilities
that, by using unheard-of movements of his arm,
he was able to produce all of the different shades
of tone and expression which made him the great
artist he was.

An Elusive Formula
What,

then, makes

bowing

so difficult?

What

is the formula for mastery of bowing technic?
One cannot give the inviolable formula, for it is
tinged with the mysteries of genius, with psychological attributes, with natural physical endowments. The first necessity is the subduing of

the muscle by the mind; the results to be obtained

' BAND
and ORCHESTRA |
Edited by William DO. Revelli

|

Note

relaxed

position

forearm

of fingers on

stick as well

as

the

and the wrist.

drawing the bow across the strings. To produce
a singing tone, free from impurities, it is not
enough to follow the familiar rule of bowing in
a direction parallel with the bridge. The production of a pure tone is dependent upon an individualized muscular activity so complex as to astound
the uninitiate. Every finger joint of the right hand
is individually and distinctly active through the
muscles that control it. The wrist, forearm, upper
arm and shoulder, through the sets of muscles
controlling each, must contribute to the work

of the hand at the right time and in the correct
manner—else the result is failure to obtain the
desired perfect tone. One can judge that even
in the most simple musical composition for violin,
there lies a need for complex and exacting muscujar control, and the acquisition of this control
is no small achievement.
The problem of bowing becomes still more involved when we consider the fact that the activities of the bow arm must be synchronized and
coérdinated with the movements of the left hand.
It requires no stretch of the imagination to know
that, in turn, the activities of the left hand, the

n
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fingers, and the wrist, and the left arm must be
subject to the complete control of the mind. When
we add to this the fact that the conscious mind
is taken up with the difficulties involved in the
reading of the music, and attention to all of its
symbols, it becomes evident that the muscular
adjustments of bow control must result from

automatic action. The complete adequacy of automatic action can be established only through

carefully acquired habits, habits formed through
constant and unswerving application of the powers of the individual player.
The physical adjustments which must be made
are difficult in that the player is faced with developing the left hand at the same time as the
bow arm. The division of attention may place
habits at cross purposes with each other, and too
often wrong actions are developed in the in-

dividual muscles involved. The correction of incorrect tendencies must be accomplished inde=
pendent of the other problems of string playing.
Muscular coérdination and control must become

second nature, automatically accurate. It is due
to this confusion of requirements that the student must give an important place to bowing in
his program of study. It is desirable, in fact, that
the student acquire a certain amount of bow con-

trol even before the left hand is brought into
play at all.
Many of the string players in our school orchestras unfortunately show a sad lack of bow control,
and this is due to a failure to stress the solution
of problems incident to correct bowing before
having begun the study of left hand technics.

Several Principles of Bowing

Illustration and Suggestion
By

arg

C

HA

upon

N THE ART of teaching, the power of illustra
I tion ranks among things of first importance.

We who have spent many years with our
chosen subject; who, as it were, live, move
and
have our being in music, are very apt to
forget
the viewpoint of others who do not
have this
background. To them, the tonal art
is regarded
from many different angles; some attitud
es perhaps crude, humorous or fanciful,
yet often containing the germ of an idea worth
following up.
In

other words, a pupil frequently fails
to grasp
the teacher's viewpoint—at first—but
the
wise
instructor will be on the
lookout for anything
which appeals to the uninitiated,
and from that
draw his lesson.
Sometimes, indeed, the

pupi

i

ie its

form

of a double

control,

regularity,

and

freedom

of the drawing

oe

alled ha
striding a hobby horse,
and in cee Ree,

he said, “I got to straddle

«
2
he did, without fail, every it!”
time n@, Saddle” it

Another instance
was trying
explaia
time of two left han d measures totoohae
in
teen. The

the

Passage,

shortest

Bow

of strokes.

mastery

Bow Control
begins with the automatic

knock —then used the vibrato
on the octave,

explaining, while I did so, the similarity of
action.
She made a fresh

attempt, and this time her

hand made

a clear cut rebound

ad-
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on the octave,

with no tendency whatever to stall on the
sixteenth
note,

Another

case, very

different, was

that of an

elderly lady, who, in her sixties, had a
desire to
learn something abou
t

playing

the

. Her
trouble, as May be expected, lay in thepiano
codrdina-

tion of brain and fingers. In even the
most ele-

mentary things, she would stop here and ther®,

Senerally between measures, with
a particularly
long wait before embarking on the next
line. She
was bright enough, generally
speak
ing,
well informed
average person. But every little change in
the
music—be it fingering, value of notes, black 0
white keys—spelleg disaster every time she at
tempted to play. She would sit there, helpless
trying Painfully to collect the scattered em
nants of her thoughts.
:
MY own thoughts had not been idle. I knew
sh?
would never become
a proficient pianist; 0"
State Of her hands, and her
previous unfamiliar

But I still We
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find itdebarr
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Ex.2

justment of the speed of the drawing motion
to the muscular effort involved in achieving a
certain result. In the beginning stages of learning, this is best acquired by applying the theory
of muscular relaxation. This can be reached by
allowing a rest or pause (Continued on Page 59)

or “rat-tat”—which is

hes Product of beauty. I tried to make tein

Ex.1

A pressure on the bow is contrary to the drawing

to the intended volume of tone and to the required speed. In other words, the faster the
tempo, the shorter should be the stroke and the
more moderate the pressure. In a fast tempo,
the use of great pressure compels the use of the

other

on .a door, using the

knock

Design in Music

rately, even though at slackened pace.
Increase of volume of tone is obtained by
increasing either the speed of the drawing movement, or additional pressure on the bow, or both.

and speed are contrary motions which in a sense
neutralize each other, the student should be careful to see that the length of the stroke conforms

under

on current topics, and quick witted
as the

movement. This is true of every bowing style, not
alone of the sustained or cantabile strokes. Even
in the rebounding bowings, or resilient strokes.
wherein the bow momentarily leaves the string—
the vibrations are intended to continue accu-

motion, and generally it has an effect which is
detrimental to the tonal result, hence an increase
of tone through an increase in bow speed is
usually preferable to one obtained by added pressure. This fact has direct bearing on the execution of erescendos and decrescendos in cantabile
as well as in all detached bowings. Since pressure

which,

really nothing but a form of the vibrato touch. I
Tapped on the side of the piano—the double

Tone on the bowed instruments is produced by
a drawing movement
of the bow across the

strings. Its perfection depends on the manner in
which a string is thereby made to vibrate. In
turn, the perfect vibration is dependent upon the

movements
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Back to Vieuxtemps
4

Quite naturally, every great musician has his
own individual and sometimes peculiar interpretations of those simple yet seemingly involved
and elastic terms such as Moderato, Adagio,
Andante and so on. Brahms, for instance, had
very definite ideas in regard to tempo indications. Those heading the Third Movement of his
“Third Sonata for Violin and Piano” read: Un
poco presto, e con sentimento, yet the tempo is
quite leisurely. This gorgeous work has become
so well known in the Brahmsian understanding
of un poco presto that, in large communities, if
soloists play the last movement even a trifle too
swiftly, they are quite likely to bring protest
from the critics.
To return to interpreters of Vieuxtemps, two
of our greatest violinists, of world renown, have
aroused much discussion by their completely dif-

nous tous!” Likewise, Fritz Kreisler used the identical words, but in English: ‘“Vieuxtemps was the

Master of us all!” The writer, too, speaking purely as violinist, has often exclaimed, with impatience and vehemence, “Bend the knee when
you speak of Vieuxtemps!”
Some musicians have marked his music as
“dated”, and yet many compositions by such old
masters as Nardini, Corelli, Somis, Locatelli and
even the various Bachs, appear on concert programs, although they contain much less of real
musical and violinistic value than the concerti
and other works by Vieuxtemps. It is well to re-

ferent expositions of the Scherzo Movement of
the “Fourth Concerto” by Vieuxtemps. One vir-

tuoso plays this scherzo at an extremely slow
tempo, while the other takes it quite rapidly, an
interpretation which seems the more popular of
the two. Therefore, lest this rapid pace become
the vogue among conscientious students of the
violin, the writer, as a studious adorer of Vieuxtemps and his style, suggests that the slower
tempo be followed, since this was the composer’s
intention.
In the final analysis, this is a humble and

member that music of a certain type and epoch
often seems lifeless because of the poor interpretation it is given by performers either indifferent to its dramatic meaning or ignorant of
the composer’s style. In this matter, it seems that

Paganini

and

Vieuxtemps

are

the

two

most

sinned against.
And it is precisely this disregard of style which
the writer so earnestly deplores. Many of the
younger generation are inclined to play everything at top speed, be it a minuet by Mozart,
Haydn or Beethoven, or the Scherzo movement in
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earnest plea for greater veneration of those great
masters who gave us our violinistic art and litera-

ture, and for more sincere and profound search
for their revelations; for with thorough and
concentrated study, the depth of their meaning
will be revealed in full beauty to those worthy
of sounding the mysteries of Art.

Vieuxtemps’ “Concerto No. 4, in D minor, Op. 31.”
Moreover, they frequently change bows on a note
meant to be held almost indefinitely, and alter to
contemporary fingerings such places as Vieuxtemps intended to be played only by one finger—
the fourth, as it happens to be. There are many

VIEUXTEMPS

a painting

ascending

and’ Fifth

and

Concerti.

descending,

Artists,

~ Painless Violin
Playing
for Beginners

who

uphold the fine traditions and dignity of playing
as perfected by the Franco-Belgian Method, must
constantly look with deepest regret upon the
superficial “editing” of masterworks by many
moderns.

It was the credo of the older masters that the
left hand is the artisan and the right arm and
wrist the art of violin mastery. And there is
scarcely

technic

any

problem

of bowing

in

which

the

art

cannot

and

be

&,

highest

found

in

Vieuxtemps’ “Concerto No. 5, in A minor, Op. 37.”
Moreover, as a composition, it could well be used
as a model for the concerto form in one movement, from its masterly development of the motif
to music of noble content, rich in fantasy and
of meaningful import. It may not be a concerto
for popular taste, but it will richly repay profound musical study over the many years required to master the difficulties its interpretation

Hyman

and other fellow citizens. About thirty min-

7

VIOLIN
by

Robert

Braine

Goldstein

‘Titre v IS NO REASON why a beginner on
the violin should torture parents, teachers

demands.
The ideal interpreter of Vieuxtemps was his
most famous pupil, Ysaye (e-sah’-ee), whose
interpretations, incidentally, remain ineffaceable
in the memory of all who have heard them. It is
perhaps quite understandable that the present
generation, never having heard Ysaye and never
having studied the precepts of the Franco-Bel-

Edited

Study

gian school of violinistic art, have little knowledge of the real traditional style of Vieuxtemps
—for his was an art, a style and a tradition quite
by itself.

sie

ES

ds, Asie

and

utes of instruction in the fundamentals of position and tone production are enough to start the
beginner on the road to painless violin playing.
My first pupil, a beginner at thirty-five, came
to me in 1924. He wanted to play violin for fun.
His wife and three children did not object—until
he began to play. It was my job—in my second
term at high school—to make his fiddling painless
to himself and his family. Many years of work
with beginners of all ages, some of them school
music supervisors, have formulated these procedures for rendering beginning fiddlers innocuous.
A sustained singing tone is the first essential.
No lectures on acoustics, physics of sound, or
2a
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theory have any effect on tone production. A good
tone depends directly on a good playing position.
The violin and bow must be in fair shape; chin
rest, bridge, finger board and bow hair must pass
inspection. In private teaching it is always possible to have a repair man to inspect, repair, and
to replace any parts out of order. In school music
teaching, inspection and improvement may be

more

difficult.

It is better to play a few
plow through pages of music.
tone production need cover
open A string. But it should
mental signs: up and down

things well than to
The first lesson on
no more than the

include the fundabow, loud and soft.
Smooth
tone
production,
based
upon
good
playing position, is the first requirement for painless violin playing. The violin has never been an
easy instrument to play. It is made much more
pleasant by intelligent instruction in the fundamentals of tone production.

be used.
The position is important.
between

The violin is held
the chin and collar bone, slightly above

joint of the thumb and the forefinger-hand junction. Fingers are rounded and relaxed in their
7
position over the strings.

The bow is held between the fingers of the
right hand and the thumb, with the second or
third joint of the forefinger pressing down. The
thumb should not be wedged into the frog.
After five minutes of demonstration and talk,
the beginner is ready to play. Let him play on the
open A, two slow beats on each down and up bow.
The importance of a singing tone is explained.
Play; and things will begin to happen.
These faults occur most frequently: The tone
Squeaks because the bow is over, the finger board.

The tone rasps because the bow is too close to the
bridge. To overcome and to prevent these faults,
demonstrate how tone can be produced in full
purity only if the bow is kept midway between
the bridge and finger board. The bow must be at
a@ proper tension and well rosined.
Show the pupil that one of the first requisites
for a smooth, rich tone is that the bow must
travel straight up and down. Explain the réle of
the bow and right forefinger in volume control.
Practice should be entirely legato until a fine
tone is habitual. Bow changes at the tip are
usually not difficult to make smoothly; changes
at the frog often cause an abrupt break. Do not
attempt to show beginners the intricate finger,
wrist and arm action which makes for smooth
bow changes at the frog. It is well, however, to
treat the bow change as an interruption, if it is
obvious. Explain that singers do not take a
breath with every note. Try to develop, at the
very beginning, a feeling for phrase and nuance.

General Hints
pictures of violinists are invaluable. The
picture, “They Shall Have Music”, ilbowing, position, and violin playing at
It would be well to have this as a re-

quired movie for every would be fiddler.
Practice should be in five and ten minute units,
with rest periods alternating. No beginner can
maintain good position for any length of time.
Beginners often get the left palm into close
grips with the violin neck. This deadens the
sound and makes fingering difficult. Some players
have thumbitis, with thumbs sticking up from
the violin like a hitch hiker’s guild sign. Others
have long, ugly, black nails which make rounded
fingering impossible. Study of position and ofttimes a quick manicure may be essential.
nail file is useful in violin teaching.
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siderate gestures to impress
his friends with the
importance attached to
his work.
Parents often neglect their
children after they

GOOD

will go a long way

E

the horizontal. The shoulder should not be
hunched up; it does not hold the instrument.
The neck of the violin rests between the first

Motion
Heifetz
lustrates
its best.

STABLISHING

When a child begins practice, he must realiz?
that he has undertaken a business
obligation,
and only the most urgent matter can
take him
from his work. Tact must be used
in sending
away
only hurt

The Problems of Practicing
By Booker

to think things out clearly. Practice should
be
done early in the day, before the mind
is cluttered up with all the pleasant or annoyi
ng events
of the day. Morning practice is the
best. Following afternoon nap is also good.

his friends. To dismiss

Correct Accessories
Chin rests should be an inch high. Nature did
not build our necks for holding violins. The chin
rest must come to the rescue—without a shoulder
pad. Strings should be in good condition; the
silver G, aluminum D and steel E are now generally accepted. E string tuners, of course, must

ber of the family. When he begins practice, he
must be in a mental state which will permit him

HABITS

have led them to practice. A littl
e interest shown

of practice

is one of the most intricate problems facing parents, as regards their children’s
music work. Parents too often apply the force
system, and to no avail. The old adage, “You
may lead a horse to the well, but you can’t make

him drink”, holds just as good in the problem
of practice. A child may be compelled to sit at
the piano for forty-five minutes each day; but,
if the seeking attitude is not developed in Johnny

in creating

a better atmosphere in the home. Lead the chil
d to feel that
the music less

ree

a

aay

on is his biggest job in life.
Radio
interfere. A little codperat
ion by al!

of

the

family

In conclusion, let
student’s road is

us

will

eliminate

reali
ay.BatGeaiet

this
i
ae

or Susie, the time is most excellently wasted.
They may be made to go through the motions
of practicing, but they cannot be made to retain
the knowledge or the motions.
Children, as a whole, cannot see the need for

working now for a deferred advantage. Only the

child that is talented can work hard without
an
urge from the parents. All the things that
can
be said as to the value of his working hard now

Parents—Show

Spirit, and

Watch

Results,

en

are too remote from his active mind. He must
see an immediate result from his efforts.
The would-be “Babe Ruth” never needs to be
urged to practice playing ball. He will earnestly
swing a bat hoping to send the ball across the

field. If he successfully hits the ball, his efforts

will bring an immediate result. He will work
harder to send the ball a little farther next time.
This, however, cannot be compared to the practice of music, where the progress is not easily
felt by the child.
The child who can practice without a parent’s
insisting is indeed fortunate. Our main objecti
ve

is to instill in children the seeking attitude.
The
parents’ attitude is easily felt by the child.
Par-

ents who often dominate
ing in the child.

fore long he w ly home and went to sleep. Bedoor, > which
as Awakened by a crowd at his
Proved
to be
the orchestra.

Rubinstein inq
” replied the leader. Evuired.
en if the
like th

cause a rebellious feel-

© opera, we did; and we

There are several ways to get better
results
from a child’s practice. One of the best of these

methods is to work out a schedule pointing out

the things that are expected from him each
day.

His various

duties

raising vegetables

may

include

such

he likes, running

things as

errands,

re-

pairing a gate, and his practice. It is helpful to
allow the child to place the periods where he

thinks

they

will

get

the

best

results,

Freedom

of choice is something we all cherish; and, if
deprived of this, we at once resent
the interference. Children, too, love their freedom; anq
if the parent tends to act as a dictat
or and

demands of them that they do their work, they
at once

register resistance.

Begin early to im-

press upon their minds that the matter of prac.
ticing is a part of the day’s duties,
just as the

face and hands are washed

and meals eaten, If

this is done, they will start falling
into regularity
about the practice periods,

The

child’s

practicing

is made

difficult by the fear of annoying

child should
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What Is the Musical Need

af Youth To-day?
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Professor of Music Education, University
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ning his future he was able to enter his chosen
field well prepared and with that most satisfactory feeling that he had been
rather than a subject of charity.

“on

his own”

Bill faced life’s conflict with assurance of his
ability to meet any eventuality and without any
expectation of someone’s coming forth to help
him whenever he might falter. How many scholarship students have the fortitude to face life’s
battles after the weakening “baby food” nursing
dispensed by the scholarship system? We all admit that self-help is the surest and the most
stimulating
of roads
to success.
Why
not
strengthen

our

musical

youth

by providing

op-

portunities for them to “pull themselves up by
their own bootstraps” as most great Americans
have done?
Let us face this problem with foresight, and
make our Musical Youth self-reliant.
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7, culminating on G, the fifth eighth-note in
the measure, before declining. ‘These crescendos
are

necessary

to

give

grace

to

the

ing.

Whaster

Bix, Ae

On the third beat of Measure

the group of seven
played in somewhat

on

Minuet in UJ Major of Mozart

phras-

8, in the treble,

thirty-second notes must be
slower tempo than what has

gone before and continue thus until the
chord
on the second beat of Measure 11 is reached.
Here

the original tempo should be resumed
. After repeating the first part of the Minuet, we arrive
at Measure 13, where a complementary
theme,

in running eighth-note figures, starts
in the right

hand. This

must

be performed

very legato with

Singing tone, remembering to support the
melody

by

Wark

Hambourg

"Tittes GRACIOUS DANCE,
the stately minuet, comes
from olden France, and
is supposed to have been per-

formed

first in the

town

Our version is for the
pianoforte and opens with a
charming eighth-note figure in the right hand, which
should
be played
rather

of

Poitou. Some, however, believe

that ‘the early French

slowly, but not slowly
enough to lose the lilt of
the rhythm. The groups of
eighth notes must be divided very distinctly into
pairs; and the whole theme,

com-

poser, Lully, created this dignified and graceful measure.

Be this as it may, the name
“minuet” actually. is derived
from the French word “menu”,
signifying small, and refers to
the little short steps which
characterize the dance.
The minuet consisted originally of two phrases of eight

up to the beginning of Meas-

measure,

but

the first, and

more

often

the tempo

on

was

there should be a crescendo up to
the third beat,
and

then a sudden piano on the first
beat

of
Measure 14. A similar crescendo occurs
in Measure
15, with sudden piano on the
first beat of Measure
16;

the same procedure is adopted in Measure
s 17
and 18. At Measure 19, the tempo
should be retarded slightly, with little accents
notes on each beat in the right on the A eighth
hand, as also on
the quarter

ane PS
rst
re aoe

notes

in the bass, thus

imparting

a

is this close of phrase which ends
bea
of Measure 28. This,
i too, should

The eighth-note episodes in
Measures 21, 22,
23 must have

and

while the final one
played heavily with
tate performance,

tone crescendos

i
fet tances

I

ure 8 must be performed almost with elegance, the tone

in the text in the ler.
of Measure 21—wit
with the C-natura

ience, I have marked the
partial measure at the beginning of the piece as
Measure 0. The first pair of
eighth notes on the last
beat of this Measure
0
should start with a little

in the similar Positi
on in M ea,

nuances being suavely and
delicately indicated.
As a matter of conven-

measures, in three-four time,
each of which was repeated.
The movement sometimes began on the third beat of the

by the accompanying quarter
notes in the left
hand in a well sustained manner.
In Measure 13,

On the last be

theme recommen

i

as marked,
eet

ela

WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART
always moderate.
hesitation, before proceedSoon we find a further development of the minuet, wherein a second moveing to the next pair of eighth notes on the first
ment was added, which was usually written in
beat of Measure 1.
From
Measure
1 to
three-part harmony from whence it derived the
name of Trio. This name has continued even up
Measure 4, the eighth

to the present time, although the rule that the
music should be in three-part harmony has long
since been abandoned.

During the eighteenth century, and especially
in the works of Bach and Handel, the minuet
became

a movement

of a suite. Haydn,

although

he retained the old form of minuet, made great
changes in its character; quickening the tempo
and giving it a new gaiety and humor, instead-of
its former stateliness.
Mozart likewise preserved the minuet form but
again he changed its spirit.
A kind of tender
elegance characterizes his minuets, and the gaiety
and joyfulness which were typical of Haydn are

absent from Mozart’s music in this genre. It
may be interesting to note here that minuets
are to be found in the early works of Beethoven,
although
he
later
transformed
the
minuet form into that of scherzo, which has
since practically replaced the older style of
movement.
The Minuet in D major of Mozart, to be studied
now in detail, is a favorite with the musical world,

and has been adapted for almost every form of
solo instrument. It has the extreme merit of being
graceful, melodious, precise, and not very difficult,

which fully accounts for its success with all music
lovers.

notes must be played in
strict tempo; but the
last

three

eighths

in

Measure 4, in the treble,
namely A-sharp, B, and
A-natural,
should
be

held back a little with
a crescendo up to the
B, and then diminuendo again, before returning to tempo in the
beginning of Measure 5.
This minuet
should

begin piano, crescendo
gradually, and arrive at
mezzoforte at the commencement of Measure
3, after which the tonal
volume should diminish, to reach
piano
again at the beginning
of Measure 7. But in addition to the little rise
in tone already mentioned, on the last three
eighth notes of Measure
4, there should be a
Similar rise in Measure
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Mozart’ incomparable Jittle masterpiece, as presented by Mark Hambourg, was written in war-time England under great difficulties. Still,
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86
of this delightful composition is a harbinger of the future..Grade
The whole piece must be played eJegantly, and rather slowly without losing the feeling of the rhythm.
AI nuances to be played very delicately and suavély.
See another page in this issue for a’ Master Lesson by Mark Hambourg on this piece.
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Nostalgic as are any reminders of the gay and alluring waltz rhythms of the city of Str auss,
Lanner, and Milldcker, waltzes of this kind
are precious in preserving memories of the Vienna that was . Although wr
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ETUDE
Mr. Guy Maier’s reference in another part of this issue to the “Technic of the Month” explains the introduction here of anew monthly feature. The little known Etudes by Czerny are really very helpful technical pieces.
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they report, far exceeds the supply of competent
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qualified, for I do not believe that
the majority of translations from
other languages into English are successful. They lack the flowing rhythmic cadence of the original. Next to
English, my personal preference is
French, of which the Théatre Royal
de la Monnaie and two elderly sisters
who
had
a system
of
teaching
French
phonetically
gave
me
a
thorough understanding and affection.

“Incidentally, audiences are not so
temperamental as many people suppose. They react in the same way
all over the world. Their appreciation or lack of appreciation depends
entirely upon the artist. If they are
cold at the beginning of a recital,
it means they are eager to be shown
what the artist can do. It is then up
to the performer to show them and,
by the very force of his artistry
make them want to applaud. The

all. He is not like others who, as soon
as acclaim reaches them, refuse consideration to those who ask for audiences. Although he is constantly besieged, even after tiring rehearsals

or

recording sessions, Mr. Thomas
is
thoughtful and courteous to everyone. He examines the manuscripts

sent to him, often spends long afternoons hearing composers play their
new songs and listening to young
singers. He tries never to curry favor
by flattery, but always gives honest
advice

and

good

suggestions.

If it is

his feeling that the newcomer
is
wasting time hoping for an artistic
career, he frankly says so. When a
young artist has real talent, he loses
no time in offering encouragement.
He meets sincerity with sincerity.
It is this sincere, generous spirit
which, along with his fine personal
achievement in art, has done much
to convince observers that he is indeed a great person as well as a
great artist.

A Cradle of Composers

artist who takes a superior attitude
toward his audience is foolish. It is
best to be a musician of and for the
people to whom one sings and to

and

Furthermore,

from

build
programs
which
appeal
to
everyone, not to musicians alone. Although some artists appear on the
concert stage only to instruct the
public, my feeling is that education
for education’s sake is unwise. There

Finsterbusch and Gegenbauer
ceived instruction in singing,
and harpsichord. Harmony and
terpoint he was supposed to
with Reutter
(roi’-ter), who,
ever, did not trouble himself

he reviolin,
counstudy
howvery

should

much about the boy. In spite of this,
at the age of thirteen, Haydn was
able to write his first mass. In 1748
(he was sixteen at this time) his

always

be a certain amount

of entertainment value in every pub-

lic appearance.

It enables

the artist

to reach a larger public.
“The most important part of a
singer’s career is his accompanist.
He must be a fine musician; an excellent pianist able to read and to
transpose at sight; a clever, perceptive person who is capable of selecting good songs, who is flexible in his
playing and manner, who is amiable

(Continued from Page 19)
arithmetic.

voice changed, and he gave up the
choir for further study—opera, Italian, and other subjects. Thus were
spent the first years of the man who

was to write “The Creation” and
countless compositions in all forms.
Another boy chorister, Christoph
Willibald Ritter von Gluck, was sent
for six years to the Jesuit College at

master singer who first found song
in the choir loft!
Puccini’s poot-ché’-ne) interest in
music was not awakened in early

years but later he became equally
proficient on the piano and organ,
and his teachers likewise were organists. He himself became organist of
a church in Muligliano and later was
appointed organist at San Pietro in
A too unfamiliar composer to most
of us is Henry Purcell, who is actually among
the really great composers, and who invented many of
the things for which Handel
and

Bach are given credit. Purcell was
the son of Henry P. Purcell, Gentleman of the Chanel Royal, and Master
of the Choristers at Westminster
Abbey. He studied under Cooke and
Humfrey, and Dr. Blow, and became
organist of Westminster
Abbey in
1680, when he was twenty-two years
old. And so, England’s greatest mu-

sician was cradled in the choir loft.
Franz Schubert’s first teacher was
the choirmaster, Holzer, who taught
him
singing,
piano,
organ
and
thorough bass. At ten years of age,
little Franz became first soprano in
the church choir.

Russian Choral

Composers

The great Russian composers, we
may be sure, were one and all mem-

bers of the traditional choirs of their
country. Singing has been their real
joy and indoor recreation for centuries. Peter Ilyitch Tschaikowsky,
during the tender formative years

between

the

ages

of

fifteen

and

twenty, sang in the chorus of the
School for Jurisprudence in Petro-

grad,

under

“the

renowned

Loma-

kin.”
The immeasurable value of choir
singing to the music student was
brought home to me during my first
lesson in composition with the late
Homer Norris, organist of St. George
Church in New York City. After looking over several of my published
songs and small orchestral scores, he

Komotau

companies, must necessarily be what
is termed excited, nervous or ‘keyed

chord and organ. He was also a
chorister in the Church of St. Ignaz,

up’ at such

asked where I had learned this work.
I told him that I had not studied

and in later years, to further his
studies, he sang and played in various churches of Prague.
Felix Mendelssohn was brought up
in.a family to whom music was the

with anyone,
questions from
sung all my
choir.
“That’s all

a time

in order

to give

a good performance.
Carroll Hollister, my present accompanist, who
came to me from artists like Elena
Gerhardt, Anna Case, Mischa Elman
and others, has a lot to live up to,
but he does it very well.
“Nowadays advertisements advise
the young singer to go to one teacher for voice production, another for
microphone or radio technic, and so
on. Actually there is no difference
in technic for the singer, no matter
what
medium
he employs. If he

knows how to sing, he should automatically be able to sing well in
concert, radio, opera, films. The basic
thing

is the

most

important.”

Typically American

greatest

in
to

Bohemia,

play

of the

the

arts;

where

violin,

hence

he

harpsi-

the

boy

fairly lived and breathed music from
the day of his birth. It is interesting
to note

that, after the change

of his

voice to tenor in his sixteenth year,
he still remained a favorite member
of the Singakademie which he had
entered, in 1819, as an alto. Proving,
too, that he was a singer, and a
favorite of the local men’s chorus.
His great gift of part writing was
brought to its height in “The Elijah.”

Robert

Schumann

took

his

first

in his vigorous

music lessons from the organist of the

speech, with contemporary slang expressions utilized to enrich and give
color to whatever idea he expresses,
John Charles Thomas is generous to

Marienkirche, Kuntzsch. He began to
compose
eleventh

and

as a boy of seven, and in his
year he was writing choral

orchestral

works.

Yet

another

but had asked many
time to time, and had
life in an Episcopal

I want to know,” he
exclaimed. “You have had the greatest possible teacher, the choir, for
you have heard harmony all around
you, melody, counterpoint, in other
words, the ‘grammar of music’, and

it would be as impossible

make

a mistake

in

for you to

harmony,

the

grammar of music, as it would be
to say, ‘I ain’t done it.”
Norris was quite right, at least in
principle. For in the choir loft sing
many

voices, and the singer becomes

accustomed to counterpoint, to endless modulation. Immersed as he is in
music, harmony to him is a familiar
language,

instead
studied

easily,

clearly

understood

of an alien tongue
in later years.
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TT

to

be

is an

art we feel and

deny

that

in

lifting

vibrant

voices

in praise and gratitude to their Cre-

ator, young master singers throughout the ages have tapped the real
source of all that is true beauty, true
harmony, true song?

singers Must Learn to
Hecite

Somaldi.

and who does not throw temperamental
fits before
each
concert,
although he, as is the artist he ac-

learned

For Music

hear, rather than see. And who shall

(Continued

both

the

tonality

from

Page 21)
of the music

and

the mood of the words to come. With-

out singing, recite the poem several
times as the accompanist plays.
Now you are ready to sing. Forge
t
the voice, as voice. This is not
vocalizing now. You are interpreti
ng a
poem. Words,
melody and
accompaniment, all blend and suppo
rt one
another to create one harmonio
us
impression. Stage manner and
facial
expression contribute toward it.
Try this method

on your next song.

See how much more effective your
work becomes. You can be more than
a vocalist. You can be an artist
,

Air Waves and Music
(Conti

nued from Page 14)
been in the back of his
mind for a
number of years, but it
was not until
recently
that he decided
to quit

Hollywood and do what
he alwavs
wanted to do.
The New Friends of
Music concert series (heard Sun
day afternoons
from 6:05 to 7 P.M.,
EST—NBC-Blue
network) will presen
t four programs
during January. Fro
m Carnegie Hall
in New

York City on Januar
y 5th
the New Friends Orc
hestra, directed
by Fritz Stiedry,
will play Ravel’s
Mother

“Chamber
chestra”,

and

Brah

Goose Suite”; Hin
demith’s
Music for Pi
with

E

ee

ae

bel and Helen Fog
el (on Jar
12th) i the New Wo
rld Trio and Hart
Hindemith (on Ja
nuary 19th): and
the Busch Quartet
and Mack Harrell, baritone (a Met
ropolitan Auditions winner)
(on January 26th).
The
program of the 12t
h will present
the first performa
nce of Roger Ses-

sions’ new “String Qua
rtet”; as well
as Debussy’s Blane et
Noir (for two
Planos); and Schube
rt’s “Die Forellen Quintet, Op. 114
,” On the 19th
will be heard Ravel’s
“Trio”; Hindemith’s
“Viola
Sonata—1939”:
and
Schubert’s “Trio in B-f
lat, Op. 99.”
And on January 26, the
program will
comprise Frank Bridge
’s “Quartet in
G minor’;
a group
of Schubert
Son

gs; and the Schubert
“Quintet in
C major, Op. 163.”
Alfred Wallenstein’
s
“Symphonie
Strings” recently swi
tched over from
Tuesdays to Friday
s (Mutual—s_ to
8:30 P.M., EST).
This remains one
(Continued on Pag
e: 66)
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although
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Tenseness?

dramatic soprano of thirty-two

teacher

me

HISTORICAL

do

could

I

“THE

LIFE

OF

presenting my case to you because I thought

you might advise me as to what other singers
who had the “tense” problem to face, have
done. Then, too, perhaps it is more worth
while to keep on, even though there is this
B. T. P.
of all for

dramatie sopranos are rave.—Mrs,
A. The most important thing
is the

singer

mind,
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of body,
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they
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emotional during
everything, to become too
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of
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may

tongue
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all
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these

when

things
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EMMA
1845—1931

of

THURSBY”

McCANDLESS

“T have read ‘The Life of Emma

SOCIETY

GIPSON

Thursby,’ by Richard McCand-

only because it is a remarkless Gipson, with keenest interest, not

the struggles and
ably complete and faithful account of the life—
a
triumphs

of a great American

singer—,

but because

it is also

nation during
remarkably clear picture of the musical life of our

a very

important

period.

truly the Jenny
“My memory of Emma Thursby, who became
today—her
living
were
Lind of America, is as clear as if she
and her
voice,
pure
line,
crystal
lovely face and petite figure, her

t singer of
perfect coloratura, which made her the great concer
beautifully
and
career
ful
wonder
A
Europe as well as America.
TER
”—WAL
book.
d
guishe
distin
portrayed by the author in this
DAMROSCH.
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copies printed on all-

rag, handmade paper. Octavo; 470 pages: 74
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Countless Combinations on a
Two-Manual Organ
By Galicn

(NOTE: This article is based on recent experience with a two-manual,
15-stop organ. Experiment with less
familiar combinations of stops and
octave
couplers
between
manuals
proved so fruitful it seemed likely to
be helpful to many other organists

oy, Petit

tween
manuals,
the combinations
soar like the national debt.
On my two-manual organ having
fifteen stops, I figured up to one
thousand seven hundred and forty

piece and see what combinations can
be devised for it, avoiding practically

Then

it is time for you

little

research

with new

work,

to start a

to experiment

and unorthodox

combina-

tions with which

to refresh

and

congregation.

your

patient

is the way to begin:
Count
the number
stops on your organ,

yourself
Here

all of the habitual effects. For instance, a section which calls for
strings may be played with the following set-up: Great: Dulciana, Gt.
to Gt. 4 and 16; or Swell: Salicional,
Sw. to Sw. 4 and 16.
Then a shift may be made to
Gedeckt or Stopped Diapason with 4’
and

16’ stops as above.

A combination,

and

of speaking
then figure

in the writer’s ex-

perience, which never fails to elicit
favorable comment is to play a few

the number of ways those stops may phrases on the Swell Gemshorn with
be combined, theoretically. Perhaps # and 16’ couplers and tremolo. It
you have only seven stops, but it is makes an interesting variation from
very interesting to figure the theo- the straight Celeste.
retical combinations possible with
Also different stops on one keyeven this limited number of stops. board may be tried with each stop of
Taking the seven stops alone and the other keyboard at an octave

then in combinations of two, three,
four, five and six, it is possible to
secure around one hundred and sixteen various combinations.
Naturally, not all of these are
practicable. Adding the Aeoline to

the Diapason will not be perceptible,
and some combinations are too freakish for most uses; but if you couple
the Swell to Great, then try each
Swell stop in turn with each Great
stop, you will doubtless

of

combinations

find a group

quite

usable

that

you have not thought of before. Or
if you couple the Swell to Great at
octaves you will discover another interesting group.
Other less familiar uses of ordinary
stops include playing an octave lower

on either Swell 4’ Flute or Great Octave, or both coupled. The Great
Octave for some passages makes a
suitable

solo

stop, played

an

octave

lower than the written note and accompanied by a suitable Swell combination.
This is especially so in

organs where the Great is under expression—a somewhat rare yet practical arrangement for small organs.
The foregoing suggestions can be
followed
on most of the smallest
tracker organs; but on an electric
organ
with
super and
sub-octave
couplers

54

on

each

manual

and

be-

above
bella,

or below, thus: Great: ClaraSw. to Gt. 8 (or 16’) with
Swell Flute 4’.
Another commendable one is: Gt.
Dulciana, Gt. to Gt. 4’ and 16’, Sw. to
Gt. 8’, Sw. Gedeckt. This works out
well, too, as a solo on the Great with
accompaniment on the Swell.

Coupling

Sw. to Gt. 16’, and then

playing an octave higher on the Gt.

Dulciana

or

than

written.

This

the organs of two hundred years
Furthermore, a modern electric
manual
organ is more flexible
capable of far greater variety

many

played an octave below the notes?
It

manual organ and bored with
same
stop combinations, week

after week? Perhaps you long for a
four-manual organ with from seventy to one hundred stops with which
to work out beautiful registrations.

lower

point out the difference bestopped flute and open flute

Have you ever tried the Gt. Octav
e
coupled
to the Sw. Flute
4 and

YOU EVER FIND YOURSELF
getting tired of your little two-

DS

octave

tone.

combinations using all various couplings and no more than two speaking
stops at a time. By the time estimates were made of the probabilities
of combinations of three, four and
more stops, it was clearly seen how
the figures could approach a million.
The next step is to take a familiar

of small churches who wish to avoid
getting in a rut in regard to registration.)

the

an

would
tween

Clarabella

with

Sw.

Gedeckt, Salicional or Celeste, brings
out another new tone color. The
Clarabella and Gt. to Gt. 4’, coupled
to the Sw. Salicional at 16’, will give
you a pleasant surprise, and there
are others still in store for you. The
use of contrasting blocks of color
such as passages played on the Gt.
Diapason alone uncoupled, followed
by passages
on the Swell Violin
Diapason or Oboe, produce excellent

effects.
Another such device is to contrast
a passage on the Great Diapason
with Gt. to Gt. 4 against a successive
passage on the Gt. Octave with Gt.

to Gt. 16’. The more similar two
combinations are, the better it is to
emphasize their slight differences by
using them alternately or in close
succession.
For instance,
a theme
may be played on the Gedeckt alone,
then repeated on the Flute 4’ played

is just another of the endless number of possible combinations.
Using different tone colors in
each
of three octaves is a regular
feature
of symphonic orchestration
where a
violin melody

may

be doubled

by the

flutes an octave above and the
violoncellos or clarinets an octave
be-

low, so do not let your

formal organ

training limit your imagination.
A few hours taken to exploit
your
instrument will bring rich
rewards,
as you begin to use a constant
ly increasing variety of registrations.
You
may still prefer to play the
classic
masters, Bach and Handel, in form
al
style, but there is no reason why the
registration

of modern

organ

music

should be based on the limitations of

four-manual

pre-electric

Conscious
rich variety

organs

ago.
twoand
than

of

the

era.

to some
possible

extent
in our

of the
new or-

gan installed about a year ago,
the
writer resolved not to display all its
beauties at once but to reserve
certain interesting combinations
and

bring them out for the first
time long
after installation. With
experimentation, the
possibilities
expanded

rapidly

so that

even

now

it is possi-

ble to bring out new regist
rations
not previously used during
the whole

past

year.

One
Program

unexpected
from

the comment

the

reaction

to

congregation

from one member,

this
was

that

I was, “Learning to
play better all
the time.” One may won
der whether

or not that was
pliment.

a left-handed

com-

Charm and Inspiration in Recorded Music
(Continued

than an intimation of a troubled
spirit in its sombre and wistful moods.
The work is simply scored, often suggestive of chamber music in its use
of a few strings with the solo instrument, yet the score is richly contrasted. There can be no doubt that
Mozart was completely captured by

the quality of the clarinet and knew
its technical as well as tonal potentialities. Although the slow movement
with its autumnal beauty is the heart
of the work, few Mozarteans will refute the sterling qualities of the long
first movement or the final Rondo.
Reginald Kell, with the London Philharmonic Orchestra, directed by Dr.
Malcolm Sargent, gives a finely poised
and

expressive

interpretation

of this

work (Victor set M-708).
There is a record of old French
dances which is so delightfully refreshing that we wish all our readers
to know and own it. It is Victor disc
13497, containing Peter Warlock’s
“Capriol Suite”, arranged from tunes
taken from a treatise on dancing by
Arbeau (1588), played by the Constant

Lambert

String

Orchestra

from Page 12)
The American soprano,
Helen Tra

ubel, is heard to advantage
in Richard
Strauss’ song, Ruhe, mei
ne Seele and
Sch

ubert's Wiegenlied,
Op. 105 No 2
(Victor disc 17480).
In the less ‘familjar Cradle Song of
Schubert, the one
that begins “Wie
sich der Auglein
2
she sings with fine
artistic restraint:
and in the Strauss’
song she realizes
full

y its dramatic
contrasts.
The
soprano
is admirably
assisted b
ee
Bos at the Piano
7
uriously, Traubel’s
qi
bain
Elsa’s Traum from
Sere
eek,
Schubert’s
Aufenthalt
ietan
16345) shows the
Singer at a disa
dS more than q
suggesas not in as fi
ne voice
us
record, and fu
rther

of

London. Warlock
has orchestrated
these
tunes
with
sensitivity
and
imagination, and Lambert has done
full justice to the
exposition of them.

composer in his
There is a care~

free grace and charm to these old
world tunes that make them most
welcome in this troubled world.
Robert Braine’s Pavanne, El Greco
and Habanera, Lazy Cigarette, which

the

Eastman-Rochester

Symphony

Orchestra, directed by Howard

Han-

son, plays on Victor disc 2212, show

the influence of modern jazz. The
pieces are impressionistic in character, with Latin rhythmic derivations,

Primarily

music

for entertainment,

they should appeal to listeners who
enjoy this type of composition,

i
she is
now a leading contra
lto with the MetTopolitan Opera Co
mpany. For this
reason Victor albu
m M-707, “Wagnerian Characteriza
tions”, containing
Erda’s Warnung fro
m “Das Rheingold”, two solo par
ts from the scene
between Fricka and
Wotan from “Die
Walkiire”, Waltraute
s Erzdhlung fro
m
(Continued on
Page 67)
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of electric
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pipe

the names

me

Kindly advise

Q.

and

E. LC.

builder in
‘A. We know of only one organ
name and
the states you mention, whose
you by mail. We
address we are sending
have reprepresume the leading builders
you

LAMINATED HARD COVERS
Book
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of Favorite

Children

Piano Solos. Contains 139 of the finest and most

popular piano solos. A wonderful collection of

communicate.

might

nicely graded and a wonderful assortment from
nursery rhymes to classical, Includes such numbers as “Ah, So Pure,” “Cradle Song,” G Major
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do
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not

seating

Sometimes

is
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know

of

of

the

either

compara-

tive strength of the parts of the choir might
influence the placing of the singers, but we
think the directors
the
adoption
of a
rangement.

Q.

should try
permanent

to agree
seating

on
ar-

If you are considering buying a musical instrument,

About “fire years

ago

I organized

in the Episcopal

Church

a

where

I

am organist. I taught the youngsters to chant

according

to the

.. with this exquisite console!

instructions

in the

new

why not let us arrange a demonstration of this new

Wicks pipe organ. The price is no more than you
would poy for a good piano

hym-

‘and has the added advantage

over to me, and I had my troubles, There has

of being compact and attractive in appearance. The action is

in the chants. There

entirely electric and the volume

nal.

A

been

year

ago

objection

the

you

thing
A.

choir

can

me

We thoroughly

cluding
refer

that

at

on

the

agree
the

sound.

“ed”,

New

the

with you on

“founded”
firmatory

you

and

ending

of your

Hymnal,

page,

and tonal range will amaze you.

any-

soft-

words

accents

in-

would

but
you

if you
might

to page 724

near the bottom

find

diminuendos

“maiden”

of your

of

choir

where,

will

or

For

which

on

are

con-

ideas.

Q.
Our church is interested in buying a
pipe organ. The church has a seating capacity
of three hundred, Can you suggest specificaC. B.
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7284 Evening Star (Tannhauser)—
Goin’ Home (Dyorak's
New World Symphony) ,§3.00
CH 7294 Love Ye The Lord (Handel's Largo)—
Wiegenlied (Brahms’ Luilaby)
++ $3.00

All records 12”, two sides, low notse acetate. Special group
prices.

Recorded

especially

for Musical

Towers.

Commorcially Rated Agents: A few protected sates territorivs are available, Write for complete information.
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included

organ.

including
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clectrically with records, Our completo list. of
records, a wide repertoire of world favorites,
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and seetlar numbers.
CH

The Vox Celeste suggested may be omitted,
but we
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Bourdon

two

new modest cost carillon. Write today.
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Getting a Song Published
(Continued from Page 6)
come many
outstanding
Roundup.

This
for

four

song

song hits, of which an
example
is The
Last

had

years

been

and

was

on

the shelf
brought

to

light only because a publisher’s contact man, the late Addy Brett, had
a hunch that the song would “go
‘places.” It did, and Billy Hill, the
composer, promptly opened his trunk
and pulled out The Old Spinning
Wheel and other numbers that had
been rejected
old days.

time and

again

in the

Makes, which had been popular a few
years before. However, none of the
publishers cared for Ti Pi Tin. They
thought the melody was rather ordi-

nary

and

the

lyric silly. Not

one

of

them would touch the song, and in
desperation the writer finally persuaded Horace Heidt, who had sufficient confidence in the tune, to introduce it at the hotel where Heidt
was playing in New York. To the
surprise of everyone except Madam
Grever and Heidt, the public liked the
song
tremendously.
There
was
no
difficulty in securing its publication,

or after
has

rehearsal,

finished

or just after he

a performance.

try to contact him

Do

at his home,

while he is busy.
Once you have secured

not

or

really no reason
teur

an appoint-

ment, the only thing to do is to grit
your teeth, assume a smile that at

least appears to be friendly—rather
than determined—and hope for
the
best. Don’t adopt the Fuller Brush
Salesman technique. Never try
to
give anyone a sales talk regar
ding
either the song or your own abilit
ies,
Let the publisher or orchestra
leader
judge these for himself, All
that you
really want is an audition.
If you
can obtain this, and if your
song is
good, you should have
no further

why such an offer

should be refused, but in any event
it is extremely unwise for the ama-

to

approach

offer a “cut-in”

If you

can’t

any

leader

as a form

and

of bribe.

get anywhere

with

publishers, radio singers, or band
leaders, a recording company is the

next best bet. Since, in the cheaper
record class you will usually find
a

hit number

on one side of the disk,

and
a lesser-known
song
on the
other side, here is an opport
unity

for the

amateur

to have

a worthy

number
and the writer has been able to sell
accepted.
The
recording
company proceeds on the assump
the publishers several more songs
tion
Probably the best and easiest. way
that the hit Song will sell the
which would never have seen the
record,
to secure an audition is to prevail light of day if Mr.
and that it can take a
Heidt hadn’t difficulty.
chance in
upon some local bands to perform
using
an unexploited song on
started the ball rolling.
There is one more importan
the ret rule verse of the disk.
the song. Many songs, both by amaThere is one song which is prob- to remember, and that
Moreover the royis
to do all alty charges
teurs and professionals, have been
will naturally be much
ably worthy of special mention. That your contacting directly.
Sending un- less for a
started in this way. If the song
number of this sort
is the number Stardust. This is a solicited songs by
than
mail
is
merely a for a hit
catches on locally, it is good for sev- song which is
song.
regarded by the public
waste
of time
and Postage.
Band
eral more performances, and there is and musicians as
Everyone is familiar wit
being one of the leaders can’t be bothered
h the Priswith correalways a chance that some publisher finest songs ever published.
oner’s
Song.
This
spondence of this sort, and
Nevernumber
had
a
do not unique history
will take this as an indication that theless, the song
which it is our privihad a difficult time
welcome it.
the number has audience appeal, and getting started.
leg
e
to
reve
al for the first tim
It was written by
Of course there is another diffi
e, for
- in all justice to Nat
will decide to risk his money pub- Hoagy Carmichael while
haniel Shilkret,
the latter culty connected with approach
ing
the
lishing it.
tru
th should be brought
was still a student at New York Uni- band leaders.
to light.
The more important
versity. It was his first published ones are usual
ly hesitant about playSto
ry
Modest Beginnings
of
the
Prisoner’s Song
number and was written and in- ing unpublis
songs. The pubhed
This song was writte
A song that had its start in this tended merely to be an instrumental lisher,
n by a man
on the other hand, usually na
med Massey, and was
way is Oh How I Miss You Tonight. piece. It rested on publishers’ shelves feels
purchased
that
unless
an
important from him by
The publishers felt that this was a for seven years, selling next to no
Vernon Dalhart, a
“name” band performs the number,
wellknown singer, who
weak
song
until
the
songwriters
copies. Eventually a few orchestra
Paid a small sum
any action on his part will be usefor the number. Dal
Benny Davis and Joe Burke had the leaders found that it
hart brought the
was usable as a less. There are several ways of comnumber to the RCA
song introduced by some small bands
theme song. Today it is one of the
Victor Company
batting this resistance, but the best
in Philadelphia. A representative of biggest standard
sellers in sheet method is to approach a band leader and suggested that a recording be
made, Victor liked the
the Philadelphia
branch office of music and records.
idea and the
with a number that is peculiarly
lyr
ic, but felt that the tune
Irving Berlin, Inc., heard the number
The song Deep Purple was also suited to his style of
was poor.
performance,
_ At that time Shilkret was
and liked it. Berlin published it, and played as an instru
recordmental number Approaching Cab Calloway with a
INE engineer for Victor, under a
it broke the one million mark in for a long time.
conThis song was used slow dreamy ballad would be as abtract which stated that anything
sheet music sales and sold over two as a musical theme
for a commercial
he
surd as going to Wayne King with
Might compose during the
million records.
radio program and had been played
term of
a “hot” rhythm number. The same the contra
ct belonged to his employ
The Music Goes ’Round and ’Round as such for a
number of years. Fi- principle
applies to radio singers. ers. In view
was started by its writer in a Fifty- nally Peter de
of this fact, and to help
Rose rearranged it A number suited to Eddie Cantor’s
out Dalhart, Shilkret offere
second
Street
night
club. Lester slightly, and Mitchell Parrish set particular style of
d to write
performance, or & new mel
Santly, the publisher, who was makody for the Prisoner’s
words to the music. It then emerged
to Kate Smith’s style of singing, Song,
but asked that the song app
ing the rounds one night, heard the as a brand
new popular song. This is would naturally appeal to these indi- wit
ear
hout his name.
number and decided to take a chance
one of the few instances in which
viduals, but to few others.
The song was an overni
on it. It was a good chance, for the a theme song eventu
ght success
ally turned into
Sometimes you will find that the and enormous
number
record Sales pileq
sold over three hundred a popular number.
up
band leader is interested in your all over the cou
thousand copies and almost as many
ntry. Dalhart then
song, but he does not feel that it fits
records.
lishers anq
Value of Local Contacts
in with his program. In this case the
Of course even the publishers will
All these examples help to prove leader may be willing to give you a
admit that this was a freak song. that publishers
themselves are often- letter of introduction and commenThere is no accounting for the pub- times unable
to gauge the public’s dation to some publisher.
lic taste as far as songs are con- reaction to a song.
They likewise inSome
mention
should be made
cerned, but among the possible readicate that a little exploitation may
here
of
the
forbidden
subject of “cutBut what
1
sons for the success of this number
about Shilkr et?
sometimes sell the publishers and ins.” Many songwriters have the falthat was just to
was its catchy little melody and its the public a song
o bad. Although
which under other lacious theory that they need only hart
hee
and the publis
gay and amusing lyric. Then, too, the
circumstances might be cast aside. offer an orchestra leader
hers were th
a
share
of
e
song came out just before New Year’s
Granting
these
assumptions,
the royalties in a song to be welcomed
Eve in 1935.
most important problem
of all is with open arms. This is not the case,
Pm Sorry I Made You Cry was first raised. How are you to go about sell- The royalties derived
from the aver- tune,
started by local bands in New Or- ing your song?
age song do not offer much of a
There is an in tere
sting
leans. Even the wartime hit Smiles
Well, there are no set rules to the bribe, and both the orchestra leadsiqaio
to this story. The rec
ord ne Side
got its impetus through a four-piece game. If you know a local band leader ers and the publishers
e ligh
Pr t
know that a oner’s Song
had on its N
orchestra at a small New York hotel. —preferably one who makes record- Song must stand
e
on its own two feet, a hillbilly
number
Neither of these numbers would have ings—there is no difficulty involved. No amount
entitled
of bribery is going to Wreck
::
of the Old ’97.
reached favor with the publishers if If you don’t know one, the best plan make a poor song sell.
As & matter ml
fact, the Prisoner’s
they hadn’t first been plugged by is to seek one whose style and choice
§ ong origina
Of course a few band leaders have Was
ally
considered merel
their writers.
of music indicates that he might like tried their hand
VY a fill-in
at composition and the other
for
number, which wa
Horace Heidt, the orchestra leader, your number. Then find out the most have been successful
s one of
. Sometimes one Dalhart’s
favorites. The music
was the fairy godmother for the song convenient time to approach him. of these may
be sufficiently inter- Wreck
of the Old 97 was
hit Ti Pi Tin. Maria Grever, who
The radio station will help you here, ested in an
amateur song to offer to Hen
etn
ry C. Work, but
wrote this tune, had also written an- but you will generally find that the change it some
the words were
what and bring it up consid
ered traditional,
other song, What a Difference a Day psychological moment is just before to professi
onal standards, There is
and no one
(Continued on
Page 60)
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A Violinist Studies Viola
the viola de
M.W.—1. The viola d'amore, and

time,

present

in con-

heard

occasionally

are

they

although

at the

obsolete

practically

are

use, but

were formerly in quite general

gamba

ies. I note
certs by ancient instrument societ
early as 1922
in your letter that you say, “As
d’amore

viola
Paul Shirley was still playing his
that has bein concert.” Another type of viola
itself is the
by
ument
come almost an instr
latter combines
Ritter viola. It is said that the
the

er with
the deep tones of the viola, togeth
violin. I have failed to find

brilliance of the

the

New

leading

the

of

any

in

viola

Ritter

s seem to
York music stores. These instrument
have gone out of use.
up the
take
2. A violinist who wishes to
line”, should
study of the viola as a “side
in violin playing
first have a good foundation
He

least.

years—at

—three

long

have

should

on the

“reach”
arms and fingers, because the
the violin,
considerably longer than on
viola is

and
arms

for

are

heard

instrument

this

viola.

rarely

necessary

the stretches

manage

cannot

the

and

fingers

short

with

player

a violjn

Numbness

small

other

and

sextets,

ets,

quint
violinist to learn
groups. I would advise every

the

viola as well.

Magazines for Violinists
magazines
G. H. K.—Among the best known violoncello,
devoted exclusively to the violin,
s

instrument
double bass, and similar string
n, Eng“The Strada”, published in Londo Chicago,
“The Violinist’, published in

To

at

N. Doring,

by

Avenue,

Hinman

1322

Ill. Every violinist should take a
devoted solely to his instrument

Evanston,
magazine
and

published

Violinists’’,

and

“Violins

and

Ernest

its problems.

Give
J. H.

An Opinion
C—1. No one

popular

certos

be well worth
a fee for this work, but it would your mistakes,
out
it, as they would point
making which
and suggest works on violin
still, you
Better
you could purchase for study.
lf with
might be able to associate yourse

one

though
of these makers as his assistant, even
If you
you were paid only a nominal sum.
s,
maker
violin
Will read the lives of the great
will see that

you

almost

in their
associated
violin makers, from

trade.

I am

which

you

with established
they learned the

that

to note

glad

the violins,
have

made,

already

have

they were

invariably

youth
whom

won

s in your vicinity.
praise from the violin makerh would help you
2, Two little books whic
It, by a
and

to Make

How

are, “The Violin
nt”, and “The Violin
Master of the Instrume It, by a Professional
and How to Master e books can be purof thes
Player.” Both
publishers
chased through the

of TuHp

Erupe,

is a very

playing

Violin

top

the

reach

indeed

are

chances

thoroughly.
an

You can easily see that I cannot give you
regarding

your

future,

of judging

your

musical

opinion

off-hand

means

Meditation from “Thais”
T.

C.—I

have

referred

to the

editor

your

request to have the Meditation from “Thais,
by Massenet, for violin and piano, published

in some future

issue of The Etude.

The piece

is copyrighted in France and whether permission could be obtained to publish it in a
magazine in this country, I do not know.
Probably it could.

Books on Violin Playing
J. M.—1. You can giin much information
about the violin and violin playing from the

it’? by a Professional

How

to

Player;

“Violin

by

Eugene

Study”

Violin

and

and

Violin

“The

books:

the publishers of The Etude. 2—A few lessons

made

by

the

obscure

some

name

“paganini.”

The

numbers

label, evidently stand
"1742", printed on the ins the maker had
for the number of viol head of the lion,
given

ved
completed. 2—The car
ns nothing. Many of
instead of a scroll, mea method of ornamenthis
used
ers
the old mak
cannot

suggest

any

way

to tell

3—I
following works
who made your violin. 4—The
ut the violin: H.
give much information abo
(Strad Litation,

Abele, ‘The Violin and its Story”
tmann,

brary, No, 15); also F, Niederhei lan
mona”, an account of the Ital

makers,

and their instruments.

JANUARY,

1941

“Cre-

violin

Expert

Teaching,

Elementary

“Easiest

Method

for

not
the Violin” by Wohlfahrt. These books are

from

be

can

and

expensive,

purchased

violin teacher,

a good

and from

through

an or-

in
chestra leader, would help you very much
your
starting your students’ orchestra and
find
class in violin playing. If you cannot
anyone to give you instruction in the town
where you are to teach, you no doubt can
find someone in a neighboring town. Instructo
tion at this stage would be very valuable
inyou, as you could ask questions of your
I
structor about matters which puzzle you.

could

answer

knew

what

to teach

your

grades

in your

famous

Messiah,”

Instruction by Correspondence
Harmony, Counterpoint, Musical Form,

violin. Sub-

i

repairing

and

letter more

of work

new

you

position.

helpfully
are

if I

expected

_,Composition

Musical

revoicing.

}

and Literary Manuscripts Criticised
and Prepared for Publication

Club Papers Written

249

Mapison
THE

SECRET

Ave.,
OF

MARION,
VIOLIN

OHIO

TONE

was

never reached through age, use, or varnish.
eee
eaecaerelon: tay enamelitedl sn BaCHW ERKi
Artist Violins, Violas, and Cellos. $150 buys a gem.

TEACHERS DO YOU WANT
MORE PUPILS?

the

of reaching

your
good fee for his
virtuoso stage. Pay him a into
the matter
time, and ask him to go

oar Deve no

“The

of

CHELSEA FRASER, M.V.M
Saginaw, Mi
2025 Stark Street

ities and talent, Ask him to state what, in his

opinion,

most

4 lime tonal quality and great carrying
power. Free historical booklet.

and have him examine your musical capabil-

viol

and

Stradivari’s

Play

future.

copies

Faithful

HIPSHER,

DOC., A.R.A.M.

Twenty Years Associate Editor The Etude

your best pieces for him,

consider

you

in the

achieve

can

you

ELLSWORTH
MUS,

of the

rungs

Gruenberg;

maker

EDWARD

advise you
ladder of virtuosity. What I would
really
to do is to get the opinion of some
and
excellent violinist, as to your ability,

Master

violin

pt

art,

difficult

anini,
great violinist, Pag
Ragenini Jot The
he conmal ker, neither was

r
was not @ violin
W ho made violins. You y
nected with a firm
evidentl
ini”, was
gan
“Pa
led
labe
in,

Steinway Pianos

say

you

compositions

of the

few

Star

in violin playing withou

it is not what
studied are rather difficult, but
well you play
you have studied, but how
them well, you
them, that counts. If you play
you. If you play
before
future
good
a
have
it is not so
them in an indifferent manner,
good.

distinguished

SERVICE
NBC ARTISTS
MANAGEMENT
RCA Building, New York, N. Y.

as to your talent.
you play and examining you
you have

and

program,
@

judge
5 'C._It is quite impossible for met tohearin
g

your future
Some

arranged

and

Keep on Studying

following

Not aMaker

anini

probably

ten,

the

Tschaikowsky,

Y. Post

ensemble, h gh good humor.”
e
—Indianapotis

Wieniawski are the most favored.

what

there. They might charge you

Lalo,

Bruch,

by

Of

public.

the

with

those

Telegram

—N.

“Smartly

favor-

great

are

Maier

“Wit, finesse and delicious lilt.”
—Chicago Tribune

time by
They are all played at the present
and

Y. World

ence.

These concertos are very difficult, and
s.
should be studied under first class teacherthe
artists,

—N.

proud.

and

prove that they must lead a happy exist-

in D maOp. 61"; Tschaikowsky—"Concerto
in D
Vieuxtemps—"“Concerto
jor, Op. 35”;
in D
minor, Op. 31”; Wieniawski—‘Concerto
minor, Op. 22,”

concert

Maier

“If musical
compatibility is a sign of
wedded bliss, Guy Maier and his Ralf Lois,

in B minor,

Saint-Saéns—“Concerto

next

“They play into each other's hands id
and delightfully.”
Sara Tk
—Chicago Evening News

and

G
violoncello, Op. 102"; Bruch—‘Concerto in A
in
minor, Op. 26”; Dvorak—‘Concerto
in A
minor, Op. 53”; Glazounofi—‘Concerto
Op. 82"; Lalo—‘Symphonie—Espaminor,
gnole”

the

D

in

violin

for

recital!""

con-

violin

for

“Concerto

Watch

and

Brahms—‘Concerto

these:

Op. 77” and

major,

.)

important

modern

and

romantic

are

next

“They did themselves and the music

Important Violin Concertos
H. K.—Ten of the most

best course
so your
seeing them,
without
San Francisco (the
would be to take them to
and show them
largest city near your home)
making, of which
to several experts in violin

there are many

. . . for your
season’s concert course.

playing.

in your violin

trouble

able

what

judge your

TWO-PIANO RECITALS

of

the sensation

and

hands.
“pins and needles” in your arms and
remedy for
He can no doubt suggest some
considerthis, which as you say, causes you

violins

can

. . . in one of their
fascinating . . .
physician

better see a good

had

numbness,

the

about

Jeading

in

in the Hands

'T. C.—You

ites
quartets,

the full name
be published.

of

and address

cam...

Amarican
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of Positive Worth
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By ROBERT W. GIBB

Playing on the Open

Strings:

1—A

Bit; 2—Little Indian;
First F ger: 6-—Raindro’

Wee

3—On

the Lake;

7 “The Swing;
opera fit ; 5—Soldier Boy, Introducing the
Lullaby; 9—Roaring Lion. Introducing the Second Finger: 10—Merry-Go;
—
‘onus
ered
The
Cloister ;12—Fireflies. Introducing the Third Finger: 13 eGhatterenn ;1d18—Arrival
;
Prince
the
of
Major)
D
of
Seale
on
(Founded
Princess
17—The
Dance;
1 Folk
Box
on, Seale of A Ma-or) }
vs The Pegeaek (Founded on Seale of G Major) ;20-—Gavotte (Founded
although
hand,
at
subject
the
on
drill
a
is
f judici ‘ously selected
1—Mareh, » “OurOu Class.” Bach piec

nm solo.
to the pupil it is a “really truly”
—class or
2
applicati
Practical
pplica on to any 8system of teaching
;
under

headings in the table of contents.

For example:

ili
st facilitated
by
pri
private—is

i
i
of titles
grouping

Where the lesson inbeoauces the cecal finger,

of D major,
in the key na
assign
jor, assign
from numbers 10, 1i, and 12: if the
the selection should be made
seopestudyof iseee
parts have been kept well within 2 thethe scope of the average pianist to encourage
ane ee
number a1
r17. TheaThe piano
munibe
PRICES:

Violin & Piano

(bound separately), $1; Violin Book alone
Piano Book alone (with cover), 75c.

WALTER JACOBS, INC.

(without

cover),

30c3

120 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.
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and
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value.
Write,
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your

how.
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mail
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Studio,
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A Book
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YOUR

accuracy and awareness decid
e where

the balance between the voices must
lie,
and
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ST.
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Etude Advertisers Open the Doors to Real
Opportunities

Bee

1700, there were in Philadelphia

organs, in the early 1700's there were

Ges writers and hymn book publishers,

Facts That the Music
Lover Is Delighted to Learn

entirely by the vol
ume an
the pianists’ touch,
Botene ae
piano
partners
should
Possess
gq
knowledge
of instrumentation
and
orchestral effects,
as Well of tonal
coloring on the key
board.
As to further techni
cal problems,
it is always
advisable
for duoPianists to practi
ce

J

thirds,
sixths, octaves,
trills, arpeggios,
techthese should be

A Work of Permanent Reference
Value for All Interested In
Musical Americana

difficult passages

that must’ be

careful practice!

care,

and

them should be Car variations from
efully discussed.
There can be no in
dividual liberties
iN work that depend
s upon two! A
Solo pianist may dr
aw a certain advantage from he
avy
vided he knows what Pedaling (probut duo-pianists mu he is doing!)
st exert alert
watchfulness that
fect” does not res an intended “ef-

ult in catastrophe.

The

Partner:
rather
enough

tra)

inter-dependence

to mass

of the two

UP

sufficient tone
to
and there are
too many to perm
it of the complete
Solo performer.
Hence, the team-w
ork must be of the
highest order, requ
iring that delicate
combinat

ion

of person

al sympathy
and technical equa
lity that permits
the partners to wo
rk out and to carr
y

out their interpre
tati
tic satisfaction, Such ons with artisa combination
to unsurThe

“‘Index-Dictionary’’

In. Philadelphia

of Music

that is included

in

this book runs nearly 50 pages and in
the 1428 listings in this Index there
are over 750 personages named.
‘
Yes, Philadelphians will enjoy this
book on their city, but the import of
a great parc of its contents

moves

yond the environs of one city
takes a place that is national,

Price, $3.50

be-

and

Published by

THEODORE

PRESSER Co.

1712 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PENNA,

in

Played Simultaneously (a series of
chords or runs for both instrume
nts) ,

utmost

By ROBERT A. GERSON, Ph.D.

team-work

ater sonority of the
two
instruments augm
en
blurring. Thus, du ts the danger of
o-piano pedaling

PA.
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oracticing assures smooth movement.
In

Pedaling Problems
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A Dispenser of Many Unusual

to see where the change of balance
Occurs; never must he hear it. Musical

Duo-piano
what different fro
m solo pedaling,
in
that the gre

That All
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of the ball. The listener must watch
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tools,

68 Grant

and forth of

adjusted, and the thematic
voices
must always remain in their proper
Places. This requires much
musical
suppleness and flexibility—and
even

to

Easily—Substantially—Pleasantly
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to determine what our
own tonal ideal
should be. When we firs
t began playing together, at the tim
e of our marriage some nine yea
rs ago, we both
believed that, to faci
litate the effect
of complete
unison, our Pianis
tic
tones should approx
imate each other
as closely as Possible
. But after a
year of study along
these lines, we
arrived at a different
conclusion. The
value of duo-piano
work, after all
lies in its orchestra
l richness—and
its turn, deVY of instruWhat makes
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Com-
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What Is The Musical Need
of Youth To-day?
(Continued from Page 29)

wood
for
“personality”)
would
achieve some distinct success and
develop

that

success

if they

mixed

their music with brains (to alter
Whistler), which is another way of
defining self discipline. Being merely

are as yet unfulfilled in the home,
in the leisure time program, and in
many
churches.
Blessed
are
the
young people who enjoy the church
life which gives them opportunity to
sing in choirs from the primary to
the adult groups; where they reverently enjoy singing excellent music
and texts worthy of their subjects.
%

*

*

*

HENRY PURMORT

EAMES

Professor of Musical Art and Aesthetics,
Scripps College and Claremont
Graduate
Colleges, Claremont, California

Here are six of the chief assets of
the American musical youth:
1. Opportunities, almost omnipresent, for hearing and making
by far the greatest and most

cratic

in scope

and

music,
demo-

application

of

any such opportunities opened to the
youth of any nation.
2. The widest public and institutional recognition and application
of music to cultural, social, educational and commercial life given in
world history.
3. The
highest
standards
and
methods of general music teaching
and
leadership
America
has ever
preached
or practiced
in public
schools, private studios, and special
training institutions.

4.

A new freedom

from hardening

of the musical arteries; a freedom—
like it or not—which must precede
the golden harvest of every cultural
cyele of musical development.
5. The widespread opportunities to
profit, commercially and culturally,
through applied and creative musical
skill and standards.
6. The availability for use or own-

ership of musical instruments of a
high order mechanically and tonally.
And

now

to

answer

the

question

given me: what briefly are Youth’s
major musical needs and liabilities?
First of all, a greater self-discipline musically and mentally. Music,
as an expression of the whole personality, is dualistic in its human
source, manifestation and goal. It is
the most scientific of the arts as
well as the most emotional and spiritual. On its scientific (intellectual)
side, practical, accurate head knowledge must more nearly balance heart

knowledge
(intuition, taste, style)
than it does to-day if Youth, individually or collectively, is to continue

its upward
sus.

climb

Young

America

discipline,

but

of Mount
needs

there

Parnas-

but

dislikes

is no

escape

from self discipline if progress is
to be made. Obedience to the text
and to the authority of musical leadership never diminishes but always
increases the powers and the perspective of a sincere student. More
youths
60

possessing

“oomph”

(Holly-

very musical is no guarantee of advancement or success, nor is musicianship
(head
knowledge)
alone
enough. Winning runners use their
heads more than their legs, although
both

are

necessary

and

must

be co-

ordinated.
A second need, and a real one, is
that opportunity be given the constantly increasing numbers of young
creative musicians to interpret or
have interpreted, and to direct their
own compositions and orchestrations.
A start has been made in many
schools in giving this living type of
laboratory experience, but the practice must be extended over the entire nation before the many now
known talents around us can be
posed and. developed. To achieve
highest musical results in this

unexthe
day

of mass
education
the star and
genius system must not dominate
school
concerts,
curriculum
and
teaching methods. Actual musical
participation in school by every
music student, and by every adult
outside of the school, is the musical
need of every city and community.
The stars and the geniuses, as well
as the poor, are always with us and
will be taken care of by a public
that rightly and generously
gives
homage to super-excellence wherever

found.
A third need of our musical Youth
—and of most of its teachers and
leaders as well—is to know, and to
act upon the knowing, that music in
any of its various facets constitutes
one of the major humanities; that
just as no liberal arts education is
balanced and rounded without music
studied
historically,
aesthetically—taught

socially,
and
and studied on

JOHN

a background
knowledge.

the

of so-called

The

science

and

art

progressively assume

arts

studies

inspiring.

academic

relationships

of

which

music

with the liberal

will be cumulative

The

writer

will

can

testify

and
to

the exact truth of this statement
since his work and observation covering many years have given him
every opportunity to check its accuracy.
And, finally, one of the greatest
musical needs of Youth is mental,
moral, and spiritual poise. Musical
education, musical participation or
creation which does not in some
measure merge these vital elements
and build character through music
is in the end unworthy of the art
of Apollo, and he was the symbol
and embodiment of all the arts.

BEATTIE

ment musically as the Sine qua non
of advanced music degrees. This, too,
some institutions are doing. We have,
“however, too many Bachelors, Masters and Doctors, ostensibly prepared
for musical leadership, who themselves are mediocre musicians, some,

Youth’s greatest musical need today is two fold.
First, he requires musical discipline
of a thorough-going
and possibly
old-fashioned
type. There
is too
much slip-shod performance of music and too little genuine musical
integrity.
Second, having acquired a sound:
musical technic and thorough-going
|
discipline,
the
young
musician,
whether he be performer or creator,
needs more
widespread outlet for

performance.

;

®

*

*

*

RUSSELL V. MORGAN
Directing Supervisor of Music,
Cleveland, Ohio, Public Schools
One of the greatest musical needs
of Youth is the development of the
power of discrimination, judgment,
and choice in the matter of musical

experiences.
This involves
several
phases:
First, perhaps, an understanding
of what causes some music to be
considered good, and other compositions, trashy.
Second,

a realization that our atti-

tude toward music should be one of
naturalness and honesty, with the
knowledge that we need both light
and heavy music to meet our own
varying moods and desires.
Perhaps the third phase is being

met much better to-day than ever
before, and that is the necessity of
having good music adequately performed as they hear it. All too frequently
young
people have
been
turned
against music of a better
grade because the performers of that
music place technical skill above true
musical interpretation. Young people
like fine music when it is beautifully
performed.
*

an equal plane with history, literature, and the spatial arts—so music

created (or interpreted) alone and
isolated from its comrade humanities never reflects the whole man or
the whole meaning of the music.
Every young musician must cultivate

W.

Dean, School of Music, Northwestern
University, Evanston, Illinois

*

FRANCIS

*

*

The leader in service must grow in

musicianship.

Head

of the Division of School Music,

New

England

of Music

In two words, Musicianly Leadership. This is not to say that we
should not be grateful for what has
been and is being done for musical
youth. The accomplishment has been
great, gratifyingly so. The rate of this
accomplishment can be “stepped up”

only by leaders of greater musicianship. Youth can rise to heights unguessed by those who have not made
direct contact with the possibilities,
Musical leaders for youth neeq
more musicianly training. To meet

this need institutions offering training must increase their musical requirements, both entrance and final,

Too

often he uses

his

energies to build an efficient machine
which runs smoothly but fails to keep
it running toward musicianly goals,
largely because he himself is not
musicianly or has ceased to grow
in

musicianship. The leader must know
and be in sympathy with youth, but
he’ must know music and be musical
to lead youth musically. He must

seek out a school for graduate study
which will help him grow musica
lly
as well as methodologically: He
must
seize the opportunities for growth
now so. generally available to those

who will use their senses,
and emotions. Leaders are

intellects
great be-

cause they have never ceased
to
grow. There is an ever constant need
for leaders at all levels and in all
the functional fields of musician-

ship: listening, performing, composing. Only with great leaders can we
have great accomplishment.

Getting a Song Published
(Continued

from Page 56)

bothered trying to find the author.
When the record made such
an as-

tounding sale—lo and behold—v
Victor was sued by a man who
claimed
to have written the words.
The court
upheld the claim, and
Victor was
compelled to pay out
an enormous
ie
money to the forgotten
lyric
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Conservatory

indeed, who are woefully deficient in
fundamental musical equipment.
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and persistence, the
has eventually reac
theoretical studies.” This, leading in- aan
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that a
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CCORDIONISTS

OFTEN ASK US

A

how they can learn to arrange
their own chord accompaniments for any given melody. We naturally advise them to study harmony;
but we must admit our disappointment in the small number of accordionists who have taken our advice.
We wish that we could make them
understand that the nature of the
accordion is such that harmony is a
very necessary study. It is not enough
that we merely push a button to produce a chord according to the symbol given us. We must know what
tones are being-combined to produce
that chord.
Those

who

neglect

the

study

of

harmony will eventually find themselves
up
against
the
proverbial
stone wall and will then realize that
they have handicapped their own
progress. Furthermore, an early introduction to harmony enables the
accordionist to simplify his task of
memorizing and sight reading. Aspirants for accompanying or orchestral work should certainly heed our
advice.
The idea occurred to us that more
interest in the subject might be
aroused if we had a brief discussion
on the formation of a few of the

These explanations
been made in the
form, because they
those who have not
studied harmony. Our aim is to prove
that this subject is very interesting
and certainly not difficult. It is our
hope that this little sampler of a
principal chords.
have purposely
most elementary
are intended for

harmony lesson, based upon chords,
will lead some of our readers to serious study.
The first requisite when studying
harmony is a thorough knowledge
of all major and minor scales. The
next study is that of intervals. Brief-

vi
Gentlomen: Please send mo free information about your

ly explained, an interval is the difference in pitch between two notes,
figured from the lowest to the highest and including both. Its name is
determined from the number of lines
and spaces it includes.
A chord is defined as being the
combination, according to rules of
harmony, of three, four, or five tones,
sounded simultaneously. There are

Name

three principal chords in each key
and they are: Tonic, Sub-dominant
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page does much in arousing the pupil's interest, this
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tiny tot piano

or keynote—is called the Tonic. A
three-tone chord is called a Triad;
and when built upon the Tonic it is

dren learn to play before
the music alphabet.

they learn

“SPEED
DRILLS”
consists _ of
THIRTY-TWO CARDS 3 by 5 inches
to be placed back of piano keys as
shown below; KEY FINDER, and a

book of instructions for their use.

called a Tonic Triad. It is built up
in thirds and consists of the root,
third and fifth degrees. Ex. 1 shows
the first five notes of the C Major
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scale.

piano keys.
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By forming a triad on the Tonic C
we have the combination of C, E, G,
forming the C-major chord which is
the Tonic chord of the key of C.
Tonic chords are always indicated
by the Roman

numeral

I.

These are the tones which are
combined when the C Major chord
button is played on the bass section
of the accordion. There are, however,
more than three reeds playing, since

the standard 120 bass accordion is
so combined that nine reeds come
into action when a chord button is
pushed and the register switch is ap-

plied. The three tones of the Cmajor chord would therefore sound
in more than one octave in order to
produce volume. When the register
switch is removed, only six reeds respond for the chord buttons.
Our next principal chord is called

the Sub-dominant. It is so called because it is built on the fourth degree
of the scale and that degree is called
the Sub-dominant. Ex. 2 shows a
major triad built upon F, which is
the fourth degree of the scale of C.
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“JENKINS' ADJUSTABLE
PIANO
MUSIC
RACK".
A little child can read his music
without straining his eyes, and at the
same time, be comfortable at the
piano with the use of this device.
It brings music for
d and down
to the proper distance
for the child’s
eyes. Adjustable in a jifly to any angle

and position on any Grand or Upright
piano. A comfortable child at the piano
practices longer and progresses more
rapidly.
Price $2.50.
Send for descriptive circular.
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Sub-Dominant

It follows the 1-3-5 pattern. The
notes show F, A, C, forming the Fmajor chord, Sub-dominant
chord

of the key of ©, When written, it is
indicated by the Roman numeral IV.
These are the tones which are combined when the F-major chord button is played on the accordion.
The fifth degree of the scale is
called the Dominant, and a triad
built upon it is called a Dominant
triad or Dominant chord. If built on
the fifth degree of the scale of C, the
notes would be G, B, D, forming a G
chord, Dominant chord of the key of
C. When

written,

(Continued
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on Page 66)
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BEAUTIFUL

was born on July 15, 1859. While Italy

which each member was a thorough

can boast of a great number of outstanding artists of the mandolin, we
feel that, without fear of contradiction, the name
of Carlo
Munier
should top the list of all these distinguished virtuosos and composers.
He was an inspired artist in every

i!

LirHOGRAPHERS

Write to us about anything in this line

SEND FOR ITEMIZED PRICE LIST

is to be considered,

it

is no surprise that Munier devoted
his whole life to the uplifting and
advancement of the mandolin and
its music. His ancestors and relatives
were performers, teachers and mandolin makers. Munier’s great uncle
Pasquale Vinaccia (1806-1882)
was
famous throughout Europe as perfecter of the Neapolitan mandolin
we know to-day, and Pasquale’s two
sons, Gennaro and Achille Vinaccia,
continued his work after his death.
Born

sessed

in

this

of rare

environment,

musical

ability

pos-

with

an inborn and all consuming
love
for the mandolin, we can readily
un-

derstand how Carlo Munier beca
me
in time universally recognized as the
greatest musical authority on the
instrument.
Young Munier began serious study
of the mandolin under Carmine de
Laurentiis,
celebrated
teacher
of
mandolin and guitar in Naples, and
his progress was phenomenal. When

a’Maiella, having won both the
first
prize for composition and the sec-

ond prize for harmony. At this
time
he appeared in many conce
rts in
Naples and published his first
compositions, arrangements of “La Traviata”

and

“I Puritani”

for

quartet

dedicated to Her Majesty, the
Queen
of Italy.
In 1881 Munier moved to Florence
,

and

Riccardo

himself,

Ma-

modern

director. This quartet, of

musician and artist on his respective instrument, gave many success-

ful concerts throughout Italy. In
1892 they obtained first prize in the
international music contests in
Genoa, when Munier was awarded the
gold medal as mandolin
virtuoso

given

the instrument

of two
mandolins,
mandola
and
piano, the second of these
being

either in a thundering fort
no, as in Elgar's ‘Pomp and Circumstance’
march, or as @ sentimental solo with subdued accompaniment, as in the
second movement of Tchaikovsky's Fifth Symphony.’—Mr. Eugéne Goossens.

lute and

recognized
is known.

wherever

mandolin;

tini, mandola

and

He was nineteen years of age when
he left the conservatoire of S’Piet
ro

AND

and second

department of music, towering above
the greatest, and his genius is justly

A Genius Recognized

| ils?

Florence. In 1890 Munier organized
the
first
plectrum
quartet,
with

Luigi Bianchi and Guido Bizzari, first

fifteen years of age he began the
study of piano under Galiero and
Cosi and harmony and counterpoint
with d’Arienzo.

ry

for

and
mandolin
other instruments.
Here also his genius was soon recog-

CITY in southern Italy has
often been called “The Home
of the Mandolin”; and it was here
that her illustrious son, Carlo Munier,

If heredity

(Ernesto)
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conductor,

St.

1925 Chestnut

THAT

N
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in

New York

¢, Keck

where he lived the greater part of
his life, being actively engaged in
nized, and he was a welcome guest
in the most select musical circles of
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principles of Manuel Garcia
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Carlo Munier, Mandolinist and Composer

Teacher of Voice

ROSE OUGH

INSTRUMENTS

On

composer.

June
by

30, 1902,
the

“Royal

at

a concert

Circolo

Man-

dolinista” of which Munier was
also

a member, his quartet rendered
several of his own compositions
which
were accorded an ovation.
On Octo-

ber 6, 1909, the quartet appe
ared
“by royal command” in the histo
ric
castle of Sommariva, Perno.
Munier’s
solos were his Prelude in
D major
and his first Mazurka di Concerto
.
Upon the conclusion of the perf
ormance, His Majesty, Victor Emma
nuel

TII rose

to greet

him

and

warmly

congratulated him upon his marv
elous performance, expressing his sur-

prise at the beautiful
effects of
which the mandolin was capable.
Munier, as mandolin virtuoso, did

not perform

his

own

to any extent

country.

He

outside

of

contributed

many literary articles to the musical

journals and frequently acted as
adjudicator in musical contests
both in
Italy and other European
countries.
In the early days of
1911 Munier

visited Antwerp and, on
his return
Journey, spent a few days
with his
friend Fantauzzi, the
mandolinist,
residing in Marseilles. He
was en-

thusiastic about plans
for an imposing concert in Florence,
which were

never realized; for he died
in his
adopted city after a short
illness on
February 10, 1911 at the
age of fiftytwo. His admirers from
all parts of
the World subscribed,
through the

medium of a Milanese music
journal,

to a bronze shield suitably
inscribed
which was erected to his
memory.
Munier once wrote concerni
ng his
early studies on the mand
olin. “At
the beginning I confess 1 did
not

think the mandolin capable
of such
advancement, and I excluded
fron.
my repertoire a number
of pieces
that I believed impossible of
execution; but I thought, studied
and

worked,

then

wrote

my

‘Method’,

THE ETUDE

»|

‘Studies’, solos, and other works,
and I became so proficient that 1
could then execute with ease what

I had previously thought impossible.”
During his lifetime Carlo Munier
published more than three hundred
and fifty works, and others remained
in manuscript. For the benefit of
modern mandolin students, we bring
to attention his most important compositions. First, there is his “Mandolin Method” in two volumes, containing over two hundred pages of study

material with Italian, French and
English text. This method is supplemented

by

“La

Scioglidita”,

four

books of progressive exercises covering all phases of mandolin technic;
and “Opus 216”, twenty studies for
advanced students.
Next we find “Op. 115”, lessons in

sic pieces scored for the so-called
“Romantic Quartet”, two mandolins,
mandola and guitar.
His mandolin solos with piano accompaniment are veritable gems and
show the mandolin at its best. Here

it is then repeated
bar in Measure 12.

we find the “First Concerto in G
major”,
Capriccio
Spagnolo,
the
“First and Second Mazurka Concertos”, Valzer Concerto, Aria Variata,

uet, and the notes which are marked
staccato in the text should really be
played with a half staccato touch,
all very lightly. At Measure 42, the
group of sixteenth and thirty-second
notes on the third beat in the right
hand, together with the eighth-note
thirds in the left hand, must be
slightly held back, and some stress
be given to the bass thirds, as also
to the bass third on the first beat of
Measure 43. This is done in order to
herald the return of the running
staccato theme of the Trio, in Measure 43. This theme should be resumed in strict tempo.
After repeating the first section of
the Trio, we reach the last quarter
note in the treble on D, beyond the
double bar. I take this D with the left
hand, to simplify the right hand’s
attack of the sixteenth-note figure in
the treble, which starts in Measure

Rossiniana
Fantasia, “Bizzaria-Capriccio Concerto”, Scene de Ballet de
Beriot and the mandolin duo, Canto
a@’Amore, for unaccompanied
mandolins. The performance of any of
these numbers by an artist cannot
fail to open the eyes of the unini-

tiated to the true worth and beauty
of this much abused and misunderstood instrument, the mandolin.

the form of duets; “Op. 226”, duets
for two mandolins in first position;
“Op. 220”, duets in first to third position and “Op. 228”, duets in all positions; also “Opus 230”, a- book of ten
classic arrangements for three man-

dolins. For the serious mandolin
student these works are indispensable.
Among his finest creations are the
three string quartets: “Opus 76, in
G-major’;
“Op. 128, in D-major”
and “Op. 203, in C-major”, scored for
two

mandolins,

mandocello,

mandola

with

optional

and lute

or

parts

for

guitar or piano. There is also quite a
number of beautiful arrangements
of operatic fantasies and other clas-

Minuet in U Major of
Mozart—Master Lesson
(Continued

from

Page

30)

A-sharp, on the second half of the
second beat in this Measure 28, I
make a sudden piano, instead of the
little crescendo which I indicated on
the similar group of eighth notes in
Measure 4. This is to give variety of
phrasing.
A crescendo followed by decrescendo
again occurs in Measure 31. The rest
of the music, to Measure 36, runs the

same as that in Measures 8 to 12; and

from the double

We now arrive at the delightful
ard characteristically Mozartian Trio.
This
movement
should
be
performed slightly faster than the Min-.

49,
The three eighth-note thirds in the
bass and the sixteenth-note figure in
the treble, on the third beat of Measure 52 (as in the similar music of
Measure 42), must be stressed, and
played somewhat more slowly. This
is true also of the first bass third in
Measure 53, the bass thirds being
brought out with singing tone. The

A Teachers Diploma
or

A Bachelor's Degree

sixteenth-note figure in the right
hand is again taken up in tempo in
Measure 53.
In Measure
57, the tempo must
again be retarded to bring the Trio
to an end, although the second part
of it is of course repeated, before

returning to the Minuet.
Each section of the Minuet is next
repeated, where the interpretation
runs as before; but when Measure 82
is reached I make a definite pause
on the octave A quarter note, on the
second beat of this measure, and wait
before resuming the pair of eighth
notes on the third beat in the treble
which again ushers in the theme.
This pair of eighth notes must be

retarded even more than previously,
in order to indicate the opening of
the final repeat, while the measures
that follow should be played in an
intimate,

most

and

at the

confidential

same

time

al-

manner.

In Measure 86, a little accent should
be given on the A-sharp eighth note,
on the second half of the second beat

in the treble, while the last two
Measures, 93 and 94, the first time
they are played, should be broadened
in tempo and held back, to suggest
the end of the piece. When this final
section is repeated, however, Measures 93 and 94 should finish in strict
time, even somewhat abruptly.
Elegance, delicacy, and
graceful
rhythm,
combined
with a certain
almost tender humor, must pervade
this charming Minuet and Trio.
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How | Prepare a
Hadio Program
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started her eleventh
MYRA HESS, accordtour in Montreal in
ing to London reports,
has
“covered
herself
November and will be heard in leading
cities throughout Canada and the United
with glory by the sucStates this season.
cess, artistic and finanERICA MORINI
American concert

cial,
TRENTON, NEW JERSEY’S first opera
season opened on December 17th when
the newly organized opera company gave
a performance of ‘Cavalleria Rusticana”
together with scenes from “I Pagliacci”,
“The Magic Flute”, “Faust”, and “Porgy
and Bess.” The founding of the opera
company was inspired by the success of
the Trenton Symphony Orchestra and

is under
the
musical
direction
of
Michael Kuttner, concert master of the
orchestra. It is to be hoped that this
opera venture in Trenton will inspire
other communities throughout the country to form similar companies for the
further enrichment of American musical life.

his

FREDERICK CONVERSE, shortly before
death, accorded to Fabien Sevitzky

the right to perform for the first time
his “Sixth Symphony”, which premiere
took place with its performance by the
Indianapolis Symphony under Mr. Sevitzky, November 29th, in Indianapolis.
JAN KUBELIK, violinist of world fame,
died in Prague, December 5th, at the
age of sixty. He was born in Michle,
Czecho-Slovakia, July 5th, 1880. His musical talent was discovered by his father,
an

amateur

musician

and

gardener,

who

became his first teacher. Later he studied
under Ottokar Sevcik at the Prague Conservatory,
and made
his professional
debut in Vienna in 1898. His first American appearance was at Carnegie Hall in
1901, where
he was
assisted by Emil
Paur and his orchestra and Jessie Shay,
pianist. He married the Countess Marianne Czaky-Szell and was the father of
seven children, all of whom were musical. His son Rafael is well known in
Europe as a conductor and composer.

DR.
GUSTAVE
L. BECKER,
former
president of the New York State Music
Teacher’s
Association, who
has been
teaching in the United States for over
fifty years, was given a testimonial recital in Carnegie Hall in November. Felix
Robert Mendelssohn and Henry Holden
Huss

were

among

the

assisting

artists.

of

her

Gallery

(Continued
we

which one hundred

a

for

and

fifty thousand
persons
have
paid
admission
during
this
wartime
year, thereby contributing
thousand
pounds
to
the

Myra
Hess

Benevolent Fund. One
cessful concerts was a lieder

recital

THE
TRAPP
FAMILY
SINGERS
gave
three delightful programs of Christmas
carols for three consecutive Sundays in
Town Hall, New York City, December
eighth, fifteenth and twenty-second.

THE NEW YORK STATE MUSIC TEACHERS ASSOCIATION held its eighth an-

nual clinic for music teachers and music
students from the high schools of the
State, at the Eastman School of Music

in Rochester, the last week in November.
The official program was in charge of
Arthur R. Goranson of Jamestown, New
York, president of the association. Dr.
William Larson, director of the Music
Education Department of the Eastman
School, codperated with the clinic instructors in discussions during the threeday sessions.

ELDON GORDON JOUBERT, for thirty
years a piano tuner for Paderewski and

Rachmaninoff, and technical adviser for
Steinway and Sons, died in Fairview
Hospital, Great Barrington, Massachusetts, November 18th, at the age of sixtythree.
THE NEW JERSEY MUSIC GUILD,
presented
Humperdinck’s
“Hansel

INC.
and

Gretel under the direction of Ralph Errolle, December 21st, at the Mosque TheJersey.

THE MUSIC DIVISION of the Library of
Congress has appointed Gilbert Chase
as special assistant in the field of LatinAmerican music,

Masterpieces of Piano Music
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y

has been termed the library of Piano
Musie in one volume. The more than
200 selections by great composers contained in its 536 pages, comprise 53
Classic, 75 Modern, 38 Light, 25 Sacred
and 29 Operatie Compositions. This volume is truly a source of constant enjoyment and entertainment to the pianist

who delights in good music.
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() Paper
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in

German by Mme. Elena Gerhardt, who
was welcomed, according to Miss Hess,
“—as a great artist, irrespective of her
nationality.”

New

=

City & State—___
Evat

devote

the

greater

part

) Cloth

much

better

plan

than

holding

short rehearsals on days prior to the
broadcast, which method offers too

almost six
Musicians’
of the most suc-

ater, Newark,

a background

from Page 11)

of the day, up to the time of the
broadcast, to intensive work. This is

National

concerts”

usually

Carroll Huxley. I wanted to begin
this with a sub-tone clarinet taking
the melody for sixteen bars against

great a chance of forgetting what
was done. Instead, we continue rehearsal up to the time we go on the
alr.

“We

usually

rehearse

and

broad-

cast from the stage of a theater to
which the public is admitted. In
arranging the orchestra, the violins
are
placed up front at my left. The

violas, violoncellos and double basse
s
are first on my right. Celeste,
harp
and two pianos stand just behin
d the
violoncellos and double basses
, directly in front of the drums
and
xylophone.
Flutes and saxophones
are centered, trumpets and
trombones bringing up the rear,
“This arrangement is in
general

accord with the radio set-up of
a
symphony
orchestra,
the
softer
sounding instruments being placed

nearer

the

central

microphone,

the

louder further back. Even with
this
set-up, members of the orchestr
a are
constantly moving about or stan
ding.
When

we want

a melody to be heard

against a subdued background, we
bring the soloist or players up toa
special floor microphone. Or in accenting a phrase in one of the
choirs,
the men stand to play it.
“Rehearsal is a busy time for a
number of people and brings to
the
scene a technical staff of sound
men
electricians, production
and script

workers, arrangers, announcers,
mu-

sicians and others. The arran
gers, of

course, are present to hear how
their

scores actually sound
changes if necessary.

and

“I usually spend the first part
of

booth with

control

board

at which

technicians sit. They mix
ang regulate
the volume of sound as indi
cateq

by

a

fluctuating

If there

needle

is too much

on

a

y. Olume

dial

on '

a crescendo, so that it
taxes the
microphone, the control man
cuts it
down. He is able also to
bring up a

weaker section and thu
S he contributes much to the effe Ctiveness
of
the broadcast. Then, too,
in the con-

trol room the conductor gets an idea

of how

the

music

will

Soun

strings,

the

come out of the loud speaker is quite
another. It was a matter of try and
try again. After Huxley had made
the arrangement, I gave the clarinet
part to Chester Hazlett who plays
a sub-tone clarinet. Incidentally, this
effect was invented by Hazlett. It is
achieved by getting as close to the

microphone

as

possible

with

the

clarinet and blowing a soft, low tone

which

is almost

inaudible

to the

ears. The microphone, however,
picks

it up, gives it body and makes of it
a truly beautiful tone. Needless to

Say,

it is difficult

to produce.

Mr.

Hazlett worked an entire day
on
these sixteen measures, first with
a

B-flat clarinet,

then

with

an A and

finally with a bass. In rehearsal, we
must have spent close to an hour—I
in the control room—getting the
tight balance for this effect.
The
muted strings and flutes were too

loud, and we tried them in a number
before the correct one
Was found. Most of the numbers
must
be worked out in just this manner.
“As I said before, radio is a hard
task master. It picks up the slightest
of positions

imperfections and seems to magnify

them. It requires the closest atten-

tion to the

smallest

detail.

Ever

y
minute in rehearsal counts. The
public ls becoming more and more discriminating. But to those who can
meet the

requirements of radio, it is
in its rewards.”

Senerous

Our Musical Beginnings
in the Southwest

to make

the rehearsal on the
conductor’s
stand, the last half in
the control
room. The latter is q
glass enclosed

of muted

strings tremolo and giving a shimmering effect. To get such results on
a stage is one thing, to make them

(Continued

from Page 1)
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The Old
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Real
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the Rio

Grande

across

© vast expanse
and on, became, of South’ Texas
ind
Road of culture bet eed, a Royal
ween Mexico's
ancient
capital

and

New

the Paris of the
New

Orleans,

World.

Early in the nineteenth century,
Peoples from many lands,
as well as
American Pioneers
from the older
States, came to settle in the fertile
regions

of

the

great

South

Germans, Bohemians, Italia west—
ns, Scandinav
ians,

English,

Russians,

Poles.

d over
the loud speakers. This
Each group brought its own music,
js vitall,
its Own culture. The plains
necessary. Otherwise,
and the
he will eed hill
_ country resounded
know how the music is
coming over
with
the
music of small German
and some of his best effects
orchestras,
may be
and, German
lost in transmission,
and
Scandinavian

“To

give

a more

ex; licit i

how a rehearsal is aorta
gm ke
select one particular
number, On one
of my programs I
presented the old
Mexican folk tune,
Estrelita, Which
had
previously
been
arranged
by

Singing

Societies,

with

creole

love

Songs, with plaintive folk songs
of
the Bohemians,
with

gay

Italian

fandangos,

of negro

™g

and

Russians, and Poles,
airs

and

with

Mexican

the

crooning

slaves in the fields, Chant-

cowboys

many

times

rode
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to one hundred miles, to dance all
night to the scraping of old fiddler’s
tunes called “breakdowns.”

Famous

Composers

from the

Southwest

Distinct types of folk music were
evolving in the Southwest at the

same time that, in Russia and in
Spain, composers were turning their
attention to native themes. While
making
were
Brahms
and
Liszt
known to the world the rich, wild
and
music,
of Hungarian
beauty
Dvorak was awakening his Bohemia

to the loveliness of its folk melodies,
Gottschalk—the
Moreau
Louis
Southwest’s greatest individual contribution to music during the nineteenth century—was recording the
fascinating but baffling rhythms of
the songs of the creoles and negroes
as dazzling
as well
of Louisiana
piano
his
with
continents
three
virtuosity.

The

next

apostle

of music

in the

was
Gottschalk,
after
Southwest,
Frank Valentin Van Der Stucken,
Texas’ first native composer to attain international fame. He was educated in Europe and lived for the
almost part in foreign lands, and,
though he drew no inspiration for
his native
from
his compositions
piostate, this son of the Southwest
music
an
Americ
ing
neered in present

in New York and in Europe.
h
The Southwest of the twentiet
cal
musi
cal
doxi
para
s
century offer
c of the
gifts. Here the primitive musi
only
the
and
Indian is still heard,
the
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exta
c
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traditional folk
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United Stat
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days.
est
earli

tleties

of workmanship.”

Finger, the well known
“That

more

done

has

he

folk

American
other
any
than
music
composer is not questioned.”

Lota M. Spell, eminent authority on
music of the Southwest, looks hopefully to the future. She believes that
had one sought, a century earlier, in
any of the foreign lands having well
developed national schools of music
for recorded music of the people, one

would

have

Southwest
day.

David
opinion.
fact for
the very

far less than the

found
offers

to

composers

to-

alized
ited with having immort
y Grainger
Perc
as
c
musi
ican folk
c. He uses
has the English folk musi
and cowo
negr
rial
as thematic mate
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the illitera
boy melodies; it is from
inal music

or working classes that orig
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risstrong racial and local characte subic
phon
poly
and
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cello, voice, organ, wind instruments,
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school
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erate cost. Write for catalog. 412 S.
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Institutional Member of the National Association of Schools of Music

Guion is much of the same
He writes: “The significant
us is that the Southwest is
center of American native

«NORTHWESTERN

music. The negro, the cowboy, the
Indian, the pioneer are sources of
our folk music, and we have them
all as no other section has—certainly not the wealthy North and East.
From these humble elements of our
life our music is deriving its basic
vitality and individuality. The- opours to
portunity is preéminently
give appreciation and assistance to
what is and will come to be recog-

nized as the musi¢ of America.”

Bowing: Its Importance
to the String Player
(Continued from Page 59)
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Air Waves and Music
(Continued

from Page

52)

of the best and most interesting programs of its kind on the airways.

Speaking of Alfred Wallenstein, we
note that this enterprising conductor
assumes control of the NBC-Symphony Orchestra broadcasts for the
four Saturday
nights this month
while Maestro
Toscanini
enjoys
a
mid-season
vacation. Remembering
the many
unusual programs
that
Mr. Wallenstein has presented in the
last several years over the Mutual

Broadcasting System, such as the
Mozart Opera and Concerto series,
the Bach Cantatas and programs of
seventeenth- and eighteenth-century
music, we look forward to his programs with the NBC-Symphony Orchestra.
Other recent shifts of programs
include the jiving “Sheep and Goats
Club”, a swing versus spiritual show,
from Wednesdays to Tuesdays (Mu-

tual—11:15 to 11:45 P.M., EST);

and

“The Morton Gould Program” from
Thursdays
to Tuesdays
(Mutual—

9:30 to 10:00 P.M., EST).
The American School of the Air in
its broadcasts,
known
as “Wellsprings of Music” (Tuesdays—9:15 to
9:30 A.M., EST),
will present
on
January
‘7th a program
entitled

“British Ballads in America.” On the
14th a program entitled “The Composer Looks Abroad” will be broadcast; on the 21st a program called
“Voyageur Songs”; and on the 28th
one called “French Canadian Music.”
The broadcast of the 7th features
folk songs, that of the 14th orchestral music by Moskowski, Tschaikowsky, Glinka and Beethoven. The last
two broadcasts will feature Canadian
and French-Canadian works.
In his Music Appreciation programs for January, Dr. Walter Damrosch will present varied fare on the
first four Fridays. No program is
scheduled
for January
31st. The
broadcast of the 3rd, divided between
Series C and D, deals respectively
with “Musical Forms” and “Lives and
Works of Great Composers.” The music that will be heard includes a
“Ballet Suite” by Gluck and excerpts
from Beethoven’s “Violin Concerto”,
“Kighth Symphony”, and “Coriolanus
Overture.” The broadcast of the 10th,
Series

A

and

B, dealing

with

“Or-

chestral Instruments
and Voices”
and “Music as an Expressive Medium”, will feature in the first part
music for the “Oboe, English Horn,
and Bassoon”, and in the latter half
“Fun in Music”, with examples drawn
from the works of Haydn, SaintSaéns, Johann Strauss, Jr., and Taylor. The program of the 17th, again
Series C and D, is divided between

“The Overture”, with selections from
Weber and Thomas, and “Schubert
Program”, featuring the Scherzo and
Finale from
major.” The

month,
features

66

the “Symphony in C
final program of the

on the 24th, Series A and B,
music

for

“Horns

and

Trumpets” in the first part, and “Joy
and Sorrow in Music” for the latter
half.
Dimitri Mitropoulos, conductor of
the Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra, will be heard on the Sunday-

afternoon broadcasts of January 5th
and
12th, directing
the Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra of New
York. On the first broadcast, Dalies
Franz, the pianist, will be heard as
soloist. On that of the 19th and 26th,
Bruno Walter will be the conductor,
in the first two of his series of guest
appearances with the orchestra.
John

Barbirolli,

regular

conductor

of the Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra, is scheduled as the conductor of the Ford Sunday Evening Hour
on January 12th, when Lily Pons will

be the

soloist.

José

Iturbi,

pianist

and conductor, is scheduled to be
heard in piano solos and possibly as
conductor on January 26th.
The American baritone, William
Gephart, presents a series of preGay Nineties ballads on Tuesdays

(8:15 to 8:30 P.M., EST—Mutual).
With perfect frankness the station
has labeled the series “Sentimental
Concert” since it fills countless loudspeakers each time with unashamed
sentimentality. Gephart is supported
by a string orchestra under the direction of Bob Stanley.

New Films With Notable
Music
(Continued

from

Page

13)

provokers, the Benny-Allen feud. In
honor of this enmity, producer-director Mark Sandrich has undertaken a
strict check-up of the exact amount
of film footage devoted to each of the
warring comedians. The results show
that Benny appears in twenty-nine

low-up for “The Road to Singapore”,
which again will co-star Bing Crosby,
Bob Hope, and Dorothy Lamour. The
play takes place in Africa and, in
order to get the proper atmospheric

inspiration, the song writers received
instructions to sit in a projection

room and look at fifty thousand feet
of assembled jungle pictures. It is estimated that the task will require
a

week

of straight

looking.

Inasmuch as the release date for
“Ziegfeld
Girl’
(Metro
Goldwyn
Mayer) is at this writing still hover
ing between late January and early
February, details about the
picture
may safely be reserved for
q later
issue. As the title indicates,
the film
story deals with the Cinderella
rise
of a girl discovered and subse
quently
“glorified” by the late Florenz
Ziegfeld. Starring in the cast are
Lana
Turner, James Stewart,
and Tony
Martin. The musical score
is being
prepared by Gus Kahn (who
wrote
the tunes for “The Great Ziegf
eld”,
for which the current film Serve
s as
follow-up), and Nacio Herb
Brown.
The producer-director is
Pandro S.
Berman.

Introduction to Accordion
Harmony
(Continued

from Page 61)

the Roman numeral V. If
third were added to this
would become a Dominant
chord, so called because the

another
triad it
Seventh
interval

from the iowest note to the highest
is a seventh. We find then that a

Dominant

Seventh

of C contains

chord of the key

the

notes

GiB.

DF

and is called a G Seventh. Ex.
3
illustrates both the Dominant
and
Dominant
Seventh
chords in the

scenes and Allen in twenty-eight; but
to compensate for that extra scene,
Allen has two thousand, nine hundred and thirty-eight words to speak,
while Benny has but two thousand
eight hundred and ninety! Members
of the supporting cast who have also
come from radio are Eddie “Roches-

key of C.

ter” Anderson, Benny’s permanent
valet; The Merry Macs, singing quartet; Mary Kelley, frequently heard on
the Benny program; and Mary Mar-

Summarizing
these explanations,
we find that if we were playing a
selection in the key of C-major, our
principal chords would be the Tonic
of C-major; Sub-dominant, which is
F-major;
Dominant,
which
is Gmajor; or Dominant Seventh, which
would be a G Seventh.

tin.
Miss

Martin

seems

to be

perma-

nently associated with My Heart Belongs to Daddy

(in spite of her more

recent appearances in “The Great
Victor Herbert” and “Rhythm on The
River”), and the current film gives
her an opportunity to bring that
song before the nation at large. A
new set of lyrics is being written for
the Cole Porter tune; and, in the
stage routine that climaxes the picture, the orchestra plays the air in
different tempi—but it still is My
Heart Belongs to Daddy, as sung by
Mary Martin.
Paramount’s next assignment to
Burke and Van Heusen is the music
for “The Road to Zanzibar”, a fol-

enth chords will always be found in
(above it), when the accordion is
in a playing position.
When harmonizing simple melodies, we find the most common progression
for
our
three principal
chords
is:
Tonic,
Sub-dominant,
Dominant and returning to the Tonic.
Other variations might be: Tonic,
Sub-dominant,
Tonic,
Dominant,

Tonic. Or we might find the arrangement
of Tonic, Dominant,
Tonic,

Sub-dominant, Tonic. The Seventh
chord is a restless chord and never
at repose. It naturally gravitates or
resolves into the Tonic. The progres-

sion from

—SSS—5
————S

Dominant Seventh Sa

oe

In a previous article we directed
attention to the harmonic plan by
which the bass section of the accordion has been made. We shall
repeat these statements in order to
impress accordionists with the importance of thinking of the bass keyboard harmonically, rather than as
a miscellaneous group of bass and
chord buttons. Notice that if we select any given major chord and call
it our Tonic, we shall always find

the Sub-dominant

chord

in the row

to the left of it (below it), while
the Dominant and Dominant Sey-

Dominant

to Sub-Domi-

nant should always be avoided.
These explanations will no doubt

arouse many questions in the minds
of those who study them, as we

have merely touched upon the high-

lights of the subject. In a futur
e

ar-

ticle we shall continue with the
study of accordion chords and
analyze the minor, augmented
and diminished chords. We shall
also explain how other unusual chord
s may
be produced upon the accor
dion although no regular chord
buttons
have been provided for
them.
Pietro Deiro will answer ques
tions
about
accordion
Playing.
Letters
should be addressed to him
in care

of The Etude, 1712 Ches
tnut
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
.

Street,

Getting a Song Published
(Continued

from Page 60)

Unfortunately,
many
publishers
and band leaders hesitate to injure
a songwriter’s feelings, or may simply not want to waste time with him.

They will turn him
“You have

Ex.3

to the right of it

the row of buttons

away

a good song

by saying,

there, but we

can’t use it just at this time.” The
songwriter does not realize that he
is being “damned with faint praise,”
and will even feel that he has had
an enthusiastic reception.

It is not easy to write a good song
,

nor is it always easy to get
a good
song published. But where
there’s a
will, there’s a way. This is
a plati-

tude, but like all Platitudes, it has
an

element

of good,

solid

h in it,
Anything and everything trut
may happen
on that one-way street called Tin

Pan Alley. It is not a dead-end stree
t.
as many
disappointed

eurs
lieve. There is plenty amat
of room

everybody, but you’
that you know how
you’ve got to keep going.

be-

¢)

ay fOr

inte

Neuter Tone

“I want an B st; ri
ng, Please,” said
@ violinist to the k ee
per of a countr
y
music shop.
‘ ould you mi
“W
nd Pic
pic
kin
kin’’ on
for yourself,” st
ammered ae en
.
prietor, as he
produced a box
of
strings; “T hardly
kn
’e’
from the she’s!”
eae
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Charm and Inspiration in
(Continued from Page 54)

“Die Gétterdimmerung”, Ich sah’das
Kind from “Parsifal”, and Brangdnes
Warnung from “Tristan und Isolde”,
will be welcomed as an important addition to the recorded Wagnerian
literature. Never before on records

have her vocal gifts been more splendidly set forth. Her remarkable inWagnerian
sight into the various

roles is strikingly evidenced here. Not
the least of these recordings is the
excellent orchestral direction of Dr.
Riedel, conducting the Victor Symphony Orchestra.
Musicraft has issued Bach’s Concerto’s Nos. 1 and 2, both in C minor,
for two claviers and strings, in performances by the Manuel and Williamson Harpischord Ensemble (set
46). The second of these is more famous than the first, being widely
known and played in the version for
two violins as “Concerto in D minor.”

Although less appealing in the two-

clavier arrangement, particularly in
the

abrupt

character of the harpsichords fails to

attain

the

cantabile

of the

quality

violins, there is nevertheless much

to

say in defense of the work’s perform-

ance on keyboard instruments. The
first concerto is far too erudite in our
estimation, and certainly the overly
meticulous performance of the present players does not relieve this impression. The playing in the second
concerto is smoother and more elastic, which is due as much to Bach as
to the performers.
very likely most pianists will regard Cortot’s recording of Weber’s
“Sonata No. 2 in A-flat major, Op.
39” (Victor set M-703) of more historical than musical value; for that
for
has been the mistaken viewpoint
dishas
sonata
s
years. Yet Weber'
the
tinctive values of its own, not
anticijeast of which is an exciting
of the
pation of the piano technics
deserves
work
The
.
icists
romant
later

to be more widely known and played,
and it is to be hoped, now

have an excellently

that we

performed

and

students
recorded version of it, that
to look
and others will be tempted
forgotalmost
the
at
more closely
ten,

but

not

deservedly

so,

plano

music of Weber.
H. Power Biggs, playing on the
Baroque organ of the Germanic Mu-

seum at Harvard, continues his re“Little Organ
of Bach’s
cording
). Beginning
M-697
Book” (Victor set
present set
the
,
unday
with Whits
gh Trinity
throu
nues
conti
2)
(Vol.
Life, and
The Christian
Sunday,
Also in.
Advent
concludes with the
of
three
and
two
verses
are
cluded
Christ ist erstanden (No. 29, Easter),

the first verse of which was played
in Vol. 1. The existent reverberation
in the’ Museum still presents a problem to the recorders, and, as in the
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Ernest

Biggs gives straightforward performances here, letting the beauty and
dignity
of
Bach’s
music
speak
largely for itself. For those unfamil-

Recorded Music

the lovely largo where

JUILLIARD

previous set, one finds the fortissimo
passages lacking in essential clarity.

Haydn

Accredited

than

his

“Prelude,

we believe,

Chorale

and

Fugue” for piano. It dates from the
period of his famous symphony and,

like that work, is rich in texture and
also is poetically mystical. Egon Petri, the Dutch

pianist, gives a splen-

did technical account of this score
(Columbia set X-176), a performance that takes into account its
expressive characteristics but not its
mystical import. Perhaps the ardent
Franckian
is given to overemphasize the mysticism of the composer,

but we believe that those who truly
like his music do so for that quality.
Recommended: Sir Henry Wood's
“Fantasia on British Sea Songs” (a
stirring and realistic recording of
(Columbia set
English Pro Patria)
X-175); Kreisler’s recording of Mozart’s Rondo from the “Haffner Ser-

enade in D major”
(Victor disc
17220); and George Copeland’s deft
performances of Villa-Lobos’ charming Saudades das Selvas Brasileiras,
No. 2 and Turina’s atmospheric Fandango (Victor disc 2111).

‘

Catalog on request
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New York, N. Y.
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town. Catalog. Frank H. Shaw, Dir., Box 511, Oberlin, Ohio.
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Petri Interprets Cesar Franck
richly rewarding,

music courses leading to diplomas, teacher's

and advanced students, repertoire classes, methods and
materials, public school music, theory, composition, and
musicology. Department for high school students.

César Franck left us no music that
is more

Director

degrees. Instrumental and vocal instruction for beginning

Society. Last year Victor bought out
the eighth volume, omitting this one,
owing to unforeseen difficulties with
masters derived from England. The
present set contains: “Quartet in D
major, Op. 50, No. 6”; “Quartet in
B-flat major, Op. 64, No. 3”; “Quartet in C major, Op. 74, No. 1” and
“Quartet in B-flat major, Op. 3, No.

esting characteristics, especially the
Op. 64 and Op. 74, with their highly
expressive linear construction. The
Pro Arte Quartet plays here with its
customary polish and finely schooled
technic, although with a far narrower dynamic range than the music merits.
Edward Kilenyi, turning his attentions to the Hungarians Dohnanyi
and Bartok, gives fluent performances of Nos. 5 and 7 of the former’s “Ruralia Hungarica” and of
the latter’s A Bit Drunk and Quarrel
from “Three Burlesques” (Columbia
disc 70348-D). Students looking for
unusual and amusing modern works
for the piano will find this record
worth investigating.

SCHOOL

certificate, and Bachelor of Science and Master of Science

Quartet

4.” All four works have their inter-

President

July 7 to August 15, 1941

Arte Quartet, is the seventh volume
of the

OF MUSI

SUMMER

GeorGE A. WEDGE,

the piano. It is generally believed
that the Baroque organ, in use in
Bach’s day, allows for greater lucidity in the playing of difficult contrapuntal passages.
Victor set M-689, containing four
quartets of Haydn played by the Pro
series

HuTCHESON,

JUILLIARD

iar with the Baroque organ, it might
be well to point out that it bears
the same relation to the modern organ that the harpsichord does to

in the

SCHOOL
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103 E. 86th St. (Park Ave)., New York City
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A Marvelous Fit
dy Cena Kable
its

Miss Day’s Music Club was having
first meeting after the holiday

vacation. The members were spending lots of time—entirely too much,
Miss Day thought—telling each other
about
their
vacations
and
their
Christmas and.New Year’s celebrations.
“Now, let’s get back to business,”

said

zs
New Year's Hesolution
By Monica
I was practicing on my piano one
day, and rebelling because I was not
out at play; thinking, ‘Now I will
play just as loud as I please,” with my
eyes on the clock’s face, and not on
the keys. But I glanced at the picture
ot Frédéric Chopin, who had fingers
like velvet, and

every note sang

that

he played, when a child (for my
teacher said so), and he could make
music poetic and low. But he liked to

Tyler USiswn
play games just as any real boy, and
he shared with his friends all the
gladness and joy of the music he felt;
he delighted to play all the beautiful
pieces he practiced each day. And

Tue

Members

Club

had

just

of the

B

finished

Gladys

Natural

their

Music

M.

Stein

after he and Grace
piece on their toes.

had gone through
“Now, let’s divide

the
the

study program for the day when Sue
arose and announced that she had a
music game for them to try.
“Let's begin with only two players;
then after the rest of you have learned

Jane
new

boys and girls into two groups, and then
see which group can go through the piece

and
how

without making a single mistake.”
“All right, Fred,” replied Sue Jane. “TI
was so sure the club members would like

Fred's

part:

L

LR OL

R

f

“UP
L

R

LR

this game that I borrowed several copies
of the piece, and if two players will reaa
from each copy I believe we will have
enough for everybody to look at while they
are tiptoeing.”
The game proved harder than the players
anticipated, and they had to try it many
times before they managed to complete the
whole composition without a misstep; but
it was good fun, and they thoroughly enjoyed it.

iw

“you take a copy of this waltz, and Grace
you take one, too. Fred is to watch the
bass notes, and you the treble notes. You
are both to count aloud in unison, and
whenever a note should be played in your

parts you are to take one step forward on
your tiptoes for that note. But be careful,”
she warned, “that you don't move an inch
on the beats which should not be played.”
In the three measures given above, the
footwork

directions

are abbreviated

to “R”

(right foot), and “L” (left foot).
“Say, that’s lots of fun!” Fred declared

continue

our

me see, I think it is wood.”
“It comes from ebony trees,” continued Tom, “that grow in India,
Ceylon, East Africa and the West
Indies.”

Yes, Indeed
By

Katherine

Vightner

HE PLAYS THE BEST WHO COUNTS
THE BEST,
ALL NOTES, BOTH GREAT AND
SMALL;

FOR NOTES TO MAKE FINE MELODIES
IN MEASURED
FALL.

TREAD

MUST

all grow

by

being

improved,

and so did the keyboard,” explained
Miss Day.
“Who invented the first, piano?”
asked Edgar.
“The first piano, that was really a
piano, was the invention of an Italian named Christofori, but you must
remember he had other early instruments on which to make his improvements, too. He made his
in

Florence in seventeen hundred
and
nine. And throughout the centuries
the keyboard, being very important,

was made to fit the hand, so it could
be easily played. Put out your hands
and look at them. You see,
those
three long fingers, two, three
and
four, are meant to go on the
three
black keys and the thumb and
fifth
are meant for the white keys.
That
makes the most perfect fit.
Everybody go to the piano and try
it. See

it is to put the thumb

or little finger on black keys.”
There

was a grand
piano.

aut
Oo,

made

“It is very

the

keyboard?”

much

older

toward

though,” Dick commented.
“Certainly,” said Miss Day.

in 1533

“I've been to the West Indies,”
said Helen. “Maybe I saw some ebony
trees without knowing them.”
“Who knows something else inter-

esting about
Miss Day.

scramble

the

“No, they really don’t fit,” said
Geraldine, the first one to try.
“They do in octaves and chords,

POP)

“We

can’t always keep the thumb and
fifth finger for the white keys, but
we can most of the time. And who

knows

which

fingers fit best for the

asked

than

the

piano itself, isn’t it?” inquired Helen.
“Yes,

very

much

sand years older. You

older—a

thou-

see, the piano

is only about three hundred years
old, but the keyboard came into use
more than thirteen hundred years
ago.”
Ned raised his hand. “What use
was a keyboard if they didn’t have
pianos?”
“That is an excellent question,
Ned. Who can answer that one?” No

hands were raised. “Well, you see,”
continued Miss Day, “one of the oldest instruments that needed a key-

board was the organ;

Rogers

things

how awkward

Clavichord,

and

Grace's part: L

“and

just as hard as I can, to become a musician when I am a man.
(Will you make this resolution?)

business

to do it, by watching them, we will try it
all together. Here, Fred,” she continued,

Day,

looking right into his delicate face,
I was very ashamed, and I felt my
disgrace; I resolved to work hard,

Tiptoe Rhythm
By

Miss

meeting. Who can tell me something
interesting about the keyboard?”
Up went Dick’s hand. “The white
keys are made
of ivory, and
the
black keys of ebony.”
“Correct,”
said Miss
Day. “And
who knows where we get ivory and
ebony?”
“I do,” said Geraldine. “Ivory comes
from elephant tusks and ebony—let

they made inventions for steamboats
and trains and automobiles. Those

but on those

ancient organs the keys were several
inches wide, more like levers, in fact,
and were pressed down with the
fist.”
Lady Playing the Cla
“How funny,” said Doris, “That
vichord
exPai: mted by van Hemess
plains the queer looking Pict
en, 1500-1566
ure in
that book at school. I never coul
d group of two bla
ck keys?”
make it out.”
After several experi
ments Edgar
“Of course that would look queer
remarked, “The second
and third,
to us, to-day. But other old
things I would say.”
seem odd, too. Think of the first
time
(Continued on Next Page)
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Playing for Others
(Prize Winner in Class C)
“Marylin, would you play for us?” asked my
mother,
“Do

I have

to?”

i answered.

That is just how I felt one year ago. But
now I like to play for other people, because
I want to make them feei as happy as I feel
when I play for them. I also want them to

enjoy

and

I’m sure
would

enjoy

about

it.

music

is.

So

more

that

is why

others, to help them

I like

to know

to

how

prizes each month for the

most
interesting
and
original stories or essays
on a given subject, and
for correct answers to
puzzles. Contest is open to all boys and
girls under sixteen years of age, whether

play

wonderful

be

Poys

Iowa

All entrics must

Musical Fan Puzzle
By Stella M. Hadden

The spokes of the fan are made of
words of six letters. Replace each
dot with a letter and add a letter on
each single dot. The initials around
the outside of the circle spell the
name of a composer of operettas.
Answers must give all words, as
well as composer’s name.

1 to 8, the city where the first opera
house was established.
2 to 8, Chaminade’s first name.
3 to 8, the interval between the first
and eighth
degree of the
scale.

of Dixie Land.

8 to 7, the composer

be received
later than

Jam

y 15th,

Martha
Elaine

Elsie Odete Roderigues;

Coeling;

Catherine

raine Andeljeinski;
EB. Wall;

Vock;

Eleanor

Maurine

Charlotte Hale;

Schloefer;

ter; Don
Martin;
Miriam

Catherine

Rollins;
Joan
Bray;

Tyrell;

Stanley

Mauney;

Ann

Coakley;

Harriet Ruby

Treadwell;

Hahn;

Jeraldone

Mardan

Hooton;

Lor-

Doris
Gross;

will

appear

in the May

G-minor doesn’t have A-flat and Gflat in it, so it couldn’t have the
regular rule—could it, Miss Day?”
“No, of course not; it is just for

last week has third finger on B-flat.
Remember?” This was from Edgar.
“Certainly,
Edgar,”
Miss Day
agreed, “and you are quick to re-

interfere. But remember that the
tule does influence the fingering
when changes aren’t necessary.”
“I bet I have perfect fingering at

where

the three

where

black

Peterson;
Marian
Sherman;
Winny
Alice Stackpole; Louise Richter.

of Young

Makers

MATA

it all seems
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into

the

mastered

I want

heart

the art of playing

to have

of

my

everyone

music

who

enter

hears

it. I

would believe it a dream come true, if, instead

listen

the violin

to an

as a fiddle box,

orchestra

and

they

learn

to

good violin music. Maybe somethe world is at peace, people will

Helen

McGuire

(Age

13)

Class

New

B,

York

Folk songs:
Lomond; 2. The

its

Lorelei;

3. All through the Night; 4. Turkey
in the Straw; 5. La Cucaracha; 6.
John Peel; 7. Santa Lucia; 8. Londonderry Air; 9. Dark Eyes; 10. On
the Bridge of Avigon.
Nationalities:
Italian; English; Mexican;
German; French; Welsh; Scotch; Russian;

Irish;

American.

(Answers

on this page)

so clear, now.”

“Bet I do, too,” said Tom. And all

the others joined

“So

in the chorus:

will I.”
And sure enough they did.

St. Cecilia Junior Club
Bay

Answers

With Their Cigar Box Violins

with a red hot needle. Inside, each
jnstrument was complete with sound

St. Louis,

to Around

obliged to be industrious; whosoever is
equally industrious will succeed as well.”

Eee

the World

Scotch;

The Lorelei,

Playing for Others
(Prize Winner

in Class A)

Everyone who plays should thoroughly enjoy playing for others. I know of no greater

satisfaction than playing for someone who I
know appreciates music. To see them enjoying

it is worth much more to me than all the
hours of practice I put into the piece they
listen to.
It is also a wonderful cure for the thing
we call self-consciousness, or stage fright,
because the more we play for others the more
Why

doing

do we

it.
let people

have

to beg

us

to

play for them? I am sure that they would prefer to have us play when they first ask. A
few years ago our teacher would give us a
gold star

BACH said: “The fingers of thy hand are
as good as the fingers of my hand. I was

Mississippi

German;
All through
the Night,
Welsh; Turkey in the Straw, American; La Cucaracha, Mexican; John
Peel, English; Santa Lucia, Italian;
Londonderry Air, Irish; Dark Eyes,
Russian; On the Bridge of Avignon,
French.

we enjoy

post and bass bar and even the
maker’s label, giving name, date and

Ts 7.

of

name

do not

Jeanne

Jane

I have

violin,

Loch Lomond,
Group

way,

my

my next lesson,” said Helen, “because

such things. But these rules

for fingering are for the cases when
other things do not interfere. And
besides, in what key is your new
piece? Do you remember that?” continued Miss Day.

A

small

keys are

other things

Lancas-

Sterk;
Fred
Merrill;
Sue May
Youngman;
Finley;
Betty Howell; Glinda Alsbach; Helen

When
the

1. Loch

keys, and to keep the second, third
and
fourth
fingers for the three
blacks; then most of your fingering
troubles will disappear.”
“But you can’t always do that, because the new piece you gave me

and

own

Someday,

Game
By Mrs. Paul Rhodes
Couple each folk song with
own nationality.

Marvelous Fit
(Continued)
“Sure. It’s in G-minor.”
“Certainly. Try to remember
to
“Oh, silly!” said Lillian. “You know
keep those fingers for the two black

cases

in my

Around the World in Folk Songs

A

used

violin

issue.

Therese

Eckelkamp;
Erna
Mroczek;
Johanna
Brewster;
Nancy

the

but who knows!

may be added to those of Heifetz and Kreisler.

understand the wonderful magic in the music
of the violin.

of Amer-

Essays:

I play

course,

appreciate
day, when

Priscilla M. Pennell
1 around to 7, a composer
ican operettas.
Just for the fun of it, this group age. The music store sold the young
met every day with their music makers some slightly imperfect bows
at a nominal sum. When strung with
Letter Box
teacher during one spring vacation.
They used cigar boxes for the bodies real violin strings the home-made
.
Dear JcuNton ETUDE:
of the instruments and cut out the violins gave out surprisingly good
playing at my
I am going to tell you about
a lot of people there,
were
There
sound holes with jig saws. The necks tones.
.
recital
first
had @ reception and
and after the recital T ams,
(which passed through the bodies of
but I was only
progr
some
d
autographe
came tive the
them
My grandmotherprett
to make
instruments
five years old then.
new
y
T had a
hundred miles to hear it. were lots of lowers stronger)
were broom handles and
suit on; it was blue. itThere
evee
I was not
on the-xtage. AfterI havewashadover
the finger boards and tailpiece were
two more recitals.
tired. Since then
Brom your friend,
of odd pieces of wood. They bought
Bitty Sreck (Age 6),
Wisconsin
the bridges, and the girls also bought
the pegs, but the boy whittled his
ber
Octo
for
clothespins and pierced them
ion
from
Ment
e
rabl

Hono

who has his whole heart and soul in his music.

1712 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa., not

Office,

Winners

To me there is nothing more soothing than
the lilting melodies of a violin, played by one

would

an P| Wusic 4

at the Junior Etude

Playing for Others
(Prize Winner in Class B)

of considering

CONTEST RULES
hundred and fifty words.
. Contributions must contain not over one appear
in
in upper left corner and your address be
be Name, age and class (A, B, or C) must
the upper right corner of your paper. If you need more than one sheet of paper,
sure to do this on each sheet.
Write on one side of paper only and do not use a typewriter.
Do not have anyone copy your work for you.
” Clubs or schools are requested to hold a preliminary contest and to submit not more than
six entries (two for each class).
oes
9 . Entries which do not meet these requirements will not be eligible for prizes-

member

4 to 9, the interval from E to F.
5 to 8, the low roll of a drum.
8 to 6, to call for a repetition or an
extra number on a program.

will be given hon-

SUBJECT FOR THIS MONTH

for

(Age 10), Class C.

Marylin Timmer

ners,
and
their
contributions, will appear on this page in a
future issue of Tue Erupr. The thirty

next best contributors
a Junior Club member or not. Contestants
are grouped according to age as follows : orable mention.

more

knew

if they

music

or

enjoy

the world

all over

people

is.

music

beautiful

how

realize

Class
A, iourteen
to
sixteen
years
of age;
Class
B, eleven
to
fourteen;
Class
C,
under
eleven
years.
Names
of prize win-

Junior Etude
Contest

Tue Junior Etupe will
award three worth while

SCHUMANN

said:

“Always

play as if

a master heard you.”
LISZT said: “Genius is the power

vealing God to the human

of re-

each

time

we

played

for some

one.

T imagine we surprised some people very much
when we would rush to the piano at the first
suggestion of theirs about playing. Anyway,
it was a nice habit and I hope we will keep
it up.

soul.”

Louise Dobbs

(Age 15),

South

Carolina

LT
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There are a number of short exercises
contained in the back of the book with

fablishen's
we 4,
A MONTHLY
TO

BULLETIN

ALL

OF

MUSIC

instructions

for their

ous lessons.

Also in the back

tionary

of

musical

use
terms

with

the

and

Underwood
ning

infant

cover

& Underwood
that

appears

for

the

cun-

on

the

front

of this issue of THe

general

of

THIS MONTH—We
are
photograph library of

art work

a new

year

to make

rising

Erupe.

over

the

many

phases of musical activity was executed
by the Philadelphia artist, Miss Verna

Shaffer.
1941 does give promise of new
and
greater strides in music in these United
States of America,
and
perhaps
this
cover besides serving as a timely decoration for the first issue of THE Erupe in
the year 1941 will serve to remind the
general public of the great service that
music plays in their lives and that there
are real benefits in seeing that children

INTEREST

young

pianist.

EASTER IN JANUARY—Choirmas
ters and
school children have much
in common
when it comes to festival seaso
ns. Both
complete the activities of one
and im-

LOVERS

have music
AMERICAN

study opportunities.
COMPOSERS’

CALENDAR

Advance ofPublication Offers
—January 1941—

these pages.
@

Cuitp’s Own BookK—FosTer—TapPer...
Cup's Own BookK—NEvin—TapPrER.

10
10

Ciassic Masters Dust BookK—PraNo—Deer.
CLAssICs FOR THE CHURCH PIANIST—EARHART

35
.50

CHRIST, THE—EASTER

EIGHTEEN

MINI.

CANTATA—

a8

TANO—

The

young-

sters, however, usu-

a

eave anticipate

the

for the
programs

with Christmassy
Strains still in
their ears, and the
thoughts of well
prepared, well performe
d, ang Well re.
ceived works still
in their minds,
tt :
wise leaders are thin
king now about the
series of offerings for
which they will ie
responsible during
the Easter and Lent
:
seasons. Other individual
s, in charge me
arranging
similar
Sacred
music
oh
grams,

may not have been
quite so well
prepared and, consequent
ly, are Not quit
as satisfied with the
Manner in a §

My Piano Book—RIcuTER..
ONcE-UPoN-A-TIME STORIES OF_ TH
Music MAsters—Easy P1ANo Cou
ROBINSON ....

axiom given above the calendar panel.
Many teachers use these calendars in

the beginning of the year as New Year’s
greetings to their pupils, or as advertis-

these
two
purposes.
There is an attractive
“frontispiece giving portraits, in the sequence of their birth
dates, of the famous American composers—Stephen
Collins
Foster,
John

ing pieces to be sent to the homes of
prospective pupils. They are priced reasonably at 10 cents each or $1.00 a dozen.

places and birthdates of each composer
also are given.
The composers’ frontispiece may be
described as having the portraits floating over a background
design which
ribbon-like weaves upward behind the
portraits, and in the lower left hand
corner a graceful treble clef gives a
dominating yet artistically handled musical insignia to the frontispiece. This
frontispiece when lifted brings to view
the full 12 months of the year in a

next.

\

in their churches.
Experience is a splendid
t
most church choral Si
esta
oe
to appreciate the value
of planning for
Seasonal music far
in advance.
Even
now,

This
American
Composers’
Calendar
fills

Philip Sousa, George Whitefield Chadwick, Reginald’ DeKoven, Edward MacDowell, Ethelbert Nevin, Horatio Parker,
Henry
Kimball
Hadley,
Charles
Wakefield Cadman, Ferde Grofé, Deems
Taylor, and Howard Hanson. The birth-

pe

for them, must plan
next group of special
musical

FOR

1941—There is a whole year ahead during which music-minded folk will welcome a suitable wall decoration for their
_..,music room or music
studio,
which
besides
‘being in keeping with
_their musical
interest
) will supply conveniently
ja calendar for the 12
|months of the year.

-

Va

without disregard for the
enjoyment also
in store

books are published. Paragraphs describing each publication follow on

q...5::050

to

next round of
day pleasures, whereas the
aubininesis

All of the books in this list are in
preparation for publication. The low
Advance Offer Cash Prices apply
only to orders placed Now. Delivery
(postpaid) will be made when the

KEATING

begin

look forward to the

‘i

CONQUERING

Why

Single copies of this book may
be
ordered in advance of publicatio
n at
the special cash price of 25 cents,
postpaid.

The

the composite

recent

symbols

mediately

THE COVER FOR
indebted to the

vari-

is a dic-

and through the use of this will come
the child’s theoretical foundation.
Every young pianist has a desire to
participate in holiday
activities,
and
My Piano Book provides special numbers
for all important holidays. All the compositions contained
in this book are
rhythmic and tuneful, all will delight
the

their recent endeavor
s were received
=
their respective cong
regations, Those
3
experienced such
difficulties with
Ass
Christmas
renditions ought
to
os
such an Easter expe
rience by now, thi
n
ing seriously

about Easter music in
cae

first month of the new
year,
i
The catalogs of the
T
Co., Oliver Ditson
Co., eis Te
Church Co. always
have been moteal fe
the excel

lence and variety
of ¢ ee
sacred selections. Churches
small po
large alike, throughout
the country
a
drawn from them,
with confidens, a
selections which they
haa needed oe
every

MY PIANO BOOK, by Ada Richter—One of
the most difficult problems confronting
the teacher of young pianists is to find
suitable and adequate material to follow the kindergarten book. It often is
not acceptable to go from the kindergarten type material into the usual first
year book and it is at this stage that we
find the scarcity of usable and instructive material. Mrs. Richter, with her

oratorios, cantatas, anthems € but guy
also
and ;instrumental works
» vocal soios
standing contemporary
by the outavailable. J, Christopher Posts are

wealth of experience as a teacher of
young beginners, was one of the first to
recognize and cope with this situation.
Upon completion of her Kindergarten

Frances McCollin, , Charles e su ames
Cadman, Nicho

Class

Book

solution
Piano

she

to this
Book

we

began

her

long-felt
find

the

search

need.

for a

In

gratifying

sults of her efforts. The material
tained in this volume
gradually

My
re-

conand

interestingly leads the child from postkindergarten into first year work, and
teaches the pupil many of the basic
fundamentals of piano playing. It pro-

occasion,

All

Possi

ble
tions and types of
numb
ers,
grees
the

standard

las

literatur

Douty

@
ander
Matthews ar € only
imp

“On

issues

that

not

may

plan

Approval”

be had.

for Easter

system

to assist you in choosing

ately.
and

Simply
request

now?

let us

thing

most appropri-

know

that we

Our

is just the

your needs

send a selection of

Easter music to you for examination “On
Approval”.
There
is no obligation to

buy, but we feel confident that we can
please

you.

make

Perhaps

you

would

like to

up a selection yourself. If that is

the case,

our

catalogs

will be helpful. They

special

had

for the asking.

THE

CONQUERING

and Lenten

CHRIST,

may be
An

Easter

Words

Choir,

Volunteer

the

for

Cantata

Easter

Written and Selected by Elsie Duncan
Yale, Music by Lawrence Keating—We take
great pleasure in announcing the pub-

lication of this new

Easter cantata. It

is always a satisfaction when we acquire the rights to a work by a comPoser

met

whose

with

previous

instant

publications

and

have

enduring

popu-

larity. The large sales of While Shep-

herds Watched, The Monarch Divine,
and

Hail!

King

of Glory

prove

that

Lawrence Keating fully understands the

kind and grade of music best suited to

volunteer
melodious

choirs. His music is always
and of easy range, with in-

teresting individual work for the differ-

ent singers,

The Conquering Christ contains solos

for soprano

and

alto, a duet for tenor

and baritone, a trio for soprano, mezz0-

Soprano and alto, a number for women’s
voices, several short recitatives, 204

Seven choruses.
This gives a
variety,
the numbers following

pleasing

in such

an order that there is no monotony:
Major

and

minor

effects

are skillfully

blended, adding rich color to the har
monies without increasing the difficulty.
Besides all these advantages, the main

Point of excellence is the complete fit-

ness of words and music,
nically and spiritually.

both

tech-

A few titles of the different numbers

are here given:
Sword

Has

Garden

Pierced

My

of Sorrow;
Heart;

Angels

All Unseen; Fling Wide the Gates!; 'T#s
Morn! ; Over the Hills; There’s Glory
ae the

Sunrise on

Ways;

Garden
the

Syrian

Sea;

Forgiveness;
and

O Con-

qering Christ)

time seo Will be published in ample

i

©

for early rehearsals. Those wish-

ng to secure single copies at our special

advance of publication cash price of 30
cents, postpaid, may remit now and Teclas, faeces celve copies as soon as printed.

of difficulty, are included, inNetrn Be
°°"

best

Song (Cantata for mixed voices), Stairs,
are only a few of the noteworthy more

"av

CLASSICS

FOR

‘S.A. by J. C. Warhurst)

PIANIST,

sical instruction given
our

4

ine

public

schools

and

the opportunities afforded the general public for
hearing good music V&
the radio and the phono-

H. Alex-

eB).

CHURCH

no doubt, to the fine mU-

and weRefiela

ortant “names”
that ar
I Know
That My Red
aoe “The Messia
h,” Haj

THE

Compiled by Lucile Earhart—The musical
duality of the programs offered at church
Services
is constantly improving, due

ae

or e,.<.

graph.

No

chureh-going

longer

are

folk satis-

Hed to listen to the play-

ng or singing of a few hymn-tunes. OF28265) 5 Ganists, and those who supply the MUcalendar panel which shows each month
Sical program for church services with
in legible size (calendar block for each
d
Cross and
Plano music, as well as choirmasters,
month is approximately 1% x 1% in
Crown,
mi
xe
d
voi
long
ces)
since have realized that congres®ceeds with caution, each lesson having Easter
’ Maynard:
size). Here again the music element is
Dawn (Organ wi
th cht
but one
new
principle
expect something better of the™or objective. Son (TP 26
in a musical
and
present in design
“mes) , Hod- tions
804), ang The
There are albums of excellent pia00
Resurrection
ADVERTISEMENT
music available for playing in chure?
Let the Merry
Leighter

Belis Ring’ ig
f
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THE ETUDE

or Sunday
school;
books
like Piano
Voluntaries
($1.00),
Reverie
Album
($1.00), Tranquil Hours ($1.25), Sunday
Piano Music ($1.00), Sabbath Day Music
($1.00), Evening Moods (75c), etc. But in
this new collection the author, herself

a church pianist, presents material that
she has found appropriate, and always
well-received, from the compositions of
the great master composers—Bach, Hanbe
may
These
Mozart.
del, Brahms,
played as preludes, interludes, offertories,
and postludes. Of course, material of this
kind always is welcome in the home
and many a pianist has, no doubt, ordered a copy at this special advance of
publication price with the intention of
having always at hand a book to which
one can turn for an hour of restful,

peaceful music.
The work of preparing this volume for
publication is progressing satisfactorily,
and orders at the special pre-publication price, 50 cents, postpaid, will be entered during the current month, copies
to be delivered upon publication.

LET’S STAY WELL!—Songs of Good Health
for School and Home by Lysbeth Boyd Borie

and
Ada
Richter—The
distinguished
talents of Lysbeth Boyd Borie as a writer of whimsical poems
for children have never
been put to more effective
use than in these irresistible
lyrics
on
the
health habits of the child.
Those
who
know
her
Poems for Peter will be
familiar with the simplicity and quaint imaginative
twist
of her
a
enjoy so widespread
which
verses

vogue. The composer of the music, Ada
Richter, needs no introduction to read-

ers of these

OF
MOTHER
Children, Book

and Lyrics by Juanita Austin, Music
Henry

by

S. Sawyer—Some months ago we
announced
that
Mother
Goose
was
on her way from the
moon
to pay us @
visit. We now have
the good news that
she

is

nearing

destination

and

her

will

soon be making personal appearances at
many entertainments
throughout the country. She is making
the long trip on her wonderful magic

feather

and

is eager

to meet

thousands

of children who have long desired to
make her acquaintance. In other words,

Magic
The
the jolly little operetta,
Feather of Mother Goose, will soon be
available for juvenile production.
“little Tots”
In this operetta many
will be given an opportunity to take part
in a way that will give them the satisfaction of knowing they are not on the
stage altogether for mere ornament and

color. They actually have lines, recitations, and songs that are an essential
and
part of an interesting story—dialog
youththeir
within
easily
are
music that
of reful ability and need a minimum
act natuchildren
young
Most
hearsal.
their parts
rally—and that is just what

;

require.

witness~
Even older people will enjoy
dominate
ing the keen pleasure that will
will rethe juvenile performance, and
to
loved
also,
they,
when
call the days

and sing the
recite the familiar jingles
is a good
there
e
Henc
.
songs
l
tiona
tradi

part in or
time in store for all who take
Magic
The
of
nce
witness a performa
Feather of Mother Goose.

ed. A
This little play is easily Stag
will do. For
parlor scene, or a garden,
or garden
a small stage two chairs
r stages
benches will be sufficient; large
rately.
elabo
more
d
ishe
furn
be
may
r reacte
char
Mother Goose is the only
quiring

a

special

simply
characters
clothes”, The cast

costume;

the

other

“best
their
wear
consists of Mother

to sing or
Goose, eight children able
dance, and “little Tots” in proportion.
Those

who

wish to secure

single copies

of this operetta by means of our special
advance of publication plan may send

30 cents, the work to be forwarded, postPaid, as soon

as published.

IANUARY, 1941

other

books

of children’s songs, such as A Child’s
Journey and Poems for Peter, and her
many piano compositions and books for
young students, have established her as
an outstanding present day writer.
Teachers and music educators in the
lower grades will welcome these songs

which
THE
MAGIC
FEATHER
GOOSE,
An operetta for

Her

columns.

deal with health habits in so in-

gratiating a manner. A glimpse of the
titles gives a clue to the different phases

such

presented,

activities

of health

as

Soaposing;
Thank You, Mrs. Cow; Just
SunNibble Nibble Mouse;
Xtrasize;
Tires;
Your
in
Air
Fresh
Line;
shine

Sleep-a-lot
Hey!

Back

and Tooth

Land;

Chew

Train;

Wheezes

Again;

Chew

Up!; Sneezy

Brush Drill. There

are four-

being
teen songs in all, the general run
the
short, with extra verses given under
range is
same melody line. The vocal
properly limited and the piano accomare extremely simple. The
paniments
clever
pook will be richly illustrated with

line drawings which

will have an espe-

cial appeal to the child.
This novel work will be ready for red
lease at an early date. To be assure
place
copies,
ss
he-pre
from-t
firstof
of
your order now at the low advance
publication cash price, 50 cents, postpaid.
THE
OF
STORIES
ONCE-UPON-A-TIME
GREAT MASTERS, For Young Pianists, by

Grace Elizabeth Robinson—The experienced
teacher knows that only once in a while
a pupil comes for instruction who has a
developed appreciation for the music of
the classic masters. This usually is due

environment,

to home

sometimes

called

“background,” where good music is always heard. By far the great majority of
pupils

begin

study

with

their

music

“appreciation” limited to the output of
the swing band as it comes over the
home radio.
Pupils in the latter class must be
taught music appreciation along with
piano playing, and it is just as well if
such instruction begin in the very first
grade. The primary purpose of this new
book is to present the “classics” to piano

beginners

in a most

attractive

manner.

is
Hence, with each arrangement there
given a story from the life of the com-

poser

and

some

data

on

the origin or

bit of
inspiration of the composition. A
understanding the meaning of the music
And,
will do much to stimulate practice.
Jater, when the pieces are learned, and
the
the young student plays them at
pupils’ recital, the program can be made
more interesting to the audience of parbrief
ents, relatives and friends if some
note from these stories and biographies
piece
is used as a program note with the
and the performer’s name.

40 master compositions made easy for
first and second “graders” at a special
advance of publication cash price, 40
cents, postpaid. The copies will be delivered when the book is published.

of material, always ready at hand in
convenient arrangement, material which
provides a complete program of educa-

tional and recreational activities. It is
arranged to facilitate its use on the basis
of suitability

CHILD’S
OWN
BOOK
OF
GREAT
MUSICIANS—FOSTER-NEVIN, by Thomas Tap-

per—Every wide-awake teacher is aware
of the ever-increasing importance of integration in education.
This is especially true
in music education. Instrumental teachers and
public
school
teachers
have long since learned
the value of associating
music with other pleas-

Ly

ie,

urable

activities

therefore

and

they are look-

ing constantly for new ideas that might
prove

to be useful

Child’s Own Book
offers splendid in-

tegrating possibilities. Music, stories, or
pictures never fail to captivate little students, and the educational worth of this
type of publication, which relates all
three, is undeniable. This series, em-

bodying seventeen parts to date, is made
up
of
the
illustrated
biographies of great musicians and their works.
Each
composer
is presented in an individual
booklet with loose leaves,
a set of cut-out pictures,

a heavy paper cover and

of

a silk cord to be used for
binding.
Space
is provided in the back for a rethe composer’s life in the

child’s own words. All of these features
assure a maximum of “fun” right from
the start because each associated activity serves to “garnish” the others.
American
composers are the theme
now (after an original group of sixteen
classic masters which are still available),

and

MacDowell’s

Child’s

Own

Book

is

published already. Ethelbert Nevin’s and
Stephen Foster’s are being readied for
publication in the near future. These
will contain the interesting and inspiring high-lights in the lives of the two
men
who composed so many
favorite
melodic gems. The Rosary, Mighty Lak’
a Rose, and Narcissus by Nevin, and
the
with
Jeanie
Dreamer,
Beautiful
Light Brown Hair, and My Old Kentucky
Home by Foster are loved by everyone.
It is the hope of the author that these

two new issues in the Child’s Own Book
series will bring them even closer to the
hearts of young musicians.
The list price of those booklets that
have been published is 20 cents each.
Either or both of these two forthcoming
booklets may be ordered in advance of
publication. The advance offer cash price
is 10 cents each. This special price includes postage.
GAMES

AND

Recreation,

DANCES,

by

William

For

Exercise

and

A.

Stecher

and

Grover W. Mueller—Few books in the field
of physical education have been so long
in popular
demand
as Games
and
Dances, originally published some years
ago and now being reprinted in a new

revised
known

each

age

group

from

recording is given. The contents include
games of all kinds, contests, dances, and
other
rhythmic
activities,
mimetic

games, stunts, and various demonstration activities.
Orders may be placed now for a single
reference copy of this book at the special advance of publication price, $2.00,
postpaid.

in this regard.

Thomas Tapper’s
of Great Musicians

telling

for

early childhood up to and including
adulthood. Descriptions are simple, and
diagrams are provided generously. In all
cases where a musical accompaniment
is required, the music is provided or
the record number
of an available

edition. The authors are wellauthorities in their field, with
wide
experience
as
supervisors,
consultants, and administrative
directors.
Classroom teachers of physical education, camp, club, and playground counselors will find this book invaluable. BeAn order may be placed for a single
tween its covers is contained a wealth
than
more
of
tion
collec
copy of this fine
ADVERTISEMENT

EIGHTEEN
MINIATURE
SKETCHES,
For
the Piano, by N. Louise Wright—Few piano

teachers

need

an

introduction

works of this accomplished
composer.
Especially
noteworthy
are
her
books of teaching material for younger beginners. The Very First
Pieces
Played
on
the
Keyboard (50c); Twenty-five Primary Pieces
(5c); The Child’s First

Visit to Noteland (50c);

and The Music Scrap
Book, a kindergarten method
used

by teachers,

to

the

American

SI
(60c), are

everywhere.

One of the composer’s primary principles of piano teaching is well exemplified in this work—never tire the pupil,
or court the danger of flagging interest,
with unnecessarily
lengthy
pieces
or
studies. These sketches are short, tuneful, and attractively titled, but each contains valuable practice material for various technical problems encountered in
first and second grade study, such as
rhythmic
figures, fingering,
phrasing,
and staccato and legato playing. Naturally, the work supplies ideal supplementary material to the first and second
grade study book, but the pieces also
may be used as first recital numbers.
In advance
of publication
teachers
have an opportunity to order copies at
the special cash price, 20 cents, postpaid. Copies will be delivered when the

book is ready.

CLASSIC MASTERS DUET BOOK, For the
Piano, by Leopold J. Beer—Hidden among
the
manuscripts
and
first published

works

of

the

great composers of the
early days in music’s history are many gems that
are practically unknown
to the present generation
of music lovers. Leopold

eminent
J. Beer,
sician, teacher and

mucomposer, long prominent in
the music life of Vienna,

has been notably successful in unearthing “forgotten” melodies by those pioneer
master composers of the 17th and 18th
centuries.

The results of his latest findings are
here offered in arrangements for one
piano,
four-hands.
Included
will be
Gavotie by Kuhnau, German Dance by
Mozart, March by Handel, Menuett by
Rameau and other gems of the old-time
masiers written in the ancient dance
forms. Special care has been taken in
the arranging so as to maintain interest
in both parts. (Continued on Page 72)
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Crassic Masters Durr Book—Con’t
Here is a collection of little known

BIND

WITHDRAWN—Two

of

the

works

in
of

to announce that the special prices are
withdrawn and that copies may be obtained from music dealers, or from the
Publishers. Those wishing to look over
the books may obtain copies for examination on our usual liberal terms.
My Own Hymn Book. Favorite Hymns
in Easy Arrangements for the Piano, by
Ada Richter surely is an eagerly await-

WATCH

FOR THE FEBRUARY
ETUDE

The February Etude will be an issue of
surprises. We wish that you might see how
THE
ETUDE
ransacks
world for its features

the entire musical
so that every issué

may bring a message of delight to our
readers. Here are some of the features:

a Wood-Wind

or Brass Instrument, arranged by
Webber is really a series of four

Books
Piano

Carl
Solo

(identical in contents)
and a
Accompaniment
Book that may

be used with any of them. It contains
easy arrangements of favorite melodies
and folk songs such as Skater’s Waltz,

Blue Danube,
Valse Triste, Finlandia,
Love Dream, Home on the Range, Dark
Eyes, Arkansas
Traveler and Country
Gardens. The books available, and the
instruments they cover are as follows:
Solo Book for C Instrument (Suitable for
Flute, Oboe and C Melody Saxophone.)
Solo Book for B-flat Instrument (Suitable for Cornet;
Trumpet;
Soprano
Saxophone; Tenor Saxophone; Clarinet; Baritone, Treble Clef; or Trom-

bone, Treble Clef.)
Solo Book for E-flat Instrument (Suitable for E-flat Clarinet; Alto Saxophone; Baritone Saxophone;
or Alto
Horn.)
Solo Book for Bass Clef Instrument
(Suitable for Baritone;
Euphonium;
Trombone; Bassoon; and Bass.)
(Suitable
Book
Accompaniment
Piano
for use with any or all of the books
‘
above mentioned.)
The price of each Solo Book is 50
cents; of the Piano Accompaniment, 15

cents.

CHANGES
advised
where

OF ADDRESS—We

at least four weeks

an

address

is to be

should be
to

insure delivery of succeeding numbers at

the new address. Always give both old
of
advising
when
addresses
and new

changes.

72

flat

and

will

FOR FRAUD AGENTS—We are
constantly in receipt of complaints
from
music lovers who have paid
good money
to strangers without investigating
their
responsibility. Beware of the
agent offering you a cut rate on
THE Erupe.
Read any contract or receipt
offered you
very carefully before payin
g any cash.
Permit no changes to be
made in the
contract. Assure yourself
of the reliability of the convasser first,
as we cannot
be responsible for the work
of swindlers.
Help us to protect you.

enter

new

subscriptions

as

fine, useful rewards
pense to yourself.

at no

personal

ex-

Czerny, The Pianist’s Old
Testament
(Continued
and

softly

from

without

Page

looking

51)

at the

key-

board. After it is thoroughly learned,
use the first half of it as an exercise for
swift placement preparation. Play each
chord lightly staccato, at the same time

sliding laterally to “cover” the next
chord. (You may now look!) Then, after
a moment’s

relaxed pause, play the new

chord—but

slide instantly

to the next

one; then continue the process. Remem-

ber, please, that although the tempo is ~
still very slow, the leaps or slides must

be swift as lightning.
u
Now begin to work for speed. Play.
chord shapes or progressions rapidly
with a long silence afterward—during

you

which

chord

leap

and

(measures

Ex.1

instantly

rest
one

in

its

to four)

Fast!

is done

—=
a

Wait!
a

=

S|

#

Waitt Fast
:

=~

gt

This

so:

Slide and.wait! Fast!
eS
a:

a

5

to the next

keytops.

——S

(The

notation

is abbreviated

to save

space.)

: Measures
ilarly.

5-8 and

9-12

are

done

sim-

Use no pedal; play lightly and staccato.

PERCY

HOW

GRAINGER

TO IMPROVE YOUR
WORK

Percy

Grainger,

one

of the

PIANO

most

original

and individual of all pianists and teachers,

gives readers

of THE

ETUDE

many

prac-

tical ideas they will want to try out at
once on the little boulevard of ivory and

ebony.

WHAT REALLY COUNTS
TRAINING THE VOICE

IN

Paul Althouse, of whom it is said Caruso
remarked
than

much

‘‘his

any

voice

American

of

his

is nearer

voice,”

time

to

to mine

now

teaching.

teachers and pupils will
learn from his article.

have

AT THE SIGN OF THE
HEDGEHOG

devotes

Singing

much

to

RED

Dr. Karl Geiringer tells of the famous

Viennese inn, ‘The Red Hedgehog,’ where
Brahms did much of the dreaming that
led to the production of his famous works.

LEARNING HOW TO CONDUCT
AN. ORCHESTRA
Nicholai Malko, noted Russian conduc-

tor,

tells very

able points upon

sensible
how

and

understand-

to get the technic of

directing an orchestra or a band. You
will find it useful information though you
never

may

wave

a baton.

LORD BYRON

Certain poets have had powerful infiuences

over

composers.

Lord

Byron,

whose

life was one of the great romances

tory,

naturally

leads the list,

and

PREMIUM WORKERS—Thou
sands of music lovers and teachers
throughout the
country secure many
fine articles of
merchandise absolutely free
by sendin

to us subscriptions for THE
Erupe Muse
Macazine obtained fro
m musical friends,
pupils

and

collect

$2.50

acquaintances.

for

a

All

you

do

year’s

is

criptio:
send the full amount to ussubs
ang eaiccy
your
choice of a gift from

our

catalo;
The following is a list
of some want
mer

chandise offered this yea
r:
ened
Bread Tray: This Bre:
favored by many becaus
i
shape. It is 104%” long
ished in chromium, it is easil
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and bright—will not dete
riorate unde
r
daily use. Your rewar d for
Securi

ng two
subscriptions,
Bon Bon Dish: An
a ttractive
design
Dish for sweets, salted
nuts and ot
her
tasty tid-bits. It is 7
‘
jong, 64"
Wi

and 4” high, has a ribbeq crystal wae

container and
A fine gift or
ing one
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prize.
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Cookie or Mint Server:
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mium finish fe
ae :
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Then combine the measures, pausing
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after the second, fourth, sixth, and
on.
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very

of his-
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French,
in a very alluring article. gives
information that Is both entertaining and

ng

one

Fast!

Wait!

lot

Now

play

each

Wait!

— Fast!

:

P—F
phrase

On
ete.

rapidly

Sharp contrasts of ¢ and p; pause with
for
rest at the end
of the phrase. Use pedal

for the legato leaps.

Im binding the chords of the second

half with changing fingers (as in organ

playing), be careful to avoid squeezing
the held tones. If such
pressure persists, °
Practice releasing
each chord the instant

it is played but keep the fingertips in
contact with the key top
Work

at this part in groups,

ures 13-16.

All chords

must

afterward.

as in meas-

be played

with fingers touching keys and with up
touch
wherever

Possible.

Jd advise Playing measures 1-16 aS ®
& Capo” after the middle section.

Students with small hands may avoid

Playing any or all octaves by omitting
the right hand lower note and the
left
hand
Upper note of each chord,
thus:
Ex.3
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dle has a colorful cat
alin trim ee id
for securi

Desk Clock: Thissubinscription.;

13-16 are practiced thus:
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and the 3” high
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MUSIC

ened

Haven clock has a gol

ete.

valuable,

FEBRUARY

in advance
changed

opens

rapidly as is humanly
Possible and make
every effort to give you
good service, but
post office congestion
during the holiday
ts season is very often
resppons
onsiible for .

bring back pleasant memories. This attractive book will be priced at only 75
cents.

For

binder

We

not be confined to the children, that
many a Dad and Mother will linger at
the piano, fingering out melodies that

Album.

The

DELAYED ETUDES—The
holiday rush.
bringing thousands of subs
criptions during December
and the early part of
January, frequently caus
es delay in delivery of the initial numb
er, If q copy
of Tue Erupe does not arri
ve within three
weeks after placing your
order, drop us
a card.

vance of publication. A book of hymns
that pupils of first and second grade
ability can play and sing is greatly to
be desired, as many teachers know, because books of this kind go into many
homes where they are appreciated. And
we're always inclined to think that the
playing of these easy arrangements will

Solo

neat

LOOKOUT

ed volume, judging by, the number of
orders that were received for it in ad-

First

wish

to be mailed for binder and a year’s
renewal to THe Erupe is $3.75, Canadian
subscribers add 25 cents additional
to
cover Canadian postage; foreign
$1.00.

in

publication prices will be ready for delivery to advance subscribers around the
first of January, 1941. Copies ordered
will be forwarded as soon as the books
are “off press” and this notice will serve

you

in sequence,

the binder will be sent. The total amount

OFFERS

greatest demand among those offered
recent months
at special advance

ETUDES—If

Erupes

prove so handy that you will wonder
how you managed to get along without
one. The regular price is $2.25. When
sending your renewal to Tue Erupe for
1941, just add $1.25 (the cost to us)
and

th

ordered now at the special advance of
publication cash price, 35 cents postpaid.
PUBLICATION

bers.

ext

at the same time aid in the development of sight reading, rhythm, coordination, and other features that make
the use of duets so valuable in the training of a pianist.
A single copy of this book may be

OF

1940

your

and clean, and easy of access, you should
have an Erupe binder holding 12 num-

classics for duet playing that may be
presented
to third
and
fourth
grade
pupils as a genuine novelty that will

ADVANCE

YOUR

to keep

In
he

addition

readers.

to

the

MUSIC

educational

features,

ic Section for February will have
remely interesting patriotic music,

ce will be a great

surprise

to our

compensated
for te;
Size 4” high, 34"
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r
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kes to Secu
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lar pecs as part of the student’s reguth y are
chnic. And, judging from reports:
surprised

at the resulting Se-

curity, solidity and brilliance which the
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have gained. All power to them!
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for Juveniles

Materials

Education

Music

CREATED

BY

Jessie bh Gaynor and Dorothy
Song

Educational and Recreational Books
for Juvenile Piano Students

A METHOD

THIRTY

By JESSIE L. GAYNOR

late in Mrs. Gaynor's career this book really is

and pupil duets.

JESSIE L. GAYNOR

The most popular collections of chil-

MINIATURE MELODIES
For the Young Pianist
By JESSIE

L. GAYNOR

dren's songs published. For years
these have been used in the home, in
the kindergarten, in primary classes
IN 3 VOLUMES

for tiny tots studying
The yery first supplementary material
pieces of only 8 measures.
Vol. 1; some are

the piano starts

in Vols.
These pieces are all progressively arranged and
s reach well into
and 3 of Miniature Melodies the selectionvolume,
the second grade. Price, 75 cents, each

FINGER

in public and private schools, and in
juvenile clubs and societies. The songs

are classified for various seasons and occasions, for various
activities in the life of a child. They are educational, recredevotional,

yes, and even

ational,

SONGS

OF

MODERN

By JESSIE

Elemental Hand and Finger Exercises
By JESSIE L. GAYNOR

and descriptive verses
A half dozen games, with interesting
position and
and charming tunes, for use in teaching nshandaccompany
the
illustratio
‘Numerous
.
movements
finger
descriptions. Price, 60 cents.

as several sacred songs

for Sunday school groups are included.
Cloth Bound. Price, $1.25 each

PLAYS

CHILD

tion,

home

and

PANTOMIMES

by Alice

C. D. Riley

Descriptions and Illustrations
By DOROTHY GAYNOR BLAKE
From the celebrated Songs of the Child World volumes Dorothy Gaynor Blake has selected for this
book thirty most attractive songs. Accompanying each
are clever ‘'match-stick’’ drawings which show the

rhythmic action for young people. Besides the rhythmic

consciousness developed, the child thus is given early
training in music appreciation and group activity
work. Mothers, too, can use these rhythmic pantomimes and songs with pre-school children in the
home. Suggestions for use of the rhythmics with
other songs in the original yolumes also are given.

Complete texts, of course.
Price,

LIFE

$1.25

L. GAYNOR

and DOROTHY GAYNOR BLAKE
This book, the last work of Mrs. Gaynor, has groups of
juvenile songs devoted to health, safety, science and inventhe

Texts

Music by Jessie L. Gaynor

By ALICE C, D. RILEY
and

Price, $1.00.

Blake

RHYTHMIC

Song

SONGS OF THE
CHILD WORLD
Three Volumes

a transcription to the printed page of her successful plan of
the
by which little children quickly comprehend and
teaching
beginnings of piano playing. Includes interesting pieces
teacher

Or

for Children

PIANO

FOR THE

For Little Children

Published

Books

CU

community

relationship.

suggested by the Council of Public Safety and
Health Organization of America.
Cloth Bound. Price, $1.00

These

Cantatas,

Operettas,

Chorus

Collections

were

the Child

THE

MAGIC

WHEEL

An Opera in Two Acts
Book and Lyrics by Alice C. D. Riley

FIRST PEDAL
STUDIES

HEALTH SONGS
By JESSIE L. GAYNOR
and DOROTHY GAYNOR BLAKE

A complete eyening’s entertainment in this romantic, oldworld story, delightful music and cleyer dance numbers. It

By JESSIE L, GAYNOR

These eleven songs are those listed under the above captioned

senior and junior high school students. Vocal Score, $1.50;

This is probably the most frequently
used of Mrs. Gaynor's educational
works for very young piano students.
It gives the juvenile the fundamental

work in pedal technic which asmustan preadpare for the further study
so in an
anced student and doesinteresting
to
understandable manner,
the pupil. This book may be taken up

in the second grade. Price, 60 cents.

By JESSIE L. GAYNOR
reading
little four-hand-numbers that supplys sightin the
tots. Some have the pupil’ part

Hascinetry tiny
d
o. The pupil's parc is printe
Primo, others in the ‘Second
ing
ize notes, almost all of the pieces remain

in special large-s
Price, 75 cents.
in the five-finger position throughout.

MINIATURE MELODIES FOR TWO
Melodies by JESSIE L. GAYNOR
Arr. by Dorothy Gaynor Blake

December.

Gr. 4.

SONGS AND SHADOW PICTURES
By JESSIE L. GAYNOR

A little art-music book of songs for children. The verses were
contributed by Rachel Barton Butler and the shadow picture
illustrations are in free-hand paper cutting by Susanne Fenimore Tyndale. Makes a most delightful gift book for young-

SACRED

SONGS FOR LITTLE CHILDREN
By JESSIE L. GAYNOR

Here is a fine collection of devotional songs for children to

BLAKE

THE

on weekdays as well. The index is classified
occasions and purposes.

for various

Price, 75 cents.

RETURN

PROSERPINA

if given with actions, costumes and scenery. Requires two
soloists and the average girls’ chorus
Vocal Score, 60 cents.

Jessie L. Gaynor’s

SONGS

of high school

FOR

GIRLS’

high schools or girls’ glee clubs, Price, 75 cents.

Songs and Ballads

By JESSIE L. GAYNOR

Benny

The Tin Soldier
Twilight Song...

A Coodle Doon Song...

What a Very Handy

DANCES
The

AND

Descriptive

The Silhouettes

GAMES
Text

FOR

by Susan

CHILDREN

Hoffman

by Susanne Fenimore

The Music by JESSIE L. GAYNOR

A book for teachers of dancing who wish to make their
classes instructive play and formative activity. Ideal for
juveniles, for gate school children and for playground
groups. Price,

The Dew Drop and the
Down in Nod-a-Wa'
L'Enfant
1 Do, Don’t You?
The Land of Nod

Gilman

Tyndale

A Tale of a ceneet a

When My Dreams
MITER VCs

Come True.

By DOROTHY GAYNOR BLAKE
Of ILUECL
, stccvcqessseutssocnccqsessssesecrstecese

$2.00.

JOHN
an

lib,

Chorus Numbers

CHURCH

THEODORE

PRESSER

1712 Chestnut Street

itt

CO.,

By JESSIE L. GAYNOR
Down

in Nod-a-Way

(Boys—4

Pt.).

An Enchanted BHincess (treble? Pe.
Tale of a Ginger Jar (Boys—4 Pr.).....

COMPANY
Distributors

Philadelphia, Pa.

VOICES

Part songs and unison songs for use in intermediate and

Children’s Songs

Onca

age.

Texts by Alice C. D. Riley

THE

. ad

OF

Cantata for Female Voices
Book by Alice C. D. Riley
Music by Jessie L. Gaynor
May be given in concert form, but is much more effective

sing, not only in Sunday school, but at home and in school

Pieces

By JESSIE L. GAYNOR
Solo. Gr. 2......
le—Pii
i
Dhe Gutter Seis Two Pianos, Four Hand
Folk—Piano Solo. Gr. 2.
published for Violin & P.
Also
4
Minuet in bid Style. Gr.
By DOROTHY GAYNOR

Price, 25 cents.

Ho! Sc. Nic!

hand numbers for first grade pupils of more
environment has created
A Pack it TO Tene whose home
The teacher's part 1s full ane
an appreciation of good music. pupil's
part, sometimes in the
the
rich harmonically while bass,
always is interesting. P., 75c.
the
in
es
sometim
treble,
——

nip

Stage Manager's Copy, 50 cents.

By JESSIE L. GAYNOR

A DUET BOOK
GAYNOR BLAKE
For Teacher and Pupil © By DOROTHY

Hands...Bene
Four pianos,
Wee ©."ue Rae
March of the
Cad

calls for a large cast and chorus which may be selected from

The Elephant.

They will
s ot equal grade,
for twouseplayer
are ducts tye
Among's
al, Gaynor
materi
as firstof recital
forarrangements
due
are
These
of Mrs.
und valtand pieces. Grade 2.some
cents.
75
Price,
four piano
them are

Successful Piano

classification in ‘'Songs of Modern Child Life,"’ and published in an inexpensive paper-bound book for convenience
and economy in rRstibacine, copies to children and parents.

sters. Price, 75 cents.

MINIATURE DUETS FOR
TEACHER AND PUPIL
«nating

Music by JESSIE L. GAYNOR

By DOROTHY GAYNOR BLAKE
Hurry, Little Wave (Treble—3 Pt.)
\ Mother Song (Treble—3 Pt.)..
The Spisie of Spring (Treble—3 Pt,
The Spirit of Winter (Treble—4 Pt.
eel
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Three Moods and a Theme by

Gustav

Klemm

in

Entertaining

the
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classification.

and

This

outstanding

interesting

is

compositions

GUSTAV

and

and
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4

name

the length and breadth of

KLEMM

this land, Then again Mr, Klemm
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Klemm‘s

A

he

studied

harmony

with

Thatcher,

Howard

John McCormack,

Lanny

Ross,

Margaret

Speaks,

Etude,

Musical

Mercury,

Courier,

and

The American

other

Spectator,

magazines.

with piano lessons
7 years old. There

evidences

of special

noted

at that
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DANCE

By THUSNELDA BIRCSAK
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are

Chadwick

in composition

talented

musicians

His compositions

“PRICE, 40¢

songs,
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Het ntniber ail a spontaneity and melodic freshness that will make it welcome

was
the concert pianist’s program. Miss Bircsak was born in Chicago. of She
her life
spent most
But 5 when her family moved to Kansas City. There she
_
1939.
June
in
until taking up residence in Phoenix, Arizona,
Miss Bircsak has had excellent musical training. Her first prominent teacher was
Sol Alberti. She then became associated with the “Carl Busches,’’ studying

‘piano

with Mrs.

Busch

(Mrs.

Busch

active as a church

musi-

piano teacher,

and

one

has

and both his

followed

music

was a pupil of the renowned

Teresa

canon,
Carrefio). Under Dr. Carl Busch, Miss Bircsak studied theory, thorough
i
_
fugue, instrumentation, and composition.

A few years ago she went to Vienna, studying there for a year in the Academy

of Music. Miss Bircsak also did some work at the Kansas City Conservatory and
had some composition study with Viktor Labunski and advanced piano work
with Ann St. John, a former pupil of Godowski. Her professional activities have
included organist’s duties at various churches in Kansas City. She also conducted a music studio in Kansas City. Miss Bircsak was President of the Kansas
City Music Teachers Association in the years 1936-37-38. She is amember of the
National Music Sorority, Sigma Alpha Jota. In the 1938 National Contest for
‘Women Composers sponsored by this Sorority, Miss Bircsak won second place
with two four-part women’s choruses.
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run

to a variety of forms, including

anthems,

orchestra

selections

and organ

works,
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his two

works

sonatas
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graceful, charm-

and orchestration.
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Viennese Dance by Thusnelda Bircsak won second

is a

him-

FOR PIANO By WALTER WALLACE SMITH PRICE, 50c

SS,
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as a student

of Mr, Steere’s best and most serious

unpublished
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continued

years Mr. Steere has been
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from the lighter orchestra

organ which are in manuscript form.

DANCER

patenpo

ee 2

teacher

is a fine pianist and a former

numbers.

‘Tompo di Valse uu. J=120

ae

bring

The name of William C. Steere will be found over composition
listings in the catalogs of a number of American music pub-

VIENNESE

Piano

to

professionally.

oe
Copyright 1040 byThaodare Presse

Solo classification of THE
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were

South Congregational Church. He is fortunate in having a wife”

ov

Life, The

act opera.

place in the Concert

efforts

ciar, playing in a number of churches in Worcester and Worcester County, and is now organist and choirmaster of the Old

i

rae

George

For many

drawn from Maryland's rich historical background. Another
sustaining major work being developed at this time is a one-

THUSNELDA

first

his

self, studying the organ, and for about 3 years at the New
England Conservatory was a private pupil under the late
Henry Dunham in organ and choir training, and under Dr.

lishers.

FOR PIANO

and

the need for getting a sound foundation for composition wor
and so he embarked upon a course of study under Arth

He has been

and

king,

forth for use by American dance orchestras
some ballroo
numbers. These first efforts evidently brought a realization of |

piano numbers,

true

ne ee

Stravss,

suite depicting

both

WILLIAM C. STEERE

ar

At the present time he has under way a descriptive orchestral
episodes,

were

musical

time,

PEAT

a member of ASCAP (American Society of Composers, Authors,
and Publishers) for 10 years.
various

pro-

when

Ja

For a number

of years he was the Baltimore Sun’s music critic.

was

work that had occupied his attention and he concentrated upon.

Jepson,

Journalistically he has written for important magazines, includAmerican

therefore

Se
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and many others.
ing The

William,

Knowlton of Boston, from whom he secured a thorough training in harmony, counterpoint, and form. This serious study of

Martinelli,
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recent years Mr.
composition and

Giovanni

that

Like most young musicians who feel the urge to compose,
William C. Steere as a young man had a great admiration ‘for

———

his numbers have been used by such celebrities as Lawrence
Roland Hayes,

His father

music resulted in his pulling away

conductor of the Stadium Civic Orchestra in Baltimore.)
It was his good fortune to have been associated closely with
Victor Herbert for 10 years and thus develop further under

Gladys Swarthout,

Mass.

but
IRS dtioy oral dp Talfavatasiodl

&

with the band. 1922-25 he was Conductor of the City Park
Band in Baltimore. (Just last summer Mr. Klemm was guest-
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was
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organization. Recognized as
service, he toured the East

In more
to song

music

playing
the piano with the orchestra and sometimes playing
anatcornett

—¢.

and won a scholarship in cello with Bart Wirtz for two years.

director and composer.
given special attention

piano

natural

talent

(oapristoual
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With the outbreak of the World War young Klemm enlisted in
the Camp Holabird Band and within a few months was ap-

this famous
Klemm has
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classifi-
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composition, orchestration and counterpoint with Gustav Strube,

pointed Bandmaster of a 70-piece
the youngest Bandmaster in the
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This American composer, who presents his exceptional inspirations with a finished craftsmanship, was born in Baltimore,
of

piece

vided

50c
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WBAL since 1926 and for a number of years conducted that
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By Gustav KLEMM

With simple tenderness (warmiy/

has been Program Director and

station's concert orchestra.

C.

Prize

was an organist and violinst and

arrangements

carried

Piano

in Worcester,

orchestra

have

William

born and has lived all his life

cessful piano compositions, songs,
numbers,

by

the First

Concert

fine

sure to delight every fairly accomplished pianist.
A goodly number of other suc-

choral

won

cation of THE ETUDE PIANO
SOLO COMPOSITION
PRIZE
CONTEST. The composer of this

Solo

composition

Rubato

the

First Prize
Piano
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Steere
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WALTER WALLACE
Dancer
Wallace

ROE
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SMITH

in Blue by Walt
Smith

stepped

Me

to claim the Second Prize
in the Entertaining Piano
Solo_ classification
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ETUDE PIANO SOLO.COM:
(Copyright 1940 by Thacdaee Preaser Co,
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POSITION PRIZE CONTEST.
This superlative composition is interestingly written in the modern
idiom,
Walter Wallace Smith was

only a high school student

when

he started

the piano professionally with a moving picture theatre orchestra,

years he has held thenteeyorgen Position i

to pla

In more Tecent

:

Within the 3 years following the
first acceptance of one of his compositions in
june 1914, a total of 25 of his compositions were accepted and
S
Heaters Presser Co.
i
Byes
ene
In the World War period Mr. Smith served with the Field Artillery Band School
at Camp Taylor, Louisville, Kentucky. While at camp he assisted in the “F.A.R.D
Minstrels’ which played the Liberty Theatres. He wrote the song hit of the
show. Mr. Smith began teaching in Johnstown, New York, (his birthplace)
in 1919
In 1923 he brought forth a popular

waltz song which Leo Feist published, and
thus started on a new sideline of popular
song writing. In 1924 he bocame
member of ASCAP. In 1939 the Syracuse

Symphony played his The Love Relais
on several programs during the season. Mr. Smith still
holds forth in the foot:
Bille of wee or ongncks aad.he gonteaees to a secret
ambition to compose nue:
lay something
tha‘
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which
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